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Abstract
Network centrality is a function that takes a network graph as input and assigns a score to
each node. In this thesis, we investigate the potential of network centralities for addressing
inference questions arising in the context of large-scale networked data. These questions
are particularly challenging because they require algorithms which are extremely fast and
simple so as to be scalable, while at the same time they must perform well. It is this tension
between scalability and performance that this thesis aims to resolve by using appropriate
network centralities. Specifically, we solve three important network inference problems
using network centrality: finding rumor sources, measuring influence, and learning com-
munity structure.
We develop a new network centrality called rumor centrality to find rumor sources in
networks. We give a linear time algorithm for calculating rumor centrality, demonstrating
its practicality for large networks. Rumor centrality is proven to be an exact maximum
likelihood rumor source estimator for random regular graphs (under an appropriate proba-
bilistic rumor spreading model). For a wide class of networks and rumor spreading models,
we prove that it is an accurate estimator. To establish the universality of rumor centrality as
a source estimator, we utilize techniques from the classical theory of generalized Polya's
urns and branching processes.
Next we use rumor centrality to measure influence in Twitter. We develop an influence
score based on rumor centrality which can be calculated in linear time. To justify the use of
rumor centrality as the influence score, we use it to develop a new network growth model
called topological network growth. We find that this model accurately reproduces two
important features observed empirically in Twitter retweet networks: a power-law degree
distribution and a superstar node with very high degree. Using these results, we argue that
rumor centrality is correctly quantifying the influence of users on Twitter. These scores
form the basis of a dynamic influence tracking engine called Trumor which allows one to
measure the influence of users in Twitter or more generally in any networked data.
Finally we investigate learning the community structure of a network. Using arguments
based on social interactions, we determine that the network centrality known as degree
centrality can be used to detect communities. We use this to develop the leader-follower
algorithm (LFA) which can learn the overlapping community structure in networks. The
LFA runtime is linear in the network size. It is also non-parametric, in the sense that it
can learn both the number and size of communities naturally from the network structure
without requiring any input parameters. We prove that it is very robust and learns accurate
community structure for a broad class of networks. We find that the LFA does a better job
of learning community structure on real social and biological networks than more common
algorithms such as spectral clustering.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Today the world has become inextricably intertwined by a host of different networks. In
particular, there has been an explosion in online social networks such as Facebook and
Twitter which now record what in the past had been informal social interactions. These
seemingly innocent network data contain a wealth of information and for various reasons
it is desired to extract information from them. Different types of problems emerge in the
presence of this vast network data and the extreme size and complexity of these networks
makes it difficult to solve them. However, because the data possesses a natural network
structure, it is possible to design methods to solve them efficiently. The key to solving
these network problems is a class of functions known as network centralities. These func-
tions assign scores to nodes in a network based upon their structural properties. For many
network problems, use of the proper network centrality can very often lead to an efficient
solution. The main focus of this thesis is to show how to use the following network cen-
trality philosophy for solving network problems.
Given the problem and network data, determine the appropriate network centrality and
use it to efficiently solve the problem. Ideally, efficient solutions should scale linearly or
sub-linearly in order to cope with the scale of the data.
There are many different types of network problems that can be solved with this cen-
trality philosophy and in this thesis we will focus on three specific ones.
1. Finding the source of a rumor in a network. Assume a rumor has spread in a
network. Then, with only knowledge about who has the rumor and the network
topology, how does one find the source of the rumor?
2. Measuring influence in a network. In a social network where people discuss differ-
ent topics, how can one measure the influence of people specified by topic and time
using the structure of the network?
3. Learning the community structure of a network. Many times networks possess
some underlying community structure, such as different social groups in a social
network. How can one use the network to learn this community structure?
An important contribution of this thesis is the systematic study of network centrality in
the context of these three important problems as well as empirical demonstration of this
philosophy. This is in sharp contrast to the popular literature on network science where the
network centralities are proposed based on "common sense". We instead view the problems
as an inference problems and find effective answers in the form of network centralities.
We will find that the unifying theme of these problems is the use of network centralities.
Before going into further detail about these network problems and network centralities, we
will first present a very important example of a network problem that was solved using
this network centrality philosophy. The problem is that of web search, specifically, how
to return relevant webpages in the Internet that match a user's query, and the solution that
emerged is the Google search engine.
1.0.1 Network Centrality Philosophy and Google
A web search engine is typically provided a user query and then returns all webpages that
match the query. The challenge is to determine which pages are most relevant to the user.
One naive approach to this is to find all pages which match the query and then look through
the content of the pages to determine which are most relevant. Many early search engines
took this approach, for example simply using the number of times a query appeared in a
webpage as an indicator of relevance. However, this approach was prone to manipulation
and often produced poor search results. The founders of Google realized that webpages
in the Internet did not exist in isolation, but rather formed a network through their link
structure. For example, a site with a large amount of importance may have many other
webpages which link to it. The structure of this network could be used to determine the
relevance of webpages, but an appropriate function was needed to convert this network
structure to a relevance score. In their original paper, the founders of Google created a
network centrality called PageRank which they used to calculate scores for webpages [53].
Their search engine would then return the webpages matching the user's query, ranked by
their PageRank scores. An illustration of the original Google approach to search is shown
in Figure 1-1. Similar network structure based approaches for web search were proposed
in [40] and [42], with the method in [42] leading to the creation of Baidu, the top search
engine in China. We will describe PageRank in greater detail in Section 1.2.3.
Google's approach to search has been incredibly successful, with the site achieving 1
billion unique visitors in May 2011 [27]. The success of Google is a testament to the power
of the network centrality philosophy for solving large scale network problems. For Google,
using the network structure of webpages allowed for a very efficient way to ascertain the
relevance of webpages, as compared with approaches based on webpage content. Another
way to view this is that with network centrality, Google was able to extract the relevant
knowledge from the network it needed for ranking webpages. The use of network centrality
simplified greatly the search problem and led to a very effective, scalable solution. The
centrality based philosophy is very powerful for this reason, and we will use it in this thesis
to solve other very important network problems, which we describe next.
1.1 Network Problems
We will now provide a brief overview of the different network problems that will be studied
in this thesis. This cursory exposition of the problems is meant to provide more motivation
for the network centrality philosophy presented in this chapter. Each of these problems will
be studied in greater detail in later chapters.
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Figure 1-1: The network centrality approach to web search taken by Google. (right) A
set of pages which match the user's query are returned, but it is not clear which ones are
most relevant for the user. (middle) The webpages link to each other, forming a network
structure. (right) Google uses the PageRank network centrality to score the webpages and
then ranks the webpages for the user by their PageRank score.
1.1.1 Finding Rumor Sources
Finding the source of a rumor or anything which spreads in a network in an uncontrolled
manner is a very important problem. Imagine that a virus spreads through a human contact
network and causes an epidemic. Then one would like to find the source of this virus in
order to understand what caused the epidemic and possibly quarantine the virus. Similarly,
imagine a computer worm spreads through the Internet. Then we would naturally want to
find the origin of this cyber attack, or as the attacker find out when it is possible to hide
in the network. Finally, imagine that a rumor or a piece of information spreads through a
social network. In this case, we would like to find out who is the source of the rumor or
information.
In essence, all of these situations can be modeled abstractly as a rumor spreading
through a network. The problem of interest is the scenario where the rumor has been
spreading for an unknown amount of time in the network and we wish to find the source.
All we know is who is infected with the rumor and the underlying network structure. This
is depicted in Figure 1-2. With only knowledge of the structure of this "rumor graph", the
question is when is it possible to find the rumor source and when is it impossible?
We will see in Chapters 2 and 3 that with just this rumor graph we can indeed find the
rumor source with very high accuracy. The solution to this problem involves identifying
Rumor graph
Network centrality urce
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Figure 1-2: (left) A rumor spreads in a network and at some unknown time in the future, we
observe the set of rumor infected nodes, or rumor graph. From this observation we wish to
find the rumor source. (right) The network centrality known as rumor centrality will find
the most likely source of the rumor in the rumor graph
the right type of structural information for rumor spreading. To capture this structural
information, we create a new network centrality called rumor centrality. We will see that
rumor centrality is the correct centrality for rumor source detection when the problem is
viewed as an inference problem. In the network centrality philosophy, we calculate the
rumor centrality of each node in the rumor graph and use this centrality score to identify
the most likely source, as shown in Figure 1-2.
1.1.2 Measuring Influence
Massive online social networks such as Twitter and Facebook provide the means to possibly
measure the influence of different people based on historic communications. In particular,
it would be very useful to be able to quantify the influence of people with regard to specific
topics. For example, a company which sells chocolate bars may wish to determine in a
social network who is influential with regard to the topics of chocolate bars, candy, or
sweets. In addition to topic based influence, one may also wish to track influence over
different time periods in order to determine who is gaining and losing influence. Therefore,
the ultimate goal is to be able to calculate influence with respect to time and topic within a
\S
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Figure 1-3: An illustration of the Trumor dynamic influence tracking engine for Twitter.
(left) The topic of chocolate bar is actively discussed on a social network in a certain time
window. (right) An influence score based on rumor centrality is used to quantify the influ-
ence of each user on the chocolate bar topic in the time window.
social network.
The complexity and scale of online social networks makes it difficult to obtain this
type of fine grained influence information. For instance, the micro-blogging site Twitter
contains over 200 million users [58] which post messages known as tweets at an average
rate of 750 per second, with extreme rates reaching 3,000 per second during certain events
[37]. Despite these obstacles, it should be possible to extract useful information due to the
network structure inherent in the data. Network centralities are ideal to help make sense
of this complex network data. We will find in Chapter 4 that indeed network centralities,
in particular rumor centrality, can be used to measure influence in social networks such
as Twitter. We will use this rumor centrality as the foundation for a dynamic influence
tracking engine for Twitter which we call Trumor. In the network centrality philosophy,
Trumor calculates an influence score based on rumor centrality for each user in the portion
of the social network that is actively discussing the user specified topic in the user specified
time window and uses this score to quantify the influence of the users. An illustration of
this is shown in Figure 1-3.
1.1.3 Learning Community Structure
The structure of many networks is governed by latent communities or clusters. For ex-
ample, in a social network, people which are part of the same latent community are more
likely to be friends and therefore be connected in the network. Very often it is useful to
learn these latent communities in order to better understand the structural composition of a
network. The challenge is then to figure out how to use the available network data to find
these latent communities. Social networks have the added complexity that very often the
users belong to multiple communities, so there is considerable overlap in the communities.
For example, in Figure 1-4, we show a social network where there are three overlapping
communities: people from work, family, and college. This type of overlapping community
structure is very common in social networks, so finding the community structure is more
complex than simply partitioning the network into disjoint communities. In addition, we
assume that we do not know the size of the communities nor the number of communities.
This combination of the lack of prior knowledge of the number and size of communities
plus the overlapping community structure makes for an extremely challenging problem.
To solve this problem we will use the very simple network centrality measure known
as degree centrality which is described in Section 1.2.1. Using degree centrality coupled
with arguments based on social structure, we develop a very simple algorithm called the
leader-follower algorithm which can find the overlapping community structure of a net-
work efficiently and accurately. In the network centrality philosophy, roughly what the
leader-follower algorithm does is use degree centrality to identify leaders of communities
and then assigns followers to leaders to form communities. An illustration of the algorithm
applied to an example social network is shown in Figure 1-4.
1.2 Network Centrality
We have seen that the network centrality philosophy is very powerful for solving problems
involving large complex networks. The key to this philosophy is a class of functions known
as network centralities. In this section we will provide greater details on the different types
of network centralities in order to understand the type of information they can provide.
Family
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Figure 1-4: (left) A social network with overlapping communities. (fight) The leader-
follower algorithm uses the network centrality known as degree centrality to find this over-
lapping community structure.
Given a network G = (V, E) with node set V and edgeset E C V x V, it is natural to
assign scores to the nodes in V based upon their structural properties. Depending upon the
structural properties considered, nodes may have different scores. Network centralities are
functions which measure this score based upon different structural properties. Formally,
a network centrality NC : (V, G) --+ R is a function that maps a node v in the graph G
to a real number. Putting it another way, network centrality is an embedding of a network
in a one-dimensional Euclidean space and the hope is that the embedding brings out the
structural properties of interest.
There are two important pieces of information provided by network centrality. The first
is the ranking of the nodes based upon their centrality score. This can be used to do things
such as determine the most important nodes in the network. The second piece of informa-
tion network centrality provides is a quantification of this importance. That is, the actual
numeric score of the nodes. It can very often happen that different centralities identify the
same set of important nodes in a network, but the amount of importance assigned to each
node depends heavily on the choice of centrality. To better understand how different net-
work centralities evaluate the importance of nodes, we will use a simple example network
shown in Figure 1-5. In what follows, we will compare how different network centralities
Figure 1-5: Example network for comparing network centralities.
measure the importance of nodes in this network.
1.2.1 Degree Centrality
The simplest structural property of a node in a network is how many neighbors it has.
Degree centrality captures this structural property. Formally, for an undirected network
G = (V, E), the degree centrality or just degree deg(v, G) of a node v E V is given by
deg(v, G) = |{u E V : (u, v) E E}| (1.1)
For simplicity of notation, we will drop the argument referring to the graph G from here on
for degree centrality and its variants.
If the network is directed then edges have an associated direction. For instance, in a
directed network, for any two nodes u, v E V, the edges (u, v) and (v, u) are distinct edges.
In contrast, if the network were undirected, then each edge would just be an unordered pair.
Now for directed networks, we can define two different types of degree centrality or degree.
First there is in-degree degis(v) which is simply the number of edges pointing into a node.
Formally,
degi,(v) = I{nE V: (u,v) E E}| (1.2)
Second, we can define the out-degree of a node degat (v) as the number of edges point-
ing out from a node. Formally,
deg,,t(v) = |{u c V : (v, u) c E}| (1.3)
Our example network is undirected, so we can simply use degree centrality. The values
of the degrees of the nodes are shown in Table 1.1. To visualize these values, we redraw
the example network in Figure 1-6 with the size of each node proportional to its degree.
Notice that nodes d and j have the same degree, but are in distinct structural positions in
the network. Node d is connected to a high degree node a, whereas j is connected to node
i which is connected to a high degree node b. Therefore, degree centrality only captures
the local structural properties of a node and does not provide any information regarding the
global structure of the network.
1.2.2 Distance Centrality
Often we may wish to score nodes based upon more global structural information. To do
this we can use what is known as distance centrality or closeness centrality [56]. This
centrality measure captures how close a node is to all other nodes in the network. For
nodes which are very close to most nodes in the network, the distance centrality should be
large. If we define the shortest path distance between two nodes u, v E V on an undirected
network G as d(u, v), then the distance centrality of a node v is defined as
D(v, G) = (o, u) (1.4)
(UEV )-
For simplicity we will assume that the network is connected so that each node can reach
all other nodes in the network and all distances are well-defined.
To understand how network structure is translated to scores by distance centrality, we
present the values for the example network in Table 1.1. Also, we have redrawn the network
in Figure 1-6 with node sizes proportional to their distance centrality. As can be seen, in
contrast to degree centrality, the node sizes are much more homogeneous for distance cen-
trality. Thus, we see that even though the central nodes a and b are still the most important,
distance centrality assigns them less absolute importance than does degree centrality.
To understand why distance centrality produces scores that are more homogeneous, let
us consider nodes a and c in the tree network in Figure 1-6. Because a is the only neighbor
of c, a path from c to any other node in the network must pass through a. Therefore, the
distance from any node to c will be one hop longer than that node's distance to a, with the
exception of node c itself. Let N be the total number of nodes in the network. Then if we
look at the ratio of the distance centralities of a and c we obtain
D(a, G) EZ v d(c, u)
D(c, G) EZcv d(a, u)
_ EZ#cv(d(a, u) + 1) + d(a, c) - 1
ZEv d(a, u)
ouEV d(a, u) + N - 2
EUE d (a, u)
+ N - 2
= 1 + d(a, u)
< 2
As can be seen, despite the difference in structural position of two neighboring nodes in a
tree network, their distance centralities can only differ by at most a factor of two, no matter
how many nodes are connected to node a. This is in contrast to the ratio of the degree
centralities of these nodes, which will grow as more nodes connect to a.
1.2.3 Eigenvector Centrality
The number of neighbors is what determines a node's degree centrality. However, one can
imagine scenarios where the identity of these neighbors also affects a node's importance.
For example, a node connected to many unimportant nodes may be less important than a
node with a few neighbors of high importance. To capture this type of importance, one can
use the network centrality measure known as eigenvector centrality [21]. First, for a node
v we define its set of neighbors Nf(v) as
.V(v) = {u C V I (u, v) E E} (1.5)
For an undirected graph, this is simply the set of neighbors, while for a directed graph
this is the set of neighbors which point to v. With this notation, we can define a node's
eigenvector centrality E(v, G) as
E(v, G) = E(u, G) (1.6)
uEA(v)
If we define A as the adjacency matrix of the graph where
Auv 1 if (u,v) E E (1.7)
0 else
then the set of equations for the eigenvector centralities of all nodes in the network can
be written in matrix form as
AE = A T E (1.8)
where A is a constant which is needed to ensure the equations have a nontrivial solution.
The origin of the term eigenvector centrality is now evident. The solution to this set of
equations is an eigenvector of A T with A as the corresponding eigenvalue. For eigenvector
centrality one generally uses the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue.
There are several variations of this simple eigenvector centrality. For example, PageR-
ank, the network centrality originally used in the Google search engine, weighs each neigh-
bor's PageRank by the inverse of its out-degree [53]. The idea is that if a node has high
out-degree, it is pointing to many other nodes and hence is less important. The PageRank
of a node is expressed as
PR(v, G) = G) (1.9)
degoet(U)
Another variation of eigenvector centrality is Bonacich centrality, a parametric central-
ity measure which has two parameters that control the impact of global and local factors
[22]. The Bonacich centrality BC(v, G, a, 3) is parameterized by two terms a and #. It
can be written as
BC(v, G, a, #) = E (a + OBC(u, G, a, #)) (1.10)
UE~K(v)
= a deg,(v) + # BC(u, G, a, #) (1.11)
uEA/(v)
The a parameter weighs the importance of the node's degree, while the # parameter
weighs the importance of the scores of the node's neighbors. If # = 0 then Bonacich
centrality reduces to in-degree. If instead a = 0 then it reduces to eigenvector centrality.
Thus one can view a as controlling the importance of local structure (degree) while #
controls the importance of global structure.
Bonacich centrality emerges naturally as the Nash equilibrium of non-cooperative games
with linear-quadratic utilities [12]. The game is played by a set of agents who wish to max-
imize a utility function by putting forth the appropriate amount of "effort". It turns out
that the amount of effort each agent will provide in the Nash equilibrium of the game is
proportional to their Bonacich centrality in the network of local complementarities. This
game theoretic example is important because it is an instance where a network centrality
measure is given a solid theoretical justification.
The basic eigenvector centrality scores for the example network are shown in Table
1.1. The example network is also redrawn in Figure 1-6 with node sizes proportional to
their eigenvector centrality. Eigenvector centrality places more importance to higher de-
gree nodes than does distance centrality. In this example network, it assigns importances
in a manner similar to degree centrality, with some subtle differences. For example, the
eigenvector centrality of node b is slightly greater than node a, whereas the degree of node
b is less than that of a. This is because node b is connected to two non-leaf nodes a and
i, whereas a is connected to only one non-leaf node b. Therefore, b has more "important"
neighbors than a, and so achieves a slightly larger eigenvector centrality, despite having
fewer total neighbors.
1.2.4 Betweenness Centrality
An important structural property of nodes in a network is how many paths between nodes
pass through them. That is, how much would the removal of that node affect the connectiv-
ity of the network. To capture this structural property, one can use betweenness centrality
[32]. This centrality measure counts how many distinct shortest paths pass through a node.
Let ost be the number of shortest paths in G between nodes s and t and let ast (v) be the
number of shortest paths in G between nodes s and t that pass through node v. Then the
betweenness centrality of v is given by
B(v, G) = st (v) (1.12)
soVftEV ast
A node v which has many shortest paths passing through it will have large values for
Ust(v) and hence a large betweenness centrality.
There are variations of betweenness centrality which capture different notions of be-
tweenness. If one has a network where edges have weights which indicate a maximum
flow that can pass through them, then there exists the notion of flow betweenness centrality
[33]. Let ft be the maximum flow between nodes s and t and fat(v) be the amount of
the maximum flow between these nodes which also passes through node v. Then the flow
betweenness of v is given by
FB(v, G) = ft(V) (1.13)
sIvtev ith (1.13)
It is very similar to betweenness centrality except with the number of paths est replaced
Node Degree cent. Distance cent. Eigenvector cent. Betweenness cent.
a 5 0.071 0.185 26
b 4 0.071 0.197 25
c 1 0.046 0.094 0
d 1 0.046 0.094 0
e 1 0.046 0.094 0
f 1 0.046 0.094 0
g 1 0.046 0.064 0
h 1 0.046 0.064 0
i 2 0.050 0.076 8j 1 0.036 0.039 0
Table 1.1: Network centralities for example network.
by the maximum flow ft. Flow betweenness centrality is appropriate when the relevant
structural information is flows passing through nodes rather than just the number of paths.
The betweenness centrality scores for the example network are shown in Table 1.1.
The example network is also redrawn in Figure 1-6 with node sizes proportional to their
betweenness centrality. As can be seen, the leaf nodes have betweenness centrality of zero
because no paths pass through them. Thus, betweenness centrality gives no importance to
leaf nodes at all, in contrast to the other centrality measures examined thus far.
1.2.5 Comparing Network Centralities
The results in Table 1.1 and Figure 1-5 indicate that network centralities will generally
identify the same types of nodes as important, but can differ greatly on the absolute impor-
tance given each node. For example, the leaf nodes have a substantial importance under
distance centrality, but no importance at all under betweenness centrality. For network
problems where one wishes to identify nodes which are close to the rest of the network,
distance centrality tells us that the leaf nodes are not much worse than the central nodes
in this network. However, for network problems where nodes in between many nodes are
important, betweenness centrality tells us that that the leaf nodes have no importance at
all. Therefore, it is very important for a given network problem to understand the relevant
structure. This way, one can select the correct network centrality to obtain a useful solution.
It is important to note that the centrality measures shown here are common sense based
Figure 1-6: Example network with node sizes scaled by corresponding network central-
ity. (top left) Degree centrality, (top right) distance centrality, (bottom left) eigenvector
centrality, and (bottom right) betweenness centrality.
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or heuristics. It is not provably established what they are doing, with the exception being
Bonacich centrality in certain non-cooperative games. However, network centralities are
useful in practice because they are simple enough to lend themselves to efficient, iterative
calculations. A theoretical justification for the use of a network centrality is as important
as efficient algorithms for calculating it. We provide both of these elements in this thesis.
We give theoretical justification for the use of new network centralities in certain problems
and also provide efficient algorithms for calculating them.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis provides a systematic study of the use of network centralities for solving net-
work problems by viewing them as inference problems. We give efficient algorithms and
also provide provable guarantees and strong empirical validation of our network central-
ity based solutions. We use network centrality to solve three different network problems:
finding rumor sources, measuring influence, and learning community structure.
The network centralities used for solving these problems are determined in different
ways. For rumor source detection, the network centrality used is rumor centrality and it is
obtained from theoretical analysis. For measuring influence, we use rumor centrality based
upon empirical analysis with real social network data. For learning community structure,
the proper network centrality measure is degree centrality which is determined using argu-
ments based on social considerations.
1.3.1 Finding Rumor Sources
We begin with finding rumor sources in networks in Chapter 2. This problem has its roots
in the field of epidemiology, which has led to many interesting areas of research. We
provide an overview for these related problems in Section 2.1. However, the problem of
finding the source of a rumor in a network has not been formally investigated. To study
the problem formally, we need to define a rumor spreading model. We utilize the popular
susceptible infected (SI) model from the literature which was originally used in the context
of epidemiology. Here, we use the SI model for rumor spreading. In the model, once a node
has the rumor, it spreads it to each of its neighbors after some random time. These spreading
times are arbitrary, but we will assume throughout this thesis that they are independent
and identically distributed. We formalize rumor source detection as an inference problem,
where the goal is to find the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the source under the
SI model, given only the rumor infected graph. To evaluate this likelihood, we create a
new network centrality called rumor centrality. What rumor centrality does is count the
number of ways a rumor can spread in a network from a given source and produce the
measured rumor graph. The intuition, which we make formal, is that the more ways a node
can spread a rumor (the higher its rumor centrality) the more likely it is to be the source.
Despite the fact that rumor centrality counts a potentially exponential number of ways to
spread a rumor, we provide a very efficient message-passing algorithm for evaluating it.
With this algorithm, we can calculate the rumor centrality for every node in a network with
a runtime linear in the network size.
Chapter 3 focuses on analyzing the performance of the rumor centrality estimator. We
find that for a class of networks known as random regular graphs where every node has
the same degree d, rumor centrality is an exact ML estimator under the SI model when the
rumor spreading times have an exponential distribution. For more general networks it is
not an exact ML estimator, but nonetheless remains a very effective rumor source estimator
(which we establish theoretically). We obtain a full theoretical characterization of the error
distribution for rumor centrality for random regular graphs. Let us define Cn as the event
that rumor centrality identifies the kth infected node as the most likely source after the
rumor has spread for time t and infected n(t) nodes. For k = 1, C1 et means the first
infected node is identified as the source, which is equivalent to correct source detection.
For a random regular graph of degree d = 2, which is also known as a linear graph, we
obtain the following result for the detection probability.
lim P (CI) = 0 (1.14)2!0i0 (o)o
For this simple network structure, rumor centrality, and in fact any estimator, can never find
the source as the rumor spreads to more and more nodes. This is due to the fact that the
linear graph's structure is too simple to provide any knowledge that can be used to detect
the source. However, if we increase the complexity of the underlying network, a much
different result is obtained. In particular, for these random-regular graphs, if the degree
is greater than 2, we can always find the source with high accuracy. Specifically, for a
random regular graph of degree d > 3, we obtain the following exact expression for the
error distribution of the rumor centrality estimator.
lim P (Cnk =I1/2 k - 1 + , 11+
t- oo W d - 2 d - 2
+ (d - 1) I1/2( , k +)-1). (1.15)d -2 d-2)
Here I, (a, b) is the regularized incomplete Beta function given by the following expression.
Iz(a,b)- F(a+ ) = ta--1(1 - t)b--ldt,
rF(a)rF(b) 1 '
This result says that the error probability decays exponentially in the distance from the
true source, indicating that rumor centrality is a very precise estimator for random regular
graphs. For example, for degree d 3, the error distribution simplifies to
lim P (Cnk) = k (k+1) ~ exp - (k)).
We also obtain interesting results from this analysis for the correct detection probability of
rumor centrality on random regular graphs. For a random regular graph of degree 3, we
have the following result.
1
lim P (C(t)) - (1.16)
This says that the probability that rumor centrality correctly finds the source converges to
1/4 as the size of the rumor graph goes to infinity. For a random regular graph where the
degree goes to infinity, we have that
lim lim P (C'(t)) = 1 - ln(2) (1.17)
d- oo t-+oo
Here, as the rumor graph size and degree grow, the limiting detection probability is 1 -
ln(2). Our analysis also shows that for any random regular graph with degree d 2 3, the
correct detection probability is between 1/4 and 1 - ln(2).
The analysis upon which these results are based utilizes a novel connection between
the SI rumor spreading model, Polya urn models, and the theory of branching processes.
We are able to use these analysis techniques to provide a theoretical characterization of the
performance of the rumor centrality estimator for other networks that are locally tree-like,
such as classical Erdos-Renyi graphs. These results hold for the SI model with arbitrary
spreading times. Specifically, we find that for a random tree and also for Erdos-Renyi
graphs,
lim inf P (CM(t)) > 0. (1.18)
This result says that for any spreading time distribution, under the SI model, no matter how
many nodes are infected in the rumor graph, rumor centrality can always find the source in
these networks with non-trivial probability. Essentially, some minimum, strictly positive
fixed amount of detection probability always resides at the true source, independent of
the number of infected nodes. This is in contrast to linear graphs, where the detection
probability goes to zero as more nodes are infected.
Another class of networks which we study are geometric trees. These networks are
characterized by polynomial growth. That is, the number of nodes a distance I from a node
scales as lP for some a > 0. If a = 0 then this gives a network with a structure very
similar to a linear graph. We have already seen that for these networks, detection of the
rumor source is not possible. If instead, a is strictly positive, we find that
lim P (Cl(y .(.9
t-+00no
That is, for geometric trees which grow faster than a linear graph, we can always find the
source with rumor centrality. The proof technique for this result is different than that for
random regular graphs. This is because geometric trees have polynomial growth, whereas
random regular graphs have exponential growth. Rumor graphs on networks with poly-
nomial growth have much lower variance than on networks with exponential growth. The
lower variance of geometric trees allows us to use concentration based estimations to es-
tablish our results.
For a more striking visual demonstration of the precision of rumor centrality for source
detection, we present an example rumor graph on a grid network in Figure 1-7. The col-
ored circles represent the rumor infected nodes, with the rumor spread via the SI model
with exponential spreading times of rate 1. The color bar indicates the normalized rumor
centralities of the nodes in the rumor graph, with red nodes having a very high value. As
can be seen, rumor centrality singles out a very small set of nodes from this large rumor
graph as likely sources. In this instance, it happens that the most likely source as identified
by rumor centrality turns out to be the actual source. This example shows just how effective
rumor centrality can be at finding sources of rumors in large networks.
In summary, on a linear graph it is not possible to detect the rumor source, but for
anything growing faster than a line detection is possible and this detection is accomplished
by means of the efficient rumor centrality. Therefore, if one wished to spread information
without being caught, one must do so on a "line".
1.3.2 Measuring Influence
In Chapter 4 we study measuring influence in networks. In particular we look at measuring
influence in the micro-blogging site Twitter. There have been many heuristic based ap-
proaches used to measure influence in Twitter, which we discuss in Section 4.1.2. However,
there is no strong empirical or theoretical justification for these approaches. We approach
this problem with the hypothesis that influence can be measured using the appropriate net-
work centrality measure. The challenge is then to determine which centrality measure
to use. We take a data driven approach here by looking the the structure of networks in
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Figure 1-7: A rumor graph on a grid network. The color bar indicates the normalized rumor
centralities of the nodes in the rumor graph, with red nodes having a very high value. The
most likely source as identified by rumor centrality, and the true source coincide and are
indicated on the figure.
Twitter. We then develop a model based on network centrality to describe these networks.
Rumor centrality is identified as the proper centrality measure because it models the data
most accurately under the proposed model. We then use rumor centrality as the basis for a
dynamic influence tracking engine for Twitter we call Trumor.
We begin by studying the empirical properties of dynamic topic networks on Twitter.
These are networks of user interaction regarding a specific topic during a specific time
window. An example of one of these networks for the topic "BET Awards" is shown
in Figure 1-8. We observe two unique properties for all of these networks. First, their
degree distribution shows a power-law behavior. This means that the degree distribution
decays polynomially fast in the degree. Second, they each have one very high degree
node which we refer to as a superstar. For this BET Awards network, the superstar is
the pop singer known as Lady Gaga, whose image is shown in the network in Figure 1-
8, along with other notable high degree nodes. Both of these structural properties are
labeled in the degree histogram for the BET Awards network in Figure 1-8. The superstar
is particularly interesting because it is a non-local effect and cannot be explained using
conventional local models of network growth such as Erdos-Renyi graphs or the so called
preferential attachment model [14]. Rather, a model is needed which can incorporate the
global structure of the network.
We propose a new network growth model known as topological network growth. This
model allows one to grow a random network using an arbitrary influence measure. Roughly
speaking, this model has new nodes connect to nodes already in the network randomly,
with a preference for nodes with a higher influence. We study the effect of different net-
work centralities as influence measures on the resulting network structure. The different
ways in which network centralities quantify influence are manifested in the structure of
these networks. For example, we find that distance centrality produces networks whose
degree distribution decays exponentially fast. That is, these networks do not have many
high degree nodes. When degree centrality is used as the importance measure, the model
reduces to the aforementioned preferential attachment model and produces networks with
a degree distribution which follows a power-law. Here it is more likely to find some nodes
of relatively high degree. We find that networks grown using rumor centrality have both of
the properties measured in the Twitter networks: power-law degree distribution and super-
stars. The networks formed using rumor centrality have degree distributions which are very
similar to those measured in the Twitter networks for many different topics. An example is
shown in Figure 1-8, where the rumor centrality network degree distribution matches that
of the Twitter data very closely. Because rumor centrality matches the data so well, we
provide a more detailed analysis of the network structure. We are able to characterize the
network structure that emerges when rumor centrality is used as an influence measure. In
particular, we are able to show how the properties of rumor centrality lead naturally to the
observed power-law and superstar node.
We utilize these results to develop an application that measures influence in networks.
The topological network growth model with rumor centrality does a very effective job of
describing the Twitter data, so we use it as the basis for a dynamic influence tracking engine
for Twitter called Trumor. Trumor constructs a Twitter network specific to a user specified
topic and time window. It then calculates an influence score based on rumor centrality for
the people in this network. In this way it is able to quantify the topic specific influence of
people on Twitter. This dynamic, topic dependent influence score can then be used by other
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Figure 1-8: (left) The BET Awards network from Twitter. The superstar node (ladygaga) is
marked by an arrow. (right) The degree distribution of the BET Awards network which has
N = 1724 nodes. Also shown is the degree distribution of a synthetic network the same
size as the BET Awards network which was created using the topological network growth
model with rumor centrality as an influence measure.
applications which wish to determine the influence of users in Twitter on certain topics.
1.3.3 Learning Community Structure
In Chapter 5 we look at learning community structure in networks. The scenario we envi-
sion is the following. We are given a network and must determine all communities within
it with no knowledge of the number or size of these communities. In addition, we add
the complication that the communities are allowed to overlap. We have seen in Section
1.1.3 that in social networks very often people belong to multiple communities, so any
community detection method must be able to handle overlapping communities.
Community detection is a very well-known problem with a rich history. We review
many of the existing techniques for community detection in Section 5.1. Our aim here is
to learn overlapping communities without any knowledge of the size and number of com-
munities and also provide theoretical guarantees for the performance of our algorithm. The
existing techniques for community detection do not achieve all of these goals. In our al-
gorithm, we take a non-parametric, data-driven approach to community detection. That is,
we seek a solution which can learn all the information regarding the communities from the
network structure alone, without assuming any sort of parametric model. Through argu-
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ments based on social interactions, we find that the relevant network centrality measure for
this problem is degree centrality. The argument we use to justify degree centrality is the
following. In a community there are nodes which connect the community to the rest of
the network, which we call leaders, and there are nodes with no neighbors outside of the
community, which we call followers. The followers provide the community with a distin-
guishing identity, and leaders keep the network connected. If we assume that everyone in
a community knows each other, then the community will be a clique. Under this scenario,
within any community leaders will necessarily have a higher degree than followers, and so
degree centrality can be used to distinguish them.
With this argument, we use degree centrality in a novel way to develop the leader-
follower algorithm (LFA) for learning community structure. This algorithm is completely
non-parametric, requiring no input parameters. It can find overlapping communities with
no constraints on the number or size of communities found. The LFA is able to learn the
number of communities naturally from the network structure. Also, the LFA is very fast,
having a runtime linear in the network size. We find that it can find the communities in a
network of 150,000 nodes in a few minutes on a standard PC with a Pentium Core Duo 1.8
GHz processor.
We also provide theoretical guarantees for the performance of the LFA. We prove that it
can accurately find communities in a social setting where the following properties are likely
to hold: communities are cliques because everyone knows each other and each community
has at least one follower. This result shows that the LFA is quite effective for a broad class
of networks. Also, we find that this structural property of communities is found in real
network data. Using data from social and biological networks, we show that the LFA is
very effective at learning community structure in real networks.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the LFA, we show in Figure 1-9 an example of
its application to a real social network. This network consists of performers in a college
culture show. Each node is a performer and there is an edge between any performers
which are in the same performance. The communities in this network are the performances.
Because many performers were in multiple performances, there is considerable overlap in
the community structure. Despite this, the LFA is able to find all of the communities in
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Figure 1-9: (left) Network of performers in a college culture show. (right) Plot of the
error of the communities found with spectral clustering for this culture show network as a
function of the number of input clusters. Also shown is the error for the LFA, which is zero
for this network.
this network exactly. For comparison, also shown is the clustering error that arises when
one tries to find the communities using a more conventional technique known as spectral
clustering, which requires the number of communities as an input parameter. The clustering
error measures the average fraction of misclassified nodes per community. As can be seen,
the LFA outperforms this parametric algorithm on this real social network.
Chapter 2
Finding Rumor Sources
In this chapter we will study in depth the problem of finding the source of a rumor in a
network. In addition to being a very practical and important problem, the challenge and
novelty of finding the rumor source in a network also makes it a very interesting theoretical
pursuit. Essentially, one needs to determine the origin of a spreading process based upon
the final structure of the rumor infected network. There are two important questions to ask
here. First, how does one actually construct the rumor source estimator? The estimator
would naturally need to incorporate the topology of the underlying network, but it is not
obvious in what manner. Second, what are the fundamental limits to this rumor source
detection problem? In particular, how well can one find the rumor source, what is the
distribution of the error, and how does the network structure affect one's ability to find the
rumor source?
Rumor source detection has remained a relatively unexplored problem mainly because
of its inherent difficulty. The challenge arise because one must search for the rumor source
within the entire network using only the network structure. For very complex networks,
it is akin to finding a needle in a stack of needles. Despite the challenging nature of the
problem, in this chapter we will show that it is indeed possible to find rumor sources in net-
works. We will create a network centrality measure for this problem which we call rumor
centrality. This centrality measure is an exact maximum likelihood (ML) estimator for cer-
tain classes of networks. We naturally extend rumor centrality to make it an estimator for
rumor sources in general networks. Also, we provide a precise theoretical characterization
of the performance of the rumor centrality based estimator for networks which are "locally
tree-like".
2.1 Previous Work
2.1.1 1854 London Cholera Epidemic
One of the earliest and most well known examples of source detection is the 1854 cholera
epidemic in London. Over 616 people were killed by cholera during the epidemic, which
ravaged London's Soho district that year [39]. The prevailing theory at the time was that
cholera was spread by contaminated air or pollution. A physician named Dr. John Snow
was skeptical of this theory took it upon himself to investigate the cause of the epidemic.
Dr. Snow's investigations led him to suspect that it was contaminated water which was
the cause of the cholera epidemic. His interviews with local residents led him to suspect
a pump located at Broad Street (now Broadwick Street) as the source of the cholera. His
examination of the water at the pump did not conclusively show that it was contaminated.
However, his findings on the disease spreading pattern were strong enough to convince the
local council to shut down the pump. One very important thing Dr. Snow did was gather
data on the location of deaths that were due to cholera and plot these on a map of London,
which is shown in Figure 2-1 [59].
Later it was found that this Broad St. pump was indeed the source of the cholera.
What had happened was that a cesspool had been dug within close proximity of the pump.
The diaper of a baby which had contracted cholera from some external source was washed
in this cesspool, with the resulting contaminated waste leaking into the water pump, thus
starting the cholera epidemic in London. On Figure 2-1 the location of the Broad St. pump
is labeled as the cholera source.
Now, without any formal epidemiological techniques, we can use Dr. Snow's data on
cholera deaths to accurately estimate the cholera source. We treat the death data points as
particles of unit mass, and then calculate their center of mass. It turns out that this center of
mass is located at the same Broad St. water pump that was the cholera source. Therefore,
Figure 2-1: Map of London with locations of deaths during the 1854 cholera epidemic as
found by Dr. John Snow marked with red dots. The cholera source and center of mass are
indicated on the figure. It so happens that they are the same point on the map.
we see here that the center of this cholera map is the cholera source. Now this map is a
very simple geometric space (a plane) with no complex structure. However, the networks
which we are interested in do not have such a simple topology, so concepts such as center
of mass will not directly translate. Despite this, the intuition of the center being the source
is powerful, and we will use it in this chapter to find rumor sources. In particular, we will
show that the correct notion of a center for rumor source detection is the aforementioned
rumor centrality.
2.1.2 Epidemic Models
The classical model for the spread of epidemics on a network is known as the susceptible-
infected-recovered (SIR) model [9]. In this model nodes are either susceptible to infection,
infected, or recovered from the infection. Much of the work on this model has focused
on understanding under what conditions an epidemic can infect the entire network. This
work studies the relation between the structural properties of the network and the rate of
spread of the disease. One major contribution of this area of work is to establish what
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the epidemic threshold is, that is, what is the minimum rate of infection that will give a
global epidemic. Epidemic thresholds have been established for many well-known network
structures, including small-world networks [43] and scale-free networks [55]. In [34] the
authors were able to express the epidemic threshold in terms algebraic properties of the
network such as the spectral radius. A similar algebraic approach was used in [44] to
bound the time it takes a rumor to spread to a fixed number of nodes in a network.
While there has been a substantial amount of work on understanding epidemic thresh-
olds and rates of rumor spreading, there has been little previous work on finding the source
of a rumor in a network. It seems that this question is rather new in general. However,
we will see next that similar types of problems have been investigated in different areas.
Indeed, the question of what sort of information is preserved under network dynamics is an
important intellectual pursuit in the context of a few specific problems such as the recon-
struction of the source value [30], [45], [35] or network structure motivated by phylogeny
[29], [28].
2.1.3 Reconstruction of Source Value
There has been considerable work in a problem related to rumor source detection known
as the source value reconstruction problem. Here a known source node transmits a piece
of information under the presence of noise in a network. The goal is then to use the noisy
value of the information at the nodes in the network to reconstruct the original value at the
source. The connection between the network structure and the maximum amount of noise
under which reconstruction is possible is well understood on trees and tree-like graphs
[30],[45],[35].
Rumor source detection can be viewed as a much more challenging problem than re-
construction. In the reconstruction problem one knows the source and also the values of
the noisy information at all node. In the rumor source detection problem, one only knows
which nodes are infected with no knowledge of the source. For reconstruction, one only
needs to determine the value at the known source using noisy measurements in the network.
In contrast, for rumor source detection, one must determine the identity of the source from
a set of nodes with no obvious distinguishing characteristics. It is akin to trying find a
needle in a stack of needles.
2.1.4 Reconstruction of Network Structure
Another line of research has studied using rumor spreading data to reconstruct network
structure. The basic idea is that one measures the sequence in which nodes are infected
with the rumor for many different rumor sources in the network. These rumor spreading
events are referred to as cascades. Then, using the causal information embedded in these
cascades, one attempts to reconstruct the edges of the network. This approach has been
pursued in [36] and [47]. In [47] the number of cascades needed is on the order of the
number of nodes in the network. With this large number of cascades, the methods show
reasonable accuracy at recovering the network structure.
Another area of network reconstruction is motivated by phylogeny. In this scenario,
one is given the DNA sequence of several species. The goal is then to reconstruct the
phylogeny of these species. That is, reconstruct a tree where the observed species are leaves
and any branching nodes represent speciation events. There has been much theoretical
development is this field. In [29] a reconstruction algorithm is proposed known as the Short
Quartet Method (SQM) which is proven to return the correct phylogeny for polynomial
length sequences in polynomial time with high probability under certain assumptions on
the phylogeny structure. These assumptions included bounds on the tree depth or branch
lengths, but allowed for complete reconstruction. Later in [28] an algorithm was provided
which gave efficient and accurate reconstruction of the partial phylogeny without any of
these restricting assumptions. In the case where the assumptions held, the algorithm of
[28] was able to reconstruct the full phylogeny.
In contrast to this type of inference problem, the rumor source detection problem we
consider here involves only a single shot measurement. We only have one data point which
is the rumor graph. From this we must determine who the source is. Rumor source detec-
tion can be considered as the complement of the network inference problem. For network
inference, we know the infection sequence (and hence the rumor source) for a large num-
ber of cascades, but do not know the network structure. For rumor source detection we do
not know the infection sequence and only have one cascade, but we do know the network
structure.
2.2 Rumor Source Estimator
We will now construct estimators for rumor sources. We begin by presenting the rumor
spreading model we will assume throughout this chapter in Section 2.2.1. Then we will
formulate rumor source detection in precise probabilistic language and construct estimators
in in the remainder of this section.
2.2.1 Rumor Spreading Model
Let g = (V, E) be a possibly infinite connected graph. Let v E V be a rumor source from
which a rumor starts spreading at some time as per the classical Susceptible Infected (SI)
model: for each edge e = (Ui, U2 ), if either ui or u2 become infected, then the remain-
ing uninfected node on the edge will be infected after a random time with a well-defined
distribution. Let F(t) denote the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of this random
time which by definition has support on R+: i.e. F(O) = 0 and F(t) -± 1 as t -+ oc.
The spreading times for each edge are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). We
will assume that F(t) is an exponential distribution with rate 1 throughout this section (i.e.
F(t) = 1 - e-) as we construct the rumor source estimator. We will refer to this as the SI
model with exponential distribution. Later, in Section 3.1 we will study the effectiveness
of the rumor source estimator developed here (for exponential spreading times) when the
spreading times have an arbitrary distribution.
2.2.2 Rumor Source Estimator: Maximum Likelihood (ML)
Assume we observe the set of infected nodes, say V c V, with IV = N (N nodes in-
fected), after some time (which we do not know). Given this N node rumor infected graph
(or simply rumor graph) G = (V, E) with E = e n V x V, we wish to infer the source
and ideally identify v as the source. A priori, we do not have any information and hence all
nodes in V are equally likely to be the source (uniform prior).
With respect to this setup, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of the rumor source
with respect to the SI model given G minimizes the error probability, i.e. maximizes the
correct detection probability. By definition, the ML estimator is
v E argmaxP(Glv), (2.1)
vEG
where P(Glv) is the probability of observing G under the SI model assuming v is the
source. Thus, ideally we would like to evaluate P(GIv) for all v E V and then select the
one with the maximal value (ties broken uniformly at random).
2.2.3 Rumor Source Estimator: ML for Regular Trees
In general, evaluation of P (G v) may not be computationally tractable. Here we shall show
that for regular trees, P(G v) becomes proportional to a quantity R(v, G) which we define
later and call rumor centrality. The R(v, G) is a topological quantity and is intimately
related to the structure of G.
Now to evaluate P(Glv) when the underlying graph is a tree, essentially we wish to
find the probability of all possible events that result in G after N nodes are infected starting
with v as the source under the SI model with exponential distribution. To understand such
events, let us consider a simple example as shown in Figure 2-2 with N = 4. Now, suppose
node 1 was the source, i.e. we wish to calculate P(G|1). Then there are two disjoint
events or node orders in which the rumor spreads that will lead to G with 1 as the source:
{1, 2, 3, 4 } and {1, 2, 4, 3 }. However, due to the structure of the network, infection order
{1, 3, 2, 4} is not possible because 2 cannot be infected before 3 when the source is 1.
Therefore, in general to evaluate P (Gv), we need to find all such permitted permutations
and their corresponding probabilities. Because permitted permutations are an important
concept in this section, we now define this notion precisely.
Definition 1 (Permitted permutation). Given a connected tree G = (V, E) and a source
node v E V, consider any permutation a : V -+ {1, 2, ..., V|} of its nodes where a-(u)
denotes the position of node u c V in the permutation -. We call -a permittedpermutation
for tree G with source node v if
1. o-(v) = 1.
2. For any (u, u') c E, if d(v, u) < d(v, u'), then a-(u) < u(u'). Here d(v, u) denotes
the shortest path distance from v to u.
Let Q(v, G) be the set of all permitted permutations starting with node v and resulting
in rumor graph G. We wish to determine the probability P(uv) for each o E Q(v, G).
This is the probability of seeing -as the node order given starting node v. To that end, let
o- = {v 1 = v, v2 , ... , VN}. Let us define, Gk(o-) as the subgraph (of G) containing nodes
{v1 = v, v 2 , . .. , Vk} for 1 < k < N. Then,
N
P (o- v) = 17 P (kth infected node = Vk I Gk1 (O), v). (2.2)
k=2
Each term in the product on the right hand side in (2.2), can be evaluated as follows. Given
Gk1(o-) (and source v), the next infected node could be any of the neighbors of nodes
in Gk_1(o-) which are not yet infected. For example, in Figure 2-2 G2 is {1, 2} when the
source is assumed to be 1. In that case, the next infected node could be any one of the 4
nodes: 3, 4,5 and 6. Now due to the memoryless property of exponential random variables
and since the infection times on all edges are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.),
it follows that each of these nodes is equally likely to be the next infected node. Therefore,
each one of them has probability 1/4. More generally, if Gk 1(o-) has nk1 (o) uninfected
neighboring nodes, then each one of them is equally likely to be the next infected node with
probability 1/nk1 (o-). Therefore, (2.2) reduces to
N
P (o- u v) = 1 (. (2.3)
k=2
Given (2.3), now the problem of computing P (o- v) boils down to evaluating the size of
the rumor boundary nk-1 (o) for 2 < k < N. To that end, suppose the kth added node to
Gk-_1() is Vk(O-) with degree dk(u). Then it contributes dk(-) - 2 new edges (and hence
nodes in the tree) to the rumor boundary. This is because, dk (o-) new edges are added but
we must remove the edge along which the recent infection happened, which is counted
twice. That is, nk (oa) = nk_1(o) + dk (o) - 2. Subsequently,
k
nk (0-) = di(o) + Z(di(o-) - 2). (2.4)
i=2
Therefore,
N
P (o- | v) = fj d, .a (2.5)
P~u v)=2 + Z 2 (di (a) - 2)(25
For a d regular tree, since all nodes have the same degree d, it follows from (2.5) that every
permitted permutation a- has the same probability, independent of the source. Specifically,
for any source v and permitted permutation o-
N-1
P ( v) = dk 2(k1)
k=1
= p(d, N).
From above, it follows immediately that for a d regular tree, for any G and candidate source
v, P (G I v) is proportional to |Q(v, G)1. Formally, we shall denote the number of distinct
permitted permutations |Q(v, G) by R(v, G), which we call the rumor centrality of v.
Definition 2 (Rumor Centrality, Rumor Center). Given a graph G and vertex v of G, we
define the rumor centrality of v, R(v, G) as the total number of distinct permitted permu-
tations of nodes of G that begin with node v E G and respect the graph structure of G. The
node v with the maximal value for R(v, G) is called the rumor center.
Figure 2-2: Example network where the rumor graph has four nodes.
In summary, the ML estimator for a regular tree becomes
v E arg maxP(G v)
vEG
= arg max P (o u v)
vEG
o-EQ(v,GN)
= arg max R(v, G)p(d, N)
vEG
= arg max R(v, G) (2.6)
V EG
with ties broken uniformly at random.
2.2.4 Rumor Source Estimator: General Trees
As (2.6) suggests, the ML estimator for a regular tree can be obtained by simply evaluating
R(v, G) for all v. However, as indicated by (2.5), such is not the case for a general tree with
heterogeneous degree. This is because in the regular tree, all permitted permutations were
equally likely, whereas in a general tree, different permitted permutations have different
probabilities. To form an ML estimator for a general tree we would need to keep track
of the probability of every permitted permutation. This could be computationally quite
expensive because of the exponential number of terms involved. Therefore, we construct a
simple heuristic to take into account the degree heterogeneity.
Our heuristic is based upon the following simple idea. The likelihood of a node is a sum
of the probability of every permitted permutation for which it is the source. In general, these
will have different values, but it may be that a majority of them have a common value. We
then need to determine this value of the probability of the common permitted permutations.
To do this, we assume the nodes receive the rumor in a breadth-first search (BFS) fashion.
Roughly speaking, this corresponds to the fastest or most probable spreading of the rumor.
To calculate the BFS permitted permutation probability, we construct a sequence of nodes
in a BFS fashion, with the source node fixed. For example, consider the network in Figure
2-3. If we let node 2 be the source, then a BFS sequence of nodes would be 2, 1, 3, 4, 5
and the probability of this permitted permutation is given by (2.5). If we define the BFS
permitted permutation with node v as the source as oa*, then the rumor source estimator
becomes (ties broken uniformly at random)
v E argmaxP( (o * v) R(v, G). (2.7)
vEG
We now consider an example to show the effect of the BFS heuristic. For the network in
Figure 2-3, the corresponding estimator value for node 1 is
P (o7* I v)R(1, G) = (,44!
-6(1)3
=6 6
and for node 2 it is
P(o v) R(2, G) = 3!
=3
For comparison, the exact likelihood of node 1 is
P(G|1) =P({1, 2, 3,4, 5}1) + P({1, 2,3,5, 4}11)
+ P({ 1, 2, 4, 3, 5}|1) + -- -+ P({1, 5, 4, 3,2}11)
=24 (1)4
and for node 2 it is
P(G|2) =P({2, 1, 3,4, 5}|2) + P({2, 1,3,5, 4}2)
+ P({2, 1, 4,3, 5}|2) + P({2, 1, 4, 5, 3}|2)
+ P({2,1,5,3,4}|2) + P({2,1, 5,4,3}2)
6 1G()3
=3.
In this case we find that the BFS heuristic equals the true likelihood for both nodes. Second,
node 1 is only twice as likely as node 2 to be the source. However, if we look at the ratio
of the number of permitted permutations of the nodes we find
R(1, G) 4!
R(2, G) 3!
= 4.
Thus, the number of permitted permutations of node 1 is four times as large as that of node
2. What is happening is that without the BFS heuristic, we are being fooled to always
select higher degree nodes because we assumes all nodes have the same degree. Therefore,
if a node only has a few infected neighbors (such as node 2), rumor centrality assumes
that the node was not immediately infected and consequently did not have time to infect
its neighbors. However, the BFS heuristic tries to compensate for the tendency of rumor
Figure 2-3: Example network where rumor centrality with the BFS heuristic equals the
likelihood P(Gv). The rumor infected nodes are in gray and labeled with numbers.
centrality to favor higher degree nodes.
Indeed, as we shall see in Section 3.2, this heuristic is an improvement over the naive
extension of the estimator (2.6) for networks with very heterogeneous degree distributions.
That is, biasing as per P (o* I v) in (2.7) is better than the unbiased version of it.
2.2.5 Rumor Source Estimator: General Graphs
The ML estimator for a general graph, in principle can be computed by following a similar
approach as that for general trees. Specifically, it corresponds to computing the summation
of the likelihoods of all possible permitted permutations given the network structure. This
could be computationally prohibitive. Therefore, we propose a simple heuristic.
To that end, note that even in a general graph the rumor spreads along a spanning
tree of the observed graph corresponding to the first time each node receives the rumor.
Therefore, a reasonable approximation for computing the likelihood P(Glv) is as follows.
First, suppose we know which spanning tree was involved in the rumor spreading. Then,
using this spanning tree, we could apply the previously developed tree estimator. However,
it is the lack of knowledge of the spanning tree that makes the rumor source estimation
problem complicated.
We circumvent the issue of not knowing the underlying spanning tree as follows. We
assume that if node v E G was the source, then the rumor spreads along a breadth first
search (BFS) tree rooted at v, Tbfs(v). The intuition is that if v was the source, then the
BFS tree would correspond to the fastest (intuitively, most likely) spread of the rumor.
Therefore, effectively we obtain the following rumor source estimator for a general rumor
infected graph G:
v E arg max P (u v) R(v, Trs(v)). (2.8)
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In the above ties are broken uniformly at random as before. Also, like in (2.7), the a*
represents the BFS ordering of nodes in the tree TbfS(v).
For example, consider the network in Figure 2-4. The BFS trees for each node are
shown. Using the expression for R(v, G) from Section 2.3.1, the general graph estimator
values for the nodes are
1 5!
P (o* 1) R(1, Tbfs()) = 4 1
4 * 6 *8 * 10 20
1 5!
P ( 2) R(2, Trs(2)) = ** 12 4 * 6 *8 * 10 30
P (or* 3) R(31 Tf )) 5!3 4 * 6 * 8 * 10 20
P (o* 4) R(4, Tbf,(4) -- 1 54 *6 * 8 *10 10
P 5) R(5, Tbfs(5)) - 4 .454 *6 * 8 *10 40
Node 4 maximizes this value and would be the estimate of the rumor source for this
network. We will show with simulations that this general graph estimator performs well on
different network topologies.
2.3 Rumor Centrality: Properties & Algorithm
The quantity R(v, G) plays an important role in each of the rumor source estimators (2.6),
(2.7) and (2.8). Recall that R(v, G) counts the number of distinct ways a rumor can spread
in the network G starting from source v. Thus, it assigns each node of G a non-negative
number or score. We shall call this number, R(v, G), the rumor centrality of the node v
with respect to G. The node with maximal rumor centrality will be called the rumor center
of the network. Indeed, the rumor center is the ML estimation of the rumor source for
Figure 2-4: Example network with a BFS tree for each node shown. The rumor infected
nodes are shown in gray.
regular trees.
This section describes ways to evaluate R(v, G) efficiently when G is a tree. It also
describes an important property of rumor centrality that will be useful in establishing the-
oretical results later in Chapter 3. Further, we discuss a surprising relation between the
rumor center and the so called distance center of a tree. We remark on the relation between
rumor centrality and the number of linear extensions of a partially ordered set described by
a tree graph. Finally, we show how rumor centrality emerges as the stationary distribution
of an appropriately defined Markov chain on a network.
2.3.1 Rumor Centrality: A Succinct Representation
Let G be a tree graph. Define Tv as the number of nodes in the subtree rooted at node u,
with node v as the source. To illustrate this notation, a simple example is shown in Figure
2-5. Here T2 = 3 because there are 3 nodes in the subtree with node 2 as the root and
node 1 as the source. Similarly, T71 = 1 because there is only 1 node in the subtree with
node 7 as the root and node 1 as the source. We now can count the permitted permutations
of G with v as the source. In the following analysis, we will abuse notation and use Tu
to refer to both the subtrees and the number of nodes in the subtrees. Recall that we are
looking for permitted permutations of the N nodes of G. That is, we have N slots in a
Figure 2-5: Illustration of subtree variable Tv,.
given permitted permutation, the first of which must be the source node v. The question
is, how many distinct ways can we fill the remaining N - 1 slots. The basic constraint is
due to the causality induced by the tree graph: a node u must come before all the nodes
in its subtree T,,. Given a slot assignment for all nodes in T," subject to this constraint,
there are R(u, T,') different ways in which these nodes can be ordered. This suggests a
natural recursive relation between the rumor centrality R(v, G) and the rumor centrality of
its immediate children's subtrees R(u, T,,) with u C child(v). Here child(v) represents the
set of all children of v in tree G assuming v as its root. Specifically, there is no constraint
between the orderings of the nodes of different subtrees T, with u E child(v). This leads
to the following relation.
R (u, Tu")
R(v, G) = (N - 1)! r . (2.9)
uEchild(v) u
To understand the above expression, note that the number of ways to partition N - 1 slots
for different subtrees is (N - 1)! Hu]csiid(v) T, and the partition corresponding to Tuv, a E
child(v) leads to R(u, Tuv) distinct orderings, thus resulting in (2.9).
If we expand this recursion (2.9) to the next level of depth in G we obtain
R(v, G) = (N - 1)! R R(, Tv)
uEchild(v)
= (N - 1)! (TUV - 1)!
uEchild(v) T
(N - H
uEchild(v)
1 R(w, Twv)
U wEchild(u) W*
A leaf node 1 will have have 1 node and 1 permitted permutation, so R(l, T/') = 1. If we
continue this recursion until we reach the leaves of the tree, then we find that the number
of permitted permutations for a given tree G rooted at v is
R(v, G) = (N - 1)! fJ +
uEG\v U
=N! H.
uEG "
(2.10)
In the last line, we have used the fact that Tv" = N. We thus end up with a simple expression
for rumor centrality in terms of the size of the subtrees of all nodes in G.
As an example of the use of rumor centrality, consider the network in Figure 2-6. Using
the rumor centrality formula, we find that the rumor centrality of node 1 is
R(1,G)= 5! =8.
5 * 3
Indeed, there are 8 permitted permutations of this network with node 1 as the source, which
we list below.
{1, 3,2, 4,5},{1, 2,3,4,5},{1, 2,4, 3,5},{1, 2,4,5,3},
{1, 3,2,5,4},{1, 2,3,5,4},{1, 2, 5, 3,4}, {1, 2, 5, 4,3}.
R(w, Tv)
TWV
wMchild(u)
Figure 2-6: Example network for calculating rumor centrality.
2.3.2 Rumor Centrality via Message-Passing
In order to find the rumor center of an N node tree G, we need to first find the rumor cen-
trality of every node in G. To do this we need the size of the subtrees T, for all v and u in
G. There are N 2 of these subtrees. Therefore, a naive algorithm can lead to Q(N 2 ) oper-
ations. We shall utilize a local relation between the rumor centrality of neighboring nodes
in order to calculate it in O(N) computation in a distributed, message-passing manner.
To this end, consider two neighboring nodes u and v in G. All of their subtrees will be
the same size except for those rooted at u and v. In fact, there is a special relation between
these two subtrees.
T.' = N - Tv. (2.11)
For example, in Figure 2-5, for node 1, T2 has 3 nodes, while for node 2, T, has N-Ti or4
nodes. Because of this relation, we can relate the rumor centralities of any two neighboring
nodes.
TVo
R(u, G) = R(v, G) U . (2.12)N - Tuv"
This result is the key to our algorithm for calculating the rumor centrality for all nodes
in G. We first select any node v as the source node and calculate the size of all of its
subtrees Tuv and its rumor centrality R(v, G). This can be done by having each node u pass
two messages up to its parent. The first message is the number of nodes in n's subtree,
which we call tpa The second message is the cumulative product of the size ofu-+parent(u)*
the subtrees of all nodes in u's subtree, which we call plparent(u)* The parent node then
adds the t'partu) messages together to obtain the size of its own subtree, and multiplies
the pupaent(u) messages together to obtain its cumulative subtree product. These messages
Rumor centrality of node 1 = 8
Spreading sequences
{1,3,2,4,5},{1,2,3,4,5},
{1,2,4,3,5},{1,2,4,5,3},
(1,3,2,5,4},(1,2,3,5,4},
{1,2,5,3,4},{1,2,5,4,3}
are then passed upward until the source node receives the messages. By multiplying the
cumulative subtree products of its children, the source node will obtain its rumor centrality,
R(v, G).
With the rumor centrality of node v, we then evaluate the rumor centrality for the chil-
dren of v using equation (2.12). Each node passes its rumor centrality to its children in a
message we define as r j"j, for u' E child(u). Each node a can calculate its rumor cen-
trality using its parent's rumor centrality and its own subtree size Tu'. We recall that the
rumor centrality of a node is the number of permitted permutations that result in G. Thus,
this message-passing algorithm is able to count the (exponential) number of permitted per-
mutations for every node in G using only O(N) computations. The pseudocode for this
message-passing algorithm is included for completeness.
Algorithm 1 Rumor Centrality Message-Passing Algorithm
1: Choose a root node v E G
2: for u in G do
3: if u is a leaf then
4: u
u-+parent(u)
5: Pu-parent(u)
6: else
7: ifuisrootv then
8: Vv' E child(v): rd","= N!
jEchild(v)
9: else
1: tuP f tuP I10: U-+parent(u) =- |1
jEchild(u)
1UP u tuP ~ up
11: Pu-+parent(u) u-+parent(u) i Pj-u
j~child(u)
tup
12: V u' E child(u): rdow, = rdown "-*"paret(u)
u-+u parent(u)-+u N-tpr
u-+parent(u)
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
2.3.3 A Property of Rumor Centrality
The following is an important characterization of the rumor center (node with maximal
rumor centrality) in terms of the sizes of its local subtrees. As we shall see, this will play
Figure 2-7: T variables for source nodes 2 hops apart.
a crucial role in establishing our main results about the performance of rumor centrality as
an estimator for tree graphs.
Proposition 1. Given an N node tree, if node v* is the rumor center then any subtree with
V* as the source must have the following property:
(2.13)
If there is a node u such that for all v -f u
TU <V 
-2 (2.14)
then u is a rumor center Furthermore, a tree can have at most 2 rumor centers.
Proof We showed that for a tree with N total nodes, for any neighboring nodes u and v,
To = N - Tn. (2.15)
For a node o one hop from v*, we find
R(v, T) _ T;:T*
R(v*, T) T;.T;
T',=N-T i
TV =N-T"
T vl-+
TVV* < V.
_V T*
( N - T:v*)j
The notation above assumes that Tv = N for any v in the tree, i.e. Tv is the entire tree.
When v is two hops from v*, all of the subtrees are the same except for those rooted at v,
v*, and the node in between, which we call node 1. Figure 2-7 shows an example. In this
case, we find
R(v, T) T_*_TV*
R(v*,T) (N - Tv*)(N -T:*)'
Continuing this way, we find that in general, for any node v in T,
R(v, T) H T*
R(v*, T) iE(V*,V (N - Tiv*) (2.16)
where P(v*, v) is the set of nodes in the path between v* and v, not including v*.
Now imagine that v* is the rumor center. Then we have
R(v, T) =
R(v*, T) . ?(v*,v)
1
( N -To" - (2.17)
For a node v one hop from v*, this gives us that
TV* < .V - 2 (2.18)
For any node u in subtree Tv"*, we will have Tv* < Tv"* - 1. Therefore, (2.18) will hold for
any node u E T. This proves the first part of Proposition 1.
Now assume that the node v* satisfies (2.18) for all v / v*. Then the ratios in (2.16)
will all be less than or equal to 1. Thus, we find that
DI'~. P7T'\
R(v*, T) iEp(v*,v) (N
rv*
<1.
TV*) - (2.19)
Thus, v* is the rumor center, as claimed in the second part of Proposition 1.
Finally, assume that v* is a rumor center and that all of its subtrees satisfy T,* < N/2.
Then, any other node v will have at least one subtree that is larger than N/2, so v* is the
unique rumor center. Now assume that v* has a neighbor v such that T"* = N/2. Then,
Tv. = N/2 also, and all other subtrees T,, < N/2, so v is also a rumor center. There can
be at most 2 nodes in a tree with subtrees of size N/2, so a tree can have at most 2 rumor
centers. D
2.3.4 Rumor Centrality vs. Distance Centrality
Here we shall compare rumor centrality with distance centrality that has become popular in
the literature as a graph based score function for various other applications. To start with,
we recall the definition of distance centrality. For a graph G, we will define the distance
centrality of node v E G, D(v, G) as
D(v, G) = d(v, j) (2.20)
jEG
where d(v, j) is the shortest path distance from node v to node j. With this definition,
which is slightly different than the one used in Chapter 1, the distance center of a graph
is the node with the smallest distance centrality. Intuitively, it is the node closest to all
other nodes. On a tree, we will show the distance center is equivalent to the rumor center.
Therefore, by establishing correctness of rumor centrality for tree graphs, one immediately
finds that such is the case for distance centrality.
We will prove the following proposition for the distance center of a tree.
Proposition 2. On an N node tree, if VD is the distance center then, for all v # VD
N
TV < -. (2.21)
Furthermore, if there is a unique rumor center on the tree, then it is equivalent to the
distance center
Proof Assume that node VD is the distance center of a tree T which has N nodes. The
distance centrality of VD is less than any other node. We consider a node ye which is f hops
from vD, and label a node on the path between ye and VD which is h hops from VD by Vh-
Now, because we are dealing with a tree, we have the following important property. For a
node j which is in subtreeT but not in subtree T , we have d(ve, j) = d(vDj)+l-2h.
Using this, we find
D(VD, T) D(ve, T)
Z d(vD,) <1 d(vi,j)
jET jET
< Zd(vD, j)+e(N - TvvD)
jET
(f - 2)(Tvv"- T"D) + ... + ( - 21)(Tv" )
0 <fN - 2TD 2TvD 4vv2D +
11 V V
+ 2(1 - 1) TvJ - 21TvD
0 <(N - T"D) -D + ( N - TD) -TD +...
+ (N-TD) -T"D
Z TvvhD Z(N - T").
h=1 h=1
(2.22)
If we consider a node vi adjacent to VD, we find the same condition we had for the rumor
center. That is,
TVD < N
Vi 
-2
(2.23)
For any node u in subtree TD, we will have TVD < TvD - 1. Therefore, (2.23) will hold
for any node u E T. This proves the first half of Proposition 2.
If VD is a rumor center, then, it also satisfies (2.23) as previously shown. Thus, when
unique, the rumor center is equivalent to the distance center on a tree. This proves the
second half of Proposition 2. E
It is interesting to view how rumor centrality quantifies the importance of nodes versus
distance centrality. We consider the example network from Chapter 1, reproduced here in
Figure 2-8. We draw the network with node sizes proportional to their distance centrality
(using the definition in equation (1.4)) and rumor centrality. We also show in Table 2.1
the values for these centralities. As can be seen, rumor centrality gives a great deal of
importance to the more central nodes a and b as compared to distance centrality, and almost
Node Distance centrality Rumor centrality
a 0.071 36,288
b 0.071 36,288
c 0.046 4,032
d 0.046 4,0321
e 0.046 4,032
f 0.046 4,032
g 0.046 4,032
h 0.046 4,032
i 0.050 9,072
j 0.036 1,008
Table 2.1: Distance and rumor centralities for example network.
e h e h
c ac a b
d
g 9
Distance centrality Rumor centrality
Figure 2-8: Example network with node sizes scaled by corresponding network centrality:
(left) distance centrality and (right) rumor centrality.
no importance to node j. Therefore, even though the rumor center and distance center may
be equivalent on trees, the amount of importance given to these nodes by rumor and distance
centrality is vastly different.
Now in contrast to trees, in a general non-tree network, the rumor center and distance
center need not be equivalent. Specifically, we shall define rumor centrality for a general
network to be the node with maximal value of rumor centrality on its own BFS tree. Stated
more precisely, the rumor center of a general graph is the node V^ with the following property
(ties broken uniformly at random):
b E arg max R(v, Tbfrs(v)). (2.24)
vEG
In a general network, as can be seen in Figure 2-9, this general network rumor center is
Figure 2-9: A network where the distance center does not equal the general graph rumor
center. In this network the rumor center turns out to be the source of the rumor.
not always equivalent to the distance center as it was for trees. This particular network was
formed by spreading a rumor on a grid network. It turns out that for this network the rumor
center is equal to the true source. We will see later that the general network rumor center
will be a better estimator of the rumor source than the distance center. The intuition for this
is that the distance center is evaluated using only the shortest paths in the network, whereas
the general network rumor centrality utilizes more of the network structure for estimation
of the source.
2.3.5 Rumor Centrality and Linear Extensions of Posets
The rumor graph on a network can be viewed as a partially ordered set, or poset, of nodes
if we fix a source node as the root and consider the network to be directed, with edges
pointing from the node that had the rumor to the node it infected. These directed edges
impose a partial order on the nodes. We have referred to any permutation of the nodes
which satisfies this partial order as a permitted permutation. However, it is also known as a
linear extension of the poset. It is known that counting the number of linear extensions of
a poset is in general a very hard problem (specifically, it falls in the complexity class #P-
complete [24]). However, on trees, counting linear extensions becomes computationally
tractable. To the best of our knowledge, the fastest known algorithm for counting linear
extensions on a tree requires O(N 2 ) computation [8]. In contrast, the message-passing
algorithm we presented in Section 2.3.2 required only 0(N) computation.
2.3.6 Markov Chain Representation of Rumor Centrality
There is an interesting connection between the rumor centrality of nodes in a network
and a certain Markov chain or random walk defined on the same network. We consider
a tree network G = (V, E), where each node v E V is a state of the Markov chain and
the network has |VI = N nodes. Transitions are allowed along the edges of E between
the nodes. We also allow for self-loop transitions to guarantee that the Markov chain is
aperiodic. The connection between this Markov chain and rumor centrality occurs if we
define the following transition probabilities. Let pv be the probability of transitioning from
node u to node v. Then we define these probabilities as follows.
if u v and (u, v) E E
Pu={ I ifu =V (2.25)
0 else.
It can be checked that these are proper transition probabilities and that EveG Puv = 1. In
each step of this Markov chain, we either stay where we are or transition to a neighbor
of the current state with probability proportional to the size of the neighbor's subtree. An
example of this Markov chain is shown in Figure 2-10.
We find that the stationary distribution of this Markov chain is proportional to the rumor
centrality of the nodes. Let P c Rflf be the transition matrix for the random walk , with
puv as defined in equation (2.25). The the stationary distribution 7r for this random walk is
a vector that satisfies the following equations
pTr = 7r (2.26)
and
7rv = 1. (2.27)
vcG
The first of these equations says that 7r remains invariant as one transitions in the Markov
chain, and the second equation simply constrains -r to be a properly normalized probability
distribution.
For this Markov chain, we establish the following result.
Theorem 1. Given a tree G = (V, E) and the associated Markov chain with transition
probabilities given by equation (2.25), the stationary distribution -F is given by
Tre 0C R(v, G) Vv C G. (2.28)
Another way to view this Markov chain is as a random walk is what we refer to as the
trendy gossiper model. In this model there is one gossiper who randomly walks on the
network. He will either stay where he is or move from node to node along the edges of the
network, but the gossiper is trendy and prefers to visit nodes which can spread gossip to
many other nodes. That is, he prefers to go to nodes with large subtrees. This is exactly the
transition probability defined in equation (2.25). What Theorem 1 tells us is that under this
trendy gossiper model the probability of the gossiper being found at a node is proportional
to that node's rumor centrality. This provides us with a probabilistic perspective for rumor
centrality which is distinct from the purely combinatorial perspective based on counting
linear extensions of partial orders from section 2.3.5.
Proof We now provide a simple proof of Theorem 1. We wish to show that the stationary
distribution 7r is indeed proportional to the rumor centrality of the nodes. The Markov chain
as defined is aperiodic, irreducible, and positive recurrent so the stationary distribution
exists and is unique. We will prove that 7r, oc R(v, G) by showing that with this stationary
distribution the Markov chain is reversible and satisfies detailed balance. To do this, let us
1/12 1/2
1/2 5/12 1/2 1/2
1/4 121/2 1/2
1/2
Figure 2-10: An example of a Markov chain on a tree network where the stationary distri-
bution is proportional to rumor centrality. The transition probability between a node and
one of its neighbors is proportional to the size of the neighbor's subtree. These transition
probabilities are indicated on the edges of the network in the figure.
look at the detailed balance equation for two nodes u and v such that u = v and (u, v) E E.
7FuPuv = 7FvPVU
TU_R(z, G)-ITV
R(v, G) N - TuTV
R(v,G)
V
1 TV
=R(v, G)5 N 1U
= R(vG)Tuv
= R(v,G)
R(v, G) = R(v, G)
D
Above, in the third line we used equation (2.12) and in the fourth line we used (2.11).
2.4 Chapter Summary
Finding the source of a rumor in a network is an important and challenging problem. In
this chapter we constructed the appropriate network centrality measure for this problem
which we called rumor centrality. This centrality measure captured the relevant structural
property for the rumor source detection problem. Specifically, it counted the ways a rumor
could spread from a fixed source. We saw that under the SI model with exponentially dis-
tributed spreading times, rumor centrality was an exact ML estimator for regular trees. For
non-regular trees and for arbitrary graphs we were able to construct heuristic estimators
based upon rumor centrality. We presented an efficient message passing algorithm to eval-
uate rumor centrality. This demonstrated that rumor centrality is a very tractable source
estimator for large networks. By comparing rumor centrality with distance centrality, we
found that both centralities identify the same types of nodes as important, but rumor cen-
trality gives much more importance to these nodes than does distance centrality. For regular
trees, this importance is precisely the likelihood of the node being the source, which is the
relevant knowledge we wish to extract from the network for this problem. For a different
perspective on rumor centrality, we showed how it emerged as the stationary distribution
of an appropriately defined Markov chain on the network.
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Chapter 3
Rumor Source Estimator Performance
Analysis
In this chapter we will study in depth the problem of finding the source of a rumor in a
network. We look at the fundamental limits to this rumor source detection problem. In
particular, we study how well one can find the rumor source, the distribution of the error,
and how the network structure affect one's ability to find the rumor source. Also, we
provide a precise theoretical characterization of the performance of the rumor centrality
based estimator for networks which are "locally tree-like".
3.1 Theoretical Results
We will analyze the theoretical limits of the rumor source detection problem for a wide
class of networks. We will find that rumor centrality is a very accurate rumor source es-
timator across many different networks including geometric trees, regular trees, random
trees, random regular graphs, and Erdos-Renyi graphs. We will establish our results for
rumors which spread as per the SI model with exponential spreading times, and also for
arbitrary spreading times. Our theoretical results will draw upon techniques from classical
Polya urn models and branching processes.
3.1.1 Notation
We will be interested in analyzing the error of the rumor centrality based estimator in this
section. Therefore, we must define precisely what is meant by an error. Assume a rumor
spreads on a network 9 for time t and that we observe the rumor infected network G
which is a subgraph of g with n(t) nodes and that the nodes were infected in the following
sequence: {vi, v2, ... , Vn(t) }. In this notation, vi is the rumor source. We then define C(
as the event that the node estimated as the rumor source by rumor centrality (the rumor
center) is the kth infected node. C,' is then the event of correct detection. We will be
interested in evaluating P (C for different classes of networks.
3.1.2 SI Model With an Exponential Distribution on Regular Tree
Networks
We first consider rumor spreading on regular tree networks as per the SI model with an
exponential distribution. Because we specify the node degrees and the distribution of the
spreading time we are able to obtain rather precise results. We first look at regular trees of
degree 2 (linear graphs) and then regular trees of degree greater than 2.
Regular Trees With Degree d = 2: Linear Graphs
First we consider linear graphs, which are regular trees of degree 2. On these networks
rumor centrality is an exact ML estimator when the spreading times are exponentially dis-
tributed. We assume the rumor spreads according to the SI model with exponential spread-
ing times. For this class of network we establish the following result.
Theorem 2. Let g be an infinite linear graph. Assume a rumor spreads on g as per the SI
model with spreading times distributed as per an exponential distribution with parameter
A > 0. Then we have that
P(C (t)) = 9 s .
As can be seen, the linear graph detection probability scales as t-1/ 2, which goes to 0
as t goes to infinity. The intuition for this result is that the estimator provides very little
information because of the linear graph's trivial structure.
Another way to view this is to think about the properties of the rumor center from
Proposition 1. The rumor graph must be balanced around the rumor center. Because there
are only two neighbors of the source, this means that their subtrees must be exactly the
same size. Because the rumor spreading is random, it is very difficult to achieve this perfect
balance, especially as t grows large. Therefore, it becomes impossible to find this source
in a linear graph.
This balance observation has deeper implications. It implies that if the source has de-
gree 2, then rumor centrality can never detect it because achieving this perfect balance is
near impossible when t is large. Therefore, for any non-trivial detection to be possible, the
source must have degree of at least 3.
Regular Trees With Degree d > 3
We now look at rumor source detection on regular trees with degree d > 3, where rumor
centrality is an exact ML estimator when the spreading times are exponentially distributed.
Our results will utilize properties of Beta random variables. Therefore, recall that the reg-
ularized incomplete Beta function I (a, b) is the probability that a Beta random variable
with parameters a and b is less than x E [0, 1],
F(a + b) fXIx)(a, b) = t"(1 - t)b-dt, (3.1)
IF(a) F(b) J0
where IF(.) is the standard Gamma function.
For regular trees of degree > 3 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3. Let g be d-regular infinite tree with d > 3. Assume a rumor spreads on g as
per the SI model with spreading times distributed as per an exponential distribution with
rate A > 0. Then, for any k > 1,
lim P C k =I1/2 k - 1 + ,+inx ) d-2' d-12)
+ (d - 1) 1i/2 d ,k + d 2 1.(3.2)
For d = 3, the above result has a clean form and provides the insight that the probability
of error in the estimation decays exponentially with error distance from the true source.
Corollary 1. When g is a 3-regular infinite tree, for any k > 1,
li P(Ck~ ) 1 (k+1)- x
t- oo2
For k = 1, Theorem 3 yields that P (Cnt)) is monotonic in the degree d. More
interestingly,
Corollary 2.
lim lim P (Cn(t)) = 1 - In 2 ~ 0.307. (3.3)
d-+*oo t- oo
3.1.3 SI Model With a General Distribution on Tree Networks
The above precise results were obtained using the memoryless property of the exponential
distribution and the regularity of the trees. We now look at a more general setting where
spreading times are drawn from arbitrary distributions and node degrees are random. In
this more general setting, while we cannot obtain precise values for the detection and er-
ror probabilities, we are able to make statements about the non-triviality of the detection
probability of rumor centrality.
First, we assume that the spreading times are no longer limited to exponential random
variables. We let each edge e E E in the network have an independent spreading time
Te which has distribution F(t), with all spreading times independent and identically dis-
tributed. That is
P (Te < t) = F(t) Ve E S (3.4)
We will first look at random trees, and then at geometric trees.
Random Trees
We allow the underlying network G to be a random tree. Specifically, we consider the
following generative model of a random tree. Starting with a root node, add a random
number of children, say mo to the root with rIo c {0, 1 ... } having some distribution Do.
If qo -/ 0, then to each child of the root, add a random number of children chosen as per
distribution D over {0, 1,... }. Recursively, to each newly added node, add independently
a random number of nodes as per distribution D. When 0 children are added to a node, that
branch of the tree terminates there.
The generative model described above is precisely the standard Galton-Watson branch-
ing process if Do = D. If we take Do and D to be deterministic distributions with support
on d and d - 1 respectively, then it gives the d-regular tree. If we take Do = D as a Poisson
distribution with mean c > 0, then it equals the local graph structure of a randomly chosen
node in an appropriate Erdos-Renyi graph. Recall that a (sparse) Erdos-Renyi graph on n
nodes with parameter c is generated by selecting each of the (n) edges to be present with
probability c/n independently.
We state the result for the probability of correct detection, C, over the generic ran-
dom tree as described above. This will, as a consequence, lead to the characterization of
the non-trivial detection probability for Erdos-Renyi graphs.
Theorem 4. Let mo, distributed as Do, be such that Pr(7o > 3) > 0 and let 17, distributed
as per D, be such that E[T 2] < oC, E[Tj] > 1. Suppose the rumor starts from the root of
the random tree generated as per distributions Do and D as described above and spreads
as per the SI model with spreading times having distribution F(t). Then, there is a strictly
positive probability (dependent only on Do, D, and F(t)) of the root being detected as the
rumor source by an estimator based on rumor centrality.
What this result says is that no matter how many nodes are infected by the rumor, there
is always a positive probability of detecting the source. This is in contrast to linear graphs
(Theorem 2) where the detection probability went to zero as the number of infected nodes
approached infinity. Therefore, we see that on these random trees, a non-trivial amount of
the detection probability is being trapped at the true source.
Geometric Trees
We now consider the detection probability of rumor centrality in networks which grow
polynomially. We shall call them geometric trees. These non-regular trees are parameter-
ized by constants a, b, and c, with 0 < b < c. We fix a source node v* and consider each
neighboring subtree of v*. Let d* be the degree of v*. Then there are d* subtrees of v*, say
T 1, . . . , Td.. Consider the ith such subtree T, 1 < i < d*. Let v be any node in T and
let ni(v, r) be the number of nodes in T at distance exactly r from the node v. Then we
require that for all 1 < i < d* and v E T
bra n(v, r) < cr0 . (3.5)
The condition imposed by (3.5) states that each of the neighboring subtrees of the source
should satisfy polynomial growth (with exponent a > 0) and regularity properties. The
parameter a > 0 characterizes the growth of the subtrees and the ratio c/b describes the
regularity of the subtrees. If c/b ~ 1 then the subtrees are somewhat regular, whereas if the
ratio is much greater than 1, there is substantial heterogeneity in the subtrees.
We note that unlike in regular trees, in a geometric tree the rumor centrality is not
necessarily the ML estimator due to the heterogeneity. Nevertheless, we can use it as an
estimator. Indeed, as stated below we find that the rumor centrality based estimator has an
asymptotic detection probability of 1. That is, it is as good as the best possible estimator.
Theorem 5. Let g be a geometric tree as described above with parameters a > 0, 0 <
b < c that satisfy (3.5) for a node v* with degree d, > 3. Let the following condition also
be satisfied
C
d4. > + 1.b
Assume a rumor spreads on g as per the SI model with spreading times having distribution
F (t) and finite moment generating function. Then
lim P(Cn(t)) = 1.
This theorem says that a = 0 and a > 0 serve as a threshold for non-trivial detection:
for a = 0, the graph is essentially a linear graph, so we would expect the detection prob-
ability to go to 0 as t -- o based on Theorem 2, but for a > 0 the detection probability
converges to 1 as t -+ o.
3.1.4 SI Model With a General Distribution on Locally Tree-Like Net-
works
We now extend our results for tree networks to general networks which are locally tree-like.
We first look at random regular graphs under the SI model with an exponential distribution,
and then at Erdos-Renyi graphs under the SI model with a general distribution.
SI Model With an Exponential Distribution on Random Regular Graphs
Using the local tree structure of random regular graphs, Theorem 3 can be extended to
random d-regular graphs. To that end, let G(m(t), d) be a random instance of a d-regular
graph over m(t) nodes, where we are allowing the underlying graph to grow with time t
in order to make sure that the resulting rumor infected graph with n(t) nodes is a tree with
high probability.
Theorem 6. Let the rumor spread for time t to n(t) nodes from a uniformly chosen node in
a random regular graph G(m(t), d) for d > 3 with n(t) = o( jm(t)) as per the SI model
with spreading times distributed as per an exponential distribution with rate A > 0. Then
1 1
lim P (Cn) =11/2 k - 1 + , 1+
t o0 d -2 d- 2
+(d-1) (1/2 d-,k+ )-1 .
Thus we see that there is very similar error probability for random regular graphs and
regular trees if the rumor spreads along a locally tree-like subgraph of the underlying ran-
dom regular graph.
SI Model With a General Distribution on Erdos-Renyi Graphs
Next we look at rumor spreading on Erdos-Renyi graphs. Again, we are allowing the
underlying graph to grow with time t in order to make sure that the resulting rumor infected
graph with n(t) nodes is a tree with high probability. As a consequence of Theorem 4, we
establish the following result for Erdos-Renyi graphs.
Theorem 7. Consider an Erdos-Renyi graph G(m(t), c/m(t)) over m(t) nodes with c > 1.
Let the rumor spread for time t on this graph starting with a randomly chosen node as per
the SI model with spreading times having distribution F(t). Suppose we observe the rumor
infected subgraph of size n(t) nodes with n(t) = o( m(t)). Then with strictly positive
probability the true source is the rumor center of the infected subgraph.
Similar to the result for random regular graphs, here we are able to utilize the local
tree-like property of Erdos-Renyi graphs to establish that non-trivial detection is possible.
3.2 Experiments
We have seen that non-trivial rumor source detection is possible for a whole host of network
topologies. In this section we present results from rumor source detection simulations for
different network topologies to demonstrate how effective rumor centrality is as a source
estimator. These topologies include synthetic topologies such as the popular scale-free and
small-world networks, and also real topologies such as the Internet and the U.S. electric
power grid.
We will see with simulations on regular trees, grid networks, and Erdos-Renyi networks
that in a typical rumor infected network, only a few nodes will have a non-trivial rumor
centrality and that with high probability the true rumor source will be among these nodes.
Therefore, rumor centrality has the very nice feature of narrowing down the set of possible
sources in a large complex network to a very small number of nodes.
Throughout this section we perform rumor spreading simulations as per the SI model
with exponential spreading times with rate 1.
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Figure 3-1: (left) limto P (c ) versus k for random regular graphs of different degree.
(right) limtc, P (C versus degree for random regular graphs.
3.2.1 Random Regular Graphs
We first look at random regular graphs of different degree. We plot the asymptotic error
distribution limt,+ P (Ck(,)) from Theorem 6 for different degree random regular graphs
in Figure 3-1. As can be seen, for degrees greater than 4, all the error distributions fall on
top of each other, and the probability of detecting the kth infection as the source decays
exponentially in k. Thus, we see tight concentration of the error for this class of graphs.
We also show in Figure 3-1 the asymptotic correct detection probability versus degree for
these graphs. It can be seen that the detection probability starts at 1/4 for degree 3 and
rapidly converges to 1 - ln(2) as the degree goes to infinity.
We also look at the speed of convergence to these asymptotic values. We perform rumor
spreading simulations on random regular graphs and plot the empirical correct detection
probability for different numbers of infected nodes n in Figure 3-2. As can be seen, for
n = 200 we see that the detection probability seems to have already converged for degree
greater than two. We also plot on Figure 3-2 the degree two random regular graph (linear
graph). As can be seen, the detection probability decays as n-1/2 as predicted by Theorem
2. In contrast, observe that for degree greater than two, the detection probability has a
strictly positive asymptotic value as predicted by Theorem 6.
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Figure 3-2: P (C,) versus n for random regular graphs of different degree. The black
dotted line is a plot of n-/2
3.2.2 Geometric Trees
Simulation results for the empirical detection probability of rumor centrality versus net-
work size for different geometric trees is show in Figure 3-3. We performed rumor spread-
ing simulations for rumor graphs of different size n, with 10, 000 simulations per data point.
As can be seen, the detection probability decays as n-1/2 as predicted in Theorem 2 for the
graphs which grow like lines (a = 0). For geometric trees with a > 0, we see that the
detection probability does not decay to 0 and is very close to 1 as predicted by Theorem 5.
3.2.3 Erdos-Renyi Graphs
We performed simulations to gain insight into the behavior of the error distribution for
Erdos-Renyi graphs. We used graphs with with m = 50, 000 nodes and edge probabilities
p = c/m for c = 10 and c = 20. The rumor graph contained n = 500 nodes. We ran
10, 000 rumor spreading simulations to obtain the empirical error distributions, which are
plotted in Figure 3-4. As can be seen, the error drops of exponentially, very similar to the
random regular graph error distribution. In fact, we also plot the asymptotic distribution for
a random regular graph of degree 10, 000 and it can be seen that the error decays at similar
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Figure 3-3: P (C ) versus n for geometric trees. The black dotted line is a plot of n-1/2
rates. This indicates that even though there is substantial randomness in the graph, the
asymptotic rumor source detection error distribution behaves as though it were a random
regular graph.
3.2.4 Scale-free and Small-world Networks
We performed simulations on synthetic small-world [62] and scale-free [14] networks.
These are two very popular models for networks. and so we would like our rumor source
estimator to perform well on these topologies. For both topologies, the underlying graph
contained 5000 nodes and in the simulations we let the rumor spread to 400 nodes.
Figures 3-5 and 3-6 show an example of rumor spreading in a small-world and a scale-
free network. The graphs show the rumor infected nodes in white. Also shown are the
histograms of the estimator error for three different estimators. The estimators are distance
centrality, rumor centrality on a BFS tree, and rumor centrality on a BFS tree with the BFS
heuristic. For comparison, we also show with a dotted line a smooth fit of the histogram for
the error from randomly choosing the source from the 400 node rumor network. As can be
seen, for both networks, the histogram for the random guessing is shifted to the right of the
estimator histograms. Thus, the centrality based estimators are a substantial improvement
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Figure 3-4: P (C510) versus k for an Erdos-Renyi graph with mean degree 10 and 20. Also
shown with a black dashed line is limt, P (C for a degree 10, 000 random regular
graph.
over random guessing for both small-world and scale-free networks.
The distance centrality estimator performs very similarly to the rumor centrality esti-
mator. However, we see that on the small-world network, rumor centrality is better able
to correctly find the source (0 error) than distance centrality (16% correct detection versus
2%). For the scale-free network used here, the average ratio of edges to nodes in the 400
node rumor graphs is 1.5 and for the small-world network used here, the average ratio is
2.5. For a tree, the ratio would be 1, so the small-world rumor graphs are less tree-like.
This may explain why rumor centrality does better than distance centrality at correctly
identifying the source on the small-world network.
The BFS heuristic leads to two visible effects. First, as can be seen for the scale-
free network, we have a larger correct detection probability. Scale-free networks have
power-law degree distributions, and thus contain many high degree hubs. The BFS heuristic
works well in these types of networks because it was precisely designed for networks with
heterogeneous degree distributions.
The second effect of the BFS heuristic is that larger errors become more likely. For both
networks, the histograms spread out to higher errors. We see that for networks with less
Figure 3-5: Histograms of the error for distance centrality, rumor centrality, and rumor
centrality with BFS heuristic estimators on a 400 node rumor network on a small-world
network. The dotted line is a smooth fit of the histogram for randomly guessing the source
in the rumor network. An example of a rumor graph (infected nodes in white) is shown on
the right.
heterogeneous degree distributions, such as the small-world network, the BFS heuristic
is actually degrading performance. It may be that for more regular networks, the BFS
heuristic amplifies the effect any slight degree heterogeneity and causes detection errors.
3.2.5 Real Networks
We performed simulations on an Internet autonomous system (AS) network [2] and the U.S
electric power grid network [14]. These are two important real networks so we would like
our rumor source estimator to perform well on these topologies. The AS network contained
32,434 nodes and the power grid network contained 4941 nodes. In the simulations we let
the rumor spread to 400 nodes.
Figures 3-7 and 3-8 show an example of rumor spreading in both of these networks.
Also shown are the histograms of the estimator error for three different estimators. The
estimators are distance centrality, rumor centrality on a BFS tree, and rumor centrality on a
BFS tree with the BFS heuristic. For comparison, we also show with a dotted line a smooth
Figure 3-6: Histograms of the error for distance centrality, rumor centrality, and rumor cen-
trality with BFS heuristic estimators on a 400 node rumor network on a scale-free network.
The dotted line is a smooth fit of the histogram for randomly guessing the source in the
rumor network. An example of a rumor graph (infected nodes in white) is shown on the
right.
fit of the histogram for the error from randomly choosing the source from the 400 node
rumor network. As with the synthetic networks, the histogram for the random guessing is
shifted to the right of the estimator histograms. Thus, on these real networks, the centrality
based estimators are a substantial improvement over random guessing.
We see that rumor centrality and distance centrality have similar performance, but for
the power grid network, rumor centrality is better able to correctly find the source than
distance centrality (3% correct detection versus 0%). For the power grid network, the
average ratio of edges to nodes in the 400 node rumor graphs is 4.2, and for the AS network
the average ratio is 1.3. Thus, the rumor graphs on the power grid network are less tree-like.
Similar to the small-world networks, this may explain why rumor centrality outperforms
distance centrality on the power grid network.
The BFS heuristic improves the correct detection probability for the AS network. This
is due to the fact that the AS network has many high degree hubs, similar to scale-free
networks. However, in the powergrid network, the BFS heuristic spreads out the histogram
to higher errors. Again, this may be due to the fact that the powergrid network does not
have as much degree heterogeneity as the AS network, and the BFS heuristic is amplifying
weak heterogeneities, similar to small-world networks.
3.2.6 Rumor Centrality Precision
For regular trees we have seen that rumor centrality is an exact ML estimator. This means
that the rumor centrality of a node is proportional to the likelihood of that node being the
source. The actual value of rumor centrality therefore provides us with the confidence that
a node is the source. This confidence is best visualized with a heat map plot. Below we
plot these types of heat maps for rumor graphs on different network topologies. The rumor
centralities are normalized so that the rumor center has value one. Red indicates a high
rumor centrality, and blue indicates a low rumor centrality.
The first network we look at is a regular tree of degree three. For this network rumor
centrality is an exact ML estimator, so the values here are proportional to the true likeli-
hood. In Figure 3-9 we plot a 300 node rumor graph on this network, with the heat map
Figure 3-7: Histograms of the error for distance centrality, rumor centrality, and rumor
centrality with BFS heuristic estimators on a 400 node rumor network on the U.S. electric
power grid network. The dotted line is a smooth fit of the histogram for randomly guessing
the source in the rumor network. An example of a rumor graph (infected nodes in white) is
shown on the right.
indicating the rumor centrality of the nodes. As can be seen, only a very few nodes have
any significant rumor centrality, while the rest of the network is blue. For this particular
simulation, the true source happens to equal the rumor center.
Second we look at a 500 node rumor graph on a two-dimensional grid network in Fig-
ure 3-9. We have already seen this figure earlier in Chapter 1 in order to demonstrate the
precision of rumor centrality. Here we reproduce it to emphasize the fact that rumor cen-
trality does a very effective job at narrowing down the set of likely sources for different
network topologies.
3.3 Proofs
Here proofs of the results stated in Section 3.1 are presented. We begin with the proof of
Theorem 2 for linear graphs. This proof utilizes a connection of rumor spreading with a
random walk. Then we establish results for d-regular trees by connecting rumor spreading
Figure 3-8: Histogram of the error for distance centrality, rumor centrality, and rumor
centrality with BFS heuristic estimators on a 400 node rumor network on an Internet au-
tonomous system (AS) network. The dotted line is a smooth fit of the histogram for ran-
domly guessing the source in the rumor network. An example of a rumor graph (infected
nodes in white) is shown on the right.
with Polya urn models and branching processes. Later we extend the method to establish
results for generic random trees under arbitrary spreading time distributions. Using local-
tree like arguments, we prove our results for random regular graphs (Theorem 6) and sparse
Erdos-Renyi graphs (Theorem 7). After this, we prove Theorem 5 for geometric trees. For
this proof we are able to make use of simpler concentration based techniques due to the
polynomial growth of geometric trees.
3.3.1 Proof of Theorem 2: Linear Graphs
We consider the spread of the rumor in a linear graph for a time t starting from a source,
say v*. We shall establish that for a rumor infected graph of n(t) > 0 nodes, the probability
of the rumor center being equal to v* decays as e(1/Vt). Since a line is a regular graph
and hence the rumor center is the ML estimator, it follows that the detection probability of
any estimator decays as O(1/Vt). This is because in the absence of any prior information
(or uniform prior) the ML estimator minimizes the detection error (cf. see [16]).
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Figure 3-9: Heat map of rumor centrality for a rumor graph on a degree three regular tree.
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Figure 3-10: Heat map of rumor centrality for a rumor graph on a grid network.
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We will first show that with high probability n(t) = 8 (t). Because of the structure
of a linear graph, the rumor spreads in two directions from the source v*. Let us refer to
the number of nodes in these two spreading processes as ni (t) and n 2 (t). In this notation
we have n(t) = ni (1) + n2(t) + 1. These two spreading processes are renewal processes
with holding times that are exponentially distributed with parameter A > 0. To establish
the scaling of n(t) we use Theorem 15, which is proved in Appendix A.2, with -y = t-1/3
and p = 1/A. This says that with high probability for large t both ni(t) and n2(t) scale as
At + 0 (t 2/3 ) = 8 (t). Therefore, we have that
n(t) = ni(t) + n 2 (t) + 1
=8()+ 8()+1
=e8(t)
Next we will analyze the detection probability in terms of a fixed number of nodes n,
and then replace this with n(t) in the end.
Now because of the structure of a linear graph, there are always two nodes which can be
infected at any given time: one node to the left of the rumor source and one node to the right
of it. Due to the memoryless property of the exponential spreading times, at each infection
time one of these nodes is infected with probability 1/2. Another equivalent way to view
this is as a one dimensional random walk on Z which starts at zero with the first infection
(the source) and then moves one step to the left when there is an infection on the left side
of the rumor source or one step to the right for a right side infection. Define the value of
the step at infection i > 2 as Xi E { -1, 1}. Then Xi is a Bernoulli random variable with
parameter 1/2. The total distance traveled by the random walk after n infections is
n
Sn = LXi (3.6)
i=2
which is a binomial random variable with parameters n - 1 and p = 1/2. We will have
correct detection if both subtrees of the rumor source have equal size. This can only happen
if there are an odd number of infected nodes. If n is instead even, then there will be two
rumor centers and we will pick the correct one with probability 1/2. Now, for odd n, we
have correct detection if Sn, = 0 because this means there were an equal number of left and
right infections. For even n, we will have correct detection with probability 1/2 if Sn = 1
or S, = -1. To simplify the analysis, we will define m = n - 1. For odd n we can write
the probability of correct detection as
P (Cl) = P (Sn 0)
= (;r) () m
This expression can be simplified by using Stirling's approximation for the factorial which
is accurate for large m.
m! = 8 v 27 m f) (3.7)
With Stirling's approximation, we obtain
=e 2Fr()1)n
P (Cn)
=e(2 2)7rm (1 ) 2
= e2e
Vrm
= 8n
For even n, we obtain the following using a similar analysis.
1
P (CI() =)( (S=1)m + PI( = - 1)M
22
,27rm (,,)m
7 /(M - 1) (M + 1) (M/1,2 (mlm/2 2f
2m mn m
E ( 2 - 1)m
=, n
Now if we replace n with n(t) we obtain
(e(t8 e(t)
Therefore, it follows that the probability of correct detection scales as E(1/vt) in a linear
graph. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
3.3.2 Proof of Theorem 3: d-regular trees
Setup, Notations
Let g = (V, E) be an infinite d-regular tree and let the rumor start spreading from a node,
say v1 . Without loss of generality, we view it as a randomly generated tree, as described in
Section 3.1, with vi being the root with d children and all the subsequent nodes with d - 1
children (hence each node has degree d). We shall be interested in d > 3. Now suppose the
rumor is spread on this tree starting from vi as per the SI model with exponential spreading
times of rate A > 0.
Initially, node vi is the only rumor infected node and its d neighbors are potential nodes
that can receive the rumor. We will denote the set of nodes that are not yet rumor infected
but neighbors of rumor infected nodes as the rumor boundary. Thus, initially the rumor
boundary consists of the d neighbors of vi. Under the SI model, each edge has an indepen-
dent exponential clock of mean 1/A. The minimum of d independent exponentials of mean
1/A is an exponential random variable (of mean 1/ (dA)) and hence one of the d nodes (cho-
sen uniformly at random) in the rumor boundary gets infected after an exponential amount
of time (of mean 1/ (dA)). Upon this infection, this node gets removed from the boundary
but adds it's d - 1 children to the rumor boundary. That is, each infection effectively adds
d - 2 new nodes to the rumor boundary. In summary, let Z(t) denote the number of nodes
in the rumor boundary at time t, then Z(O) = d and Z(t) evolves as follows: each of the
Z(t) nodes has an exponential clock of mean 1/A; when it ticks, it dies and replaces itself
with d - 2 new nodes which in turn start their own independent exponential clocks of mean
1/A and so on. The thus described Z(t) is precisely the multi-class Markov branching pro-
cess (MCMBP): the multi-class comes when we think of the contributions of each of the
d sub-tress of the root vi to the rumor boundary separately and hence effectively having d
branching process each starting at time 0 with initial value equal to 1: let ui, .. . , Ud be the
children of vi; let Zi (t) denote the number of nodes in the rumor boundary that belong to
the subtree T(t) that is rooted at ui with Zj(o) = 1 for 1 < i < d; Z(t) = _1 Zi(t).
With an abuse of notation, let T (t) also denote the total number of nodes infected in the
subtree rooted at ui at time t; initially T(0) = 0 for 1 < i < d. Since each infected node
add d -2 nodes to the rumor boundary, it can be easily checked that Zi (t) = (d - 2)T (t) +1
and hence Z(t) = (d - 2)T(t) + d with T(t) being the total number of infected nodes at
time t (excluding vi, i.e. T(0) = 0).
Probability of Correct Detection P (Cn(t))
Suppose we observe the rumor infected nodes at some time t which we do not know. That
is, we observe the rumor infected graph G(t) which contains the root vi and its d infected
subtrees T(t) for 1 K i < d. We recall the following result of Proposition 1 that charac-
terizes the rumor center, rephrased using the subtree random variables defined in Section
2.3.1.
Tiv < Tj) V i E .N'(v), (3.8)
isNr(v)
This immediately suggests the characterization of the event that node v1, the true source, is
identified by rumor centrality at time t: vi is a rumor center only if 2T(t) Z _1 T(t)
for all 1 < i < d, and if the inequality is strict then it is indeed the rumor center. Now
if n(t) is the total number of infected nodes at time t, then as per our earlier notation,
C1  is the event of the correct detection at time t. Let Ei ={2T(t) < E 1 T (t)} and
Fi = {2T(t) < Ed T (t)}. Then,
P (Cl ;> P ( n_1 E= => f1E 1 - P (E) 1 - dP (Ec).
(3.9)
Above, (a) follows from the union bound of events and (b) from symmetry. Similarly, we
have
d
P (C.(t)) P ( ni- P(U 1 F ) 1 - P (Fc) 1 - dP (Ff).
i=1
(3.10)
Above, (a) follows because events Ff,... , Fd are disjoint and (b) from symmetry. There-
fore, the probability of correct detection boils down to evaluating P(E[) and P(Ff) which,
as we shall see, will coincide with each other as t -+ oc (equivalently, n(t) -+ oo). There-
fore, the bounds of (3.9) and (3.10) will provide the exact evaluation of the correct detection
probability as t -- oc.
P(E[), P(Ff) and Polya's Urn
Effectively, the interest is in the ratio T1 (t)/(Q_1Ti(t)) especially as t -+ oc (implicitly
we are assuming that this ratio is well defined for a given t or else by definition there is
only one node infected which will be v1 , the true source). It can be easily verified that as
t -+ oc, T(t) -+ o for all i almost surely and hence Zi(t) = (d - 2)T (t)+1 goes to 00 as
well. Therefore, it is sufficient to study the ratio Z1(t)/(E_ 1 Zy(t)) as t -+ o0 since we
shall find that this ratio converges to a random variable with density on [0, 1]. In summary,
if we establish that the ratio Z 1(t)/(E> Zy(t)) converges in distribution on [0, 1] with a
well defined density, then it immediately follows that P (Ec) = P (Ff) as t -± oc and we
can use Zi(t)/(E_ 1 Zj (t)) in place of Ti(t)/(E _1 T (t)) to evaluate P(E') as t -+ 00.
With these in mind, let us study the ratio Z 1(t)/(E _1 Zj(t)). For this, it is instruc-
tive to view the simultaneous evolution of (Z1 (t), Z, 1(t)) (Z01(t) = - 2 Zj (t)) as that
induced by the standard, discrete time, Polya's urn: initially, To = 0 and there is one ball
of type 1 representing Zi(ro) =1 and d - 1 balls of type 2 representing ZO1(ro) = d - 1
in a given urn; the nth event happens at time Tn when one of the Zi(T 1) + Z=1(rn_1)
(= d + (n - 1) (d - 2)) balls chosen uniformly at random is thrown out of the urn and new
d - 2 balls of its type are added to the urn. If we set Tn - Tn_ 1 equal to an exponential
random variable with mean 1/(A(d + (n - 1)(d - 2))), then it is easy to check that the
fraction of balls of type 1 is identical in law to that of Zi(t)/(E 1 Z3 (t)) (here we are
using the memoryless property of exponential random variables crucially). Therefore, for
our purposes, it is sufficient to study the limit law of fraction of balls of type 1 under this
Polya's urn model.
It is well understood that the fraction of balls of type 1 at time Tn, which is equal to
Zi(Tn)/(Zi(rn) + Zg1(Tn)), is a martingale with value in [0, 1]. By the standard martingale
convergence theorem, it converges to a well defined random variable almost surely. Further,
the law of this limiting random variable in our particular case turns out to be the Beta
distribution with parameters a = 1/(d - 2) and b = (d - 1)/(d - 2). (See chapter on
generalized Polya's urn in [7], for example, for proof details of this statement; a more
general version of this result will be utilized later in the context of general random trees).
From the above discussion, we conclude that the ratio Z 1 (t)/(j1 Zj(t)) converges to
a Beta random variable with parameters a = 1/(d - 2) and b = (d - 1)/(d - 2). Since the
Beta distribution has density on [0, 1], from the above discussion it follows that as t - oc
(equivalently, n(t) - oc), P(E') = P(Ff) and hence from (3.9), (3.10)
lim P (C(,)) = 1 - d ) - )/ , 1 + (3.11)
t wo d -2 d-2))
where recall that 11/2(a, b) is the probability that a Beta random variable with parameters a
and b takes value in [0, 1/2]. Note that this establishes the result of Theorem 3 for k = 1 in
(3.2).
Probability of Cikn(t)
Thus far we have established Theorem 3 for k = 1, the probability of the rumor center
being the true source. The probability of the event C (t) (the kth infected node being the
rumor center) is evaluated in an almost identical manner with a minor difference. For this
reason, we present an abridged version of the proof.
Let Vk, k > 2 be the kth infected node when the rumor starts from v1 . We will evaluate
the probability of identifying Vk as the rumor center. As before, let us suppose we observe
the infected tree G at time t with n(t) > k nodes. Let w1, . . . , Wd be the d neighbors of Vk
with respect to g. Note that one of the neighbors of Vk is infected before it. Equivalently,
viewing the tree being rooted at vi, this neighbor is the 'parent' of Vk. We shall denote
it by wi and let w2 , ... , Wd be the d - 1 'children' of Vk. Let Tk(t) be the subtrees of G
rooted at wi if we imagine Vk as the root of G: therefore, Tlk (t) is rooted at wi and includes
vi, ... , V_1; Tik(t) are rooted at wi for 2 < i < d and contain nodes in G that are away
from vk; none of the Tk(t) for 1 < i < d include vk. By definition Tjk(t) is never empty,
but Tik(t) can be empty if wi is not infected, for 2 < i < d. As before, with abuse of
notation, we shall denote Tik (t) as the size of the subtree as well. As per Proposition 1, Vk
is identified as a rumor center if and only if all of its d subtrees are balanced, i.e.
d
2Tik(t) < TV (t), V 1 i < d. (3.12)
j=1
Therefore, as before,
d
P(C 2(t))> P ( n _1 Eu) =1E-)P U_ E >1 -Z P (Ef), (3.13)
i=21
and
d
P (CPF(t)  = P (r n ) 1- U_ 1 F) =1 - P(Fc). (3.14)
i=1
Above, E = {2TIk(t) <> 1 Tj (t)} and F = {2Tik(t) T t).
To evaluate these probabilities, as before, we shall study the evolution of the rumor
boundaries in each tree. Unlike the earlier situation where all events had the same proba-
bility, we need to be a bit careful for k > 2. Specifically, note that the time when the kth
node, Vk gets infected, the tree Tk (.) has size k - 1 and it's rumor boundary, Z1(-), is of
size (d - 2)(k - 1) + 1. But for 2 < i < d, Tk(.) is empty and has its rumor boundary,
Zk (.), of size 1. Beyond this difference in initial values, the evolution is the same as before
and therefore the limiting laws of the ratios of the sizes of rumor boundaries can be eval-
uated as before as the limit of the fraction of balls of a given type in a Polya's urn model
with different initial number of balls of two types. Specifically, to evaluate E' (and Ff), we
consider a Polya's urn in which we start with (d - 2) (k - 1) + 1 balls of type 1 (correspond-
ing to Z1(.)) and d - 1 balls of type 2 (corresponding to j=_2 Zjk(.)). With these initial
conditions, the limit law of fraction of balls of type 1 turns out to be (see [7] for details) a
Beta distribution with parameters a = ((d - 2)(k - 1) + 1)/(d - 2) = (k - 1) + 1/(d - 2)
and b = (d - 1)/(d - 2) = 1 + 1/(d - 2). In summary, the fraction of balls of type 1
equals the ratio Zk(t)/(EZ 1 Zk(t)) which is equal to the ratio of Tk (t)/(E _1 T (t)) as
t - oc, since these quantities go to infinity as t - oc and Zk (t) is linearly related to Tk(t)
for 1 < i < d. Since the limit law of the fraction of balls of type 1 has density on [0, 1], we
conclude that as t -+ oc
P (E) = P (Ff) = 1 - I/ 2 (k - 1 + d 2' 1+ d 2. (3.15)
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To evaluate E, (and FC) for 2 < i < d, in the corresponding Polya's urn model, we start
with 1 ball of type 1 and k(d - 2) + 1 balls of type 2. Therefore, using an identical sequence
of arguments, we obtain that for 2 < i < d as t -± 00,
P (E) = P (Fc) 1 - I1/2 d 2, k+d 2 . (3.16)
From (3.13)-(3.16), it follows that
lim P (Ck =11/ 2 (k 1+ 1 1+
m d-2 d-2
+ (d - 1) (11/2 (d 2 , k+ d 2)1). (3.17)
This establishes (3.2) for all k and hence completes the proof of Theorem 3.
3.3.3 Proof of Theorem 4: Random Trees
The goal is to establish that there is a strictly positive probability of detecting the source
correctly as the rumor center when the rumor starts at the root of a generic randomly gen-
erated tree: this is with respect to the joint probability distribution induced by the tree
construction and the SI rumor spreading model with independent spreading times with dis-
tribution F(t). We establish this result along the lines of the proof for Theorem 2. However,
it requires additional details due to the irregularity and randomness in the node degrees in
the tree and the arbitrary spreading time distribution F(t).
Notations
We quickly recall some notations. To start with, as before let vi be the root node of the
tree. It has qo children distributed as per Do. By assumption of Theorem 4, P(710 >
3) > 0. We shall condition on this positive probability event that 'io > 3 and let d = 'o
for the remainder of the proof. Let ui, ... , Ud be the d children of v1 . The random tree
g is constructed by adding a random number of children to U1 , .. . , Ud recursively as per
distribution D as explained in Section 3.1.3. The rumor starts at vi at time 0 and spreads as
per SI model on g with spreading times with distribution F(t).
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Let G be the sub-tree of g that is infected at time t, let n(t) be the number of nodes in
G at time t, and let T (t) denote the subtree of G rooted at node ui at time t, for 1 < i < d.
We shall abuse notation as before by using T(t) as the subtree size as well. By definition
Ti (0) = 0 for 1 < i < d. Let Zi (t) denote the size of the rumor boundary of T (t); initially
Zi(0) = 1.
Since we are interested in evaluating the probability of detection with respect to the
joint distribution over the tree generation and SI spreading model, we model the evolution
of Zi(.) and T(.) as follows. Each node in the rumor boundary has its own independent
clock with distribution F(t). When the clock of a particular node ticks, it dies and it is
replaced by q new nodes where 7 is an independent random variable distributed as per D.
If the node that died belonged to Zi (-) (i.e. tree T (.)), then the new nodes are added to Zi (.).
Therefore, each Zi(.) is a general time branching process with Zi(0) = 1 for all 1 < i < d.
Now we recall some facts about branching processes that will be useful for establishing
non-triviality of the probability of correct detection for such randomly generated trees.
First we define what is known as the Malthusian parameter for the branching process.
Definition 3. [7, (pg. 146)] The Malthusian parameter for a constant -y and a distribution
F is the root, provided it exists, of the equation
ly JO e-'dF(y) = 1. (3.18)
We denote it by a = a (-, F).
For any y > 1 the Malthusian parameter always exists. What the Malthusian parameter
does is characterize the growth rate of a general time branching process. Consider for
example a Markov branching process with exponential spreading times of rate A and let
E[T] = m > 1. The spreading time distribution is F(t) = 1 - e-A Then the Malthusian
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parameter for this process a(m, F) is given by
m f e-YAe- Ydy = 1
m A 1
a-hA
A(rn - 1) = a.
This is exactly the growth rate for the mean of a Markov branching process [7]. The
Malthusian parameter also describes the growth of the mean of general time branching
processes, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 8. [7, Theorem 3A (pg. 152)] Let Z(.) be a continuous time branching process as
described above: Z(0) = 1; each node in Z(t) has an independent clock with distribution
F(t) and it dies upon the tick of the clock; upon death of a node, it is replaced by 'q new
nodes chosen independently for each node, and so on. If E[,] = m > 1 then as t -+ oc,
E [Z(t)]
t-o0 c'eat
where a is the Malthusian parameter for (m, F) and
, m -1
am2 f' ye-aydF(y)
This theorem says that the mean of the branching process Z(t) has exponential growth
with rate given by the Malthusian parameter a(m, F). To see an application of this theo-
rem, consider again the Markov branching process with exponential spreading times with
rate A. Then we have already seen that the Malthusian parameter a = A(E[,] - 1). The
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constant c' evaluates to
rn-i
C am 2 f00 ye-ayAe-Aydy
(mn - 1) (a + A)2
Aam 2
(m - 1)(A(m - 1) + A)2
A2(m - 1)m 2
(m - 1)A 2m 2
A2 (m - 1)m 2
= 1
Therefore, we have that for the Markov branching process, E[Z(t)] - eA(E[n]-1) a well
known result [7].
For the general time branching process, we have the following result.
Theorem 9. [7, Theorem 2 (pg. 172)] Let Z(-) be a continuous time branching process as
described above: Z(0) = 1; each node in Z(t) has an independent clock with distribution
F (t) and it dies upon the tick of the clock; upon death of a node, it is replaced by 'q new
nodes chosen independently for each node, and so on. Let a be the Malthusian parameter
for (E [7q], F) and c' be defined as in Theorem 8. If E [I] > 1 and E [TI log TI] < oc,
Z(t)/c'e' t - 4 W, in distribution,
where W is such that
P(W = 0) = q, (3.19)
P (W E (X1, X2)) = w(y)dy, for 0 < XI < X 2 < 00, (3.20)
where q C (0, 1) is the smallest root ofthe equation fn (s) = s in [0, 1] and w (-) is absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure so that fo0 w (y)dy = 1 -q. Here f,(s) =
_o sk P(rI = k).
As we will see, this theorem will be key to proving Theorem 4.
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Correct Detection
Recall from the proof for regular trees, the probability of the event of correct detection at
time t, C,(t), is lower bounded as
d
(C,,() > P ( nf_ d 2T (t) < Ty() .(3.21)
j=1
We shall establish a non-trivial lower bound for the right hand side of (3.21) using The-
orem 9. This will be done in the two steps: (i) identify an event S c nj_ 2Zi(t) <
Z1  (t) and then establish non-trivial lower bound on E using Theorem 9; (ii) estab-
lish that as t -± oc, E C n_1 {2T (t) <E_ TEd(t)}. This will immediately imply that
P(E) is a non-trivial lower bound on P (C(t)
A Non-Trivial Event
The event 2Zi(t) < Ed _ Zj (t) is equivalent to _ _ < 1/2, with the Malthu-
sian parameter a and c' defined as in Theorem 8. For any x > 0, define event E(x) as
E(x) = n _ I-Z(t)c'-le-t - (x, (d - 1)x)}. (3.22)
Under event E(x), since each Zi(t)c'-le-at is at least x and at most (d - 1)x, it follows
immediately that
d d
E(x) C {2 ax Zi(t) < Z (t)} = nil {2Zi(t) < Z (t)}. (3.23)
j=1 j=1
Now Zi(.) are independent across 1 < i < d. By Theorem 9 it follows that Zi(t)c'-Ile-t
converges to W (because E[ 2] < o0 and hence E[q log q] < oc) which are independent
across i and W are distributed as per (3.19)-(3.20). From this it follows that as t -+ o0,
p (8(x)) = p(x)d, where p(x) A (d-1)x w (y)dy > 0. (3.24)
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From the above discussion, it follows that as t -+ oo
dd d
1( nil2Zj(t) < EZj(t)l > ( sup p(x) > 0. (3.25)
=1 X>0
Equivalence of Boundary and Tree Processes
For regular trees, the fraction Zj(t)/( Z (t)) and Ti(t)/(Ei T(t)) converge to the
same limit primarily because each of them converge to so and Zi (t) and T (t) are related
linearly. Such a relation does not exist for the random tree. However, with an additional,
careful argument we shall establish the same fact for random trees as well under the event
E(x) for x > 0.
To that end, for 1 < i < d and n > 0, define
Mn+= M", + Qn+ 1(n+1 - A), (3.26)
where Q'+1 is the probability that n + 1st rumor infected node is added to the tree Ti(.),
T/n+1 is the number of children of this infected node, and y = E[i7]. We define MO = 0. It
can be checked that Mn is a martingale with respect to the filtration Fn, where F contains
all the information about the part of the graph G to which the rumor has spread including
the rumor boundary. Now Mn is a martingale with respect to En because, (a) Q+ 1 is a
binary random variable with its probability of being 1 determined by Fn, and (b) 'qn+1 is
independent of F, and distributed as per D. Now Mi+1 - MA| < qn+l and ?7n+1 has a
well defined mean and finite second moment. By property of the martingale, therefore it
follows that
E[(M )2] < nE[712]
Therefore, a straightforward application of Chebychev's inequality will lead to the follow-
ing 'weak law of large numbers':
1
-Mn -+ E[M ] = 0, in probability. (3.27)
Now under event E(x) (for any x > 0), Zi(t) scales like e" for all 1 < i < d. Therefore,
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it can be checked that T (t) also scales like eat (since Zi (t) represents the 'rate' at which
T (t) is growing). Precisely, we have that
E [Zi(t)] = 1 + Er/
lE Ti(t)
= (1 + E [T(t)]) p
Now using Theorem 8, we have that
iE [T(t)] 1 E[Z(t)] 1
t-+oo c' eat t- oo C'eat ceat
1
Therefore, we see that the means of both Z (t) and T (t) grow as eat.
Since d is finite, it further follows that n(t), the number of rumor infected nodes till
time t, or equivalently j_1 Ti(t) scales like eat. Using these facts under event S(x) and
an application of (3.27) with n replaced by n(t) (and taking t -+ oc or equivalently n(t) -
oc), we obtain that for 1 < i < d as t -+ oc,
(t) ( M (t) 0. (3.28)
Since under event S(x), T(t)/n(t) remains bounded away from 0 as t - 00, from (3.28),
it follows that
IV -± 0. (3.29)
But
M",) (rl - p)
jETi(t)
=Ti(t)( t S i T- P). (3.30)
TiMjETi(t)
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From (3.29) and (3.30), it follows that under event E(x), x > 0 for 1 < i < d, as t -+ o,
1
T (t) L 5 TI+ P. (3.31)jeTi(t)
Now we are ready to conclude the proof of Theorem 4 by establishing that under the event
E(x), X > 0, Zi(t)/(EZd Zj (t)) and T(t)/(Z_1 T (t)) converge to the same quantity.
To that end, observe that for 1 < i < d,
=Z (t) 1 + V=e1()
I~1~t +=f~~)N
Ti MTi M Ti M(3.32)Tn((t) td + it ( En(t) )
rt n(t) +n(t) (t'= )(332
Now as t -± oc, under the event E(x), x > 0, the right most term in (3.32) goes to 1
since the numerator and denominator both go to y due to T (t), n(t) -+ 00, (3.31) and
the standard Law of Large Numbers. This concludes that under event E(x), the ratio
Zi(t)/(EZ> Zy(t)) and Ti(t)/(Ed 1 T(t)) are asymptotically equal as t -+ o. There-
fore, from (3.25) and the fact that the initial conditioned event P(77o > 3) has strictly
positive probability, it follows that
lim inf P (Cnit)) > 0.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.
3.3.4 Proof of Theorem 6: Random Regular Graph
Here we establish Theorem 6 regarding the effectiveness of rumor centrality on d-regular
random graphs. This is done by recalling the known fact that the local (not too large)
neighborhood of a randomly chosen node in a random d-regular graph is a d-regular tree.
Therefore, Theorem 6 is an immediate application of Theorem 3.
Formally, we shall establish the result as follows: we produce a random d-regular graph
G of m nodes as per a (randomized) constructive procedure. The rumor is spread on this
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graph as per the SI model with exponential spreading times of rate A > 0 starting from a
randomly chosen node till time t (so that n(t) is not too large compared to m). The rumor
infected subgraph G of g will be shown to be a d-regular tree with high probability. There-
fore, the rumor centrality results about regular trees from Theorem 2 apply immediately
and establish Theorem 3.
We start by describing the randomized construction of the d-regular graph g known
as the configuration model [19]. To construct an m node random d-regular graph, create
m sets Vi,V2,...vm each of which contains d points. Each set corresponds to a node in the
resulting graph and d points in a set correspond to the degree of that node. Construct a
perfect matching or pairing of these nd points (assume that such is feasible by choosing
appropriate, say even, m). If the points in a pairing are from sets vi and v, then there is an
edge between nodes vi and vj in the graph g. Not every pairing will correspond to a graph
because there may be parallel edges between the same nodes or self-loops. Those pairing
which do not contain any self-loops or parallel edges are referred to as simple. It has been
shown that the probability of a pairing being simple is asymptotically (in m) exp (1 4d2)
[15].
One way to generate random pairing of dm elements in the above construction is as
follows: order them arbitrarily and start matching them sequentially by choosing, among
the unpaired elements, an element uniformly at random. We shall use this 'arbitrary' nature
of ordering to our advantage in establishing that the rumor infected graph G is a tree with
high probability as long as the number of nodes in G, n is such that n = o(ain).
To that end, we start revealing the construction of the random graph along with the
rumor spreading (since we are interested in establishing results with respect to the joint
probability distribution). Let the rumor start from node v 1. For the random graph con-
struction, we take the d points corresponding to the node vi and connect them to d of the
remaining md - d points uniformly at random (sequentially). This leads to the determina-
tion of the immediate d neighbors of v1. Next, the rumor spreads to one of these d nodes
and subsequently the infected node's d neighbors are chosen by selecting d more nodes,
and so on.
Suppose we let the rumor infection process run till n nodes get infected in the above
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manner. Simultaneously, we have revealed (or constructed) the neighborhood of these n
nodes starting from vi in the random d-regular graph. Beyond this, continue the construc-
tion of the d-regular graph till all m nodes are matched. As per the result of [15], for all m
large enough, the probability of the event that the resulting graph is valid, denoted by S, is
at least 1 exp (1d 2 ) for all m large enough. Let P denote the event that the rumor graph
G of n nodes is a tree. Our interest is in the probability of P conditioned on the event S.
P(P~)
P (Pn IS) >1- .Pn
--) P(S)
We shall establish that for n = o(Vn), P(Pn) -4 0 as m -+ oc. Since P(S) is at least
exp (1 4 d2 ), it will follow that P(Pn|S) - 1. This will conclude the proof of Theorem 6.
To evaluate P(Pn), recall the simultaneous rumor spreading and construction of the
regular graph. Initially, when n = 1, there is exactly one infected node and d of its boundary
nodes. When the second node is added, it will effectively add d - 2 nodes to the boundary.
In general, for G to remain a tree when the k + 1st node gets infected (assuming the G has
remained a tree for the first k nodes), it must not select its d neighbors from any of the k
nodes of G nor their d + (k - 1)(d - 2) neighbors that do not belong to G. From this, we
conclude that
P (P~l Pk >_1 - ((k + 1)(d - 1) + 2)(d - 1) d
-dm -- ((k + 1)(d - 1) + 2)(d - 1))
S(I- 2d2 (k +1) d 2d(k+ 1) )d
dm m
as long as k = o(m). Subsequently,
n
P (Pa) fJ P (PkIPk_1)
k=1
(I 2dn nd> - -
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Since n = o(/ Im) and the P(P) decreases with n, we have
P (P) ;> 1 - o(1).
That is, P(Pn) -± 0 as m -+ oc. This completes the proof of G being a tree with high
probability and hence the proof of Theorem 3.
3.3.5 Proof of Theorem 7: Erdos-Renyi Graph
The proof is very similar to that for random regular graphs: establish that in an Erdos-
Renyi graph with m nodes with edge probability p = c/m, c > 1, if the rumor spreads to
n = o(/ Im) nodes, then the rumor infected graph is like a randomly generated tree with the
degree distribution of nodes in this tree being Poisson with parameter c for m large enough.
Therefore, by invoking Theorem 4, it follows that there is a strictly positive probability of
detecting the rumor source in such a setup. Now the fact that the rumor infected graph is
like a Poisson random tree as long as the number of infected nodes is n = o(In) follows
from an argument very similar to that used in establishing the proof of Theorem 6 along
with the Binomial-Poisson approximation: a binomial variable with parameters m and c/m
converges to a Poisson variable as m -+ oc. Next we will show that the rumor graph of
size n = o(/ m) is a tree with high probability.
First, define Pn as the event that the rumor graph G of n nodes on an underlying Erdos-
Reny graph is a tree. Our interest is in the probability of Pn. We shall establish that for
n = o(ini), P (Pu) -+ 0 as m -4 oo. This result, plus the fact that the degree of each
node converges to a Poisson distribution will establish Theorem 7.
The rumor graph remains a tree as long as the next infected node has no neighbors
which were already infected. Recall that all edges in the graph exist independently with
probability p = c/m. Then we have that given that the rumor graph is a tree when n nodes
are infected, it will remain a tree when node n + 1 is infected with probability given by
P (Pa 1 Pn) = I -- C
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Using this we can obtain a lower bound for P (P,).
n-1
P (Pn) =l P (Pk+1 Pk)
k=1
n-1
-
c k-1
k=1
>(_C )n2
Since n = o (v/hi) and P (P,) decreases with n, we have
P (Pn) ;> 1 -- o(1).
That is, P(Pcj) -± 0 as m -+ oo. This completes the proof of G being a tree with high
probability and hence the proof of Theorem 7.
3.3.6 Proof of Theorem 5: Geometric Trees
The proof of Theorem 5 uses the characterization of the rumor center provided by Propo-
sition 1. That is, we wish to show that for all n large enough, the probability of the event
that the size of the d* rumor infected sub-trees of the source v* are essentially 'balanced'
with high enough probability. To establish this, we shall use coarse estimations on the size
of each of these sub-trees using the standard concentration property of renewal processes
along with geometric growth. This will be unlike the proof for regular trees where we had
to necessarily delve into very fine detailed probabilistic estimates of the size of the sub-trees
to establish the result. This relatively easier proof for geometric trees (despite heterogene-
ity) brings out the fact that it is fundamentally much more difficult to analyze expanding
trees than geometric structures as expanding trees do not yield to generic concentration
based estimations as they necessarily have very high variances.
To that end, we shall start by obtaining sharp estimations on the size of each of the
rumor infected d* sub-trees of v* for any given time t. We are assuming here that the
spreading times have distribution F(t) with mean y > 0. Initially, at time 0 the source
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node v* has the rumor. It starts spreading along its d* children (neighbors). Let T (t)
denote the size of the rumor infected subtree, denoted by Gi (t), rooted at the ith child (or
neighbor) of node v*. Initially, T (0) = 0. The T (-) is a renewal process with time-varying
rate: the rate at time t depends on the 'boundary' of the tree as discussed earlier. Due to
the balanced and geometric growth conditions assumed in Theorem 5, the following will
be satisfied: for small enough e > 0 (a) every node within a distance j (1 - E) of v* is in
one of the Gi(t), and (b) no node beyond distance 1 (1 + c) of v* is in any of the Gi(t).
Such a tight characterization of the 'shape' of Gi (t) along with the polynomial growth will
provide sharp enough bound on T (t) that will result in establishing Theorem 5. This result
is summarized below with its proof in the Appendix.
Theorem 10. Consider a geometric tree with parameters a > 0 and 0 < b < c as assumed
in Theorem 5 and let the rumor spread from source v * starting at time 0 as per the SI model
distribution F (t) with a well defined moment generating function and mean p > 0. Define
E = t- 1/2+6 for any small 0 < 6 < 1/2. Let G(t) be the set of all rumor infected nodes in
the tree at time t. Let g be the set of all sub-trees rooted at v* (rumor graphs) such that all
nodes within distance (1 - c) from v* are in the tree and no node beyond distance * (1 + e)
from v* is in the tree. Then
P(Gt E 9,) = 1 - O(e-t)
+1.
Define St as the event that Gt E 9 t. Under event St, consider the sizes of the sub-trees
Ti(t) for 1 < i < d,.. Due to the polynomial growth condition and Et, we obtain the
following bounds on each T (t) for all 1 < i < d*:
I(1--e)-1
> br" T (t)
r=1
T cr
r=1
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Now bounding the summations by Reimann's integrals, we have
L
radr < Z r" I L+1radr.
Therefore, it follows that under event Et, for all 1 < i < d,.
b (
_(1I
1+a ([
2+1
- ) -2) c ) a
( ± a+1
(1+P
In the most 'unbalanced' situation, d,. - 1 of these sub-trees have minimal size Tin (t)
and the remaining one sub-tree has size Tmax (t) where
- 2)
Tmax(t) = 1 +a Ja+
Since by assumption c < b(d,. - 1), there exists y > 0 such that (1 + -y)c < b(dv- - 1).
Therefore, for any choice of = t- 1/ 2+6 for some 6 E (0, 1/2), we have
(d* - 1)Tmin(t) + 1
Tmax (t)
1 a+1
_b(dV. - ) -1 +6 -2
)a+1
c A + ti+2
>(16 ++)1
1 + t-_+ P
+ a
c
1
A +
>1 y
>1,
for t large enough since as t -± oc the first term in inequality (i) goes to 1 and the second
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Tmin (t) = (1 -( )I1 + 0ZA
term goes to 0. From this, it immediately follows that under event Et for t large enough
Id*
max T (t) < (dV t + 1).
i<i<dV. 2 Tt
Therefore, by Proposition 1 it follows that the rumor center is unique and equals v*. We
also have that Et C C . Thus, from above and Theorem 10 we obtain
lim P (Cnl (t)) ;> lim P (St)
= 1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
3.4 Chapter Summary
We characterized the performance of rumor centrality as a source estimator for many differ-
ent classes of networks. We saw first an interesting threshold phenomenon. For networks
which grow linearly, detection is never possible, whereas for networks which grow faster
than a line, we can always find the source with strictly positive probability. In fact, we found
the exact error distribution for regular trees. As a consequence of this we also showed that
for rumor spreading on a random regular graph, the probability that the estimated source is
more than k hops away from the true source decays exponentially in k. For general random
trees we showed that there is always a strictly positive probability of detection. We were
able to extend this result to sparse Erdos-Renyi graphs. Our analysis for networks with ex-
pansion was based upon multi-type continuous time branching processes and generalized
Polya's urn models. For networks with polynomial growth such as geometric trees, we
were able to use a simpler concentration based analysis to show that rumor centrality has
an asymptotic detection probability of 1.
We performed simulations on different network topologies to demonstrate the effective-
ness and breadth of application of rumor centrality. Simulations on random regular graphs
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and geometric trees agreed with our theoretical results. We found that rumor centrality was
a more effective estimator than distance centrality for different network topologies, includ-
ing real networks such as the power grid and the Internet AS network. Using heat maps of
rumor centrality on regular trees and grids, we found that rumor centrality concentrates on
a very small number of nodes, thereby greatly narrowing the set of likely sources. This is
a very important property of rumor centrality that will make it extremely useful for finding
sources.
In summary, we have shown that rumor centrality is an excellent estimator for detecting
the source of a rumor on a large class of networks.
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Chapter 4
Measuring Influence
Measuring influence of individuals is of great importance in many scenarios. Advertisers
look for influential individuals to endorse products. Politicians try to gain favor with in-
fluential individuals to win elections. Advocacy groups try and spread their policies by
recruiting influential individuals to their causes. In some scenarios determining who is in-
fluential can be easy. For example, among media figures, it is obvious that Oprah Winfrey is
extremely influential. But measuring the influence of individuals using only network data is
quite challenging. First, one must identify these influential individuals in the network with
respect to a topic of interest. Some people may be influential or have strong reputations on
certain topics, but not others. Second, one must use the network structure to quantify the
influence of these individuals. Some may have limited influence, while others have a vast
reach. Knowledge of the amount of influence of an individual can then be used for other
purposes such as allocating resources when designing effective information dissemination
campaigns.
Determining this influence can be difficult and often subjective. However, if the indi-
viduals exist in a network then it is natural to assume that the network structure can tell us
a great deal about the amount of influence possessed by each individual. In this chapter
we will look at the problem of measuring influence in the micro-blogging website known
as Twitter. We will see that rumor centrality is the right measure of influence in Twitter.
To arrive at this conclusion, we develop a new network growth model known as topolog-
ical network growth. When rumor centrality is used in conjunction with this model, the
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networks generated have a remarkable similarity to actual networks measured in Twitter.
We use this observation to argue that rumor centrality is correctly capturing the amount of
influence of individuals in Twitter. We then use rumor centrality as the basis for a dynamic
influence tracking engine for Twitter which we call Trumor. We will find that Trumor does
an effective job of finding influential individuals specified by topic and time.
4.1 Background
4.1.1 Twitter, Tweets, and Retweets
Twitter is a micro-blogging site which was created in 2006. Its primary aim is to allow
users to disseminate information via short messages known as tweets. There is an incredible
volume of content on Twitter. The site has over 200 million users [58] and typically has 750
tweets per second [37]. Twitter is also the method of information dissemination for many
highly influential celebrities and politicians. For example, President Barack Obama hosted
the first ever Twitter townhall meeting from the Whitehouse on July 2011, taking questions
posted by users on Twitter [4]. The ability of users to spread information with Twitter
coupled with its massive volume of information and the presence of several high profile
users makes it an ideal medium to study in order to measure the influence of individuals.
In addition to having users post messages, Twitter also possesses several network struc-
tures. For instance, users on Twitter may follow other users. Any tweets made by a user
will show up in their followers' Twitter pages. These follower relationships form a directed
follower network on Twitter. Another important feature of Twitter is known as retweeting.
When a user retweets another tweet it is equivalent to forwarding that tweet to all of the
user's followers. Retweets are useful because they allow one to track the flow of informa-
tion on Twitter. Every retweet can be thought of as a directed edge in a network, pointing
from the tweeter to the retweeter and indicating some level of influence of the tweeter on
the retweeter. If one connects these retweets together, one obtains the retweet network.
This retweet network is another network structure in Twitter in addition to the follower
network. However, the retweet network is potentially more useful for two important rea-
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sons. First, retweets are a direct measure of influence, as the act of retweeting involves
some action on the part of the retweeter in response to the tweeter. Second, retweet net-
works can be specified by time and topic. That is, one may use only the portion of the full
retweet network corresponding to a certain topic and time window. These two properties of
the retweet network make it more ideal for measuring influence than the follower network,
and it will be the network upon which we focus in this chapter.
4.1.2 Influence in Twitter: Previous Work
Many researchers have studied different measures of influence in Twitter. One of the ear-
liest studies of Twitter compared different influence measures on both the retweet and
follower networks [41]. The authors calculated the PageRank centrality measure on the
follower network and compared this with the in-degree on both the follower network and
retweet network. They found a gap in the influence calculated on the follower network
versus the retweet network, indicating that these two networks provide very different infor-
mation. In [25] the authors found that there was very little relation between the in-degree
(number of followers) of a user in the follower network and their ability to spread informa-
tion in the retweet network. This is further evidence that the retweet network should be the
focus of any attempt to quantify influence in Twitter.
Both of the above studies looked at influence without taking the topic into considera-
tion. In [63] a new topic based influence measure known as twitterRank was introduced. It
was calculated on the follower network for specific topics. Topics were learned using latent
Dirichlet allocation on a set of tweets. Once topics were learned, the twitterRank for each
user on each topic could be calculated. TwitterRank is very similar to PageRank, in that
it is a type of eigenvector centrality and involves a random walk on the follower network.
However, the transition probabilities between users of the random walk depend upon how
much they have discussed the topic in question and also how similar their topic interests
are. If two neighbors on the follower graph have not discussed any common topics, then
there will be no transition allowed between them in the random walk.
Another approach to measuring influence in Twitter used an influence measure based
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upon the number of people reached by a tweet [10]. The influence of a user was defined as
the logarithm of the average number of people a user reached with their tweets. A regres-
sion model was fit to this influence measure using features such as number of followers,
number of tweets, and influence measure of the user's immediate followers. Predictions of
the reach of individuals with this regression model were very poor, showing the difficulty
of prediction in Twitter.
As can be seen, there are several different approaches to calculating influence in Twitter,
but they are all heuristics with no solid experimental or theoretical justification. What we
show in this chapter is that rumor centrality is a logical choice of influence measure and
we justify this using retweet networks and a novel network growth model. Next, we look
at models for network growth to see their connection with influence.
4.1.3 Network Growth Models
The retweet networks in Twitter are dynamic growing networks. As more people retweet,
the network grows. This notion of network growth is important because it provides us
another perspective on influence. In a growing network, new nodes must connect with
nodes already in the network. The choice of which node to connect with depends on the
network growth model considered. However, we will assume that the node connects with
more influential nodes, where the appropriate influence measure depends upon the model
considered. We now look at one of the most well-known network growth models known as
preferential attachment (PA).
A very simple measure of influence is the degree of a node. Intuitively, the higher the
degree of a node, the more people to which it is connected and so the more influential it is.
If one uses degree as an influence measure, then this is exactly the preferential attachment
(PA) model [14]. The model starts with a single node. At each discrete time step a new
node with m edges arrives and connects each edge to a random node in the existing network.
The probability of an edge connecting to a node is proportional to its degree. That is, as the
model name implies, new nodes prefer to attach to higher degree nodes. This attachment
probability of a node can be viewed as a measure of influence.
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PA networks have an important property known as a power-law degree distribution.
Define P (degree = d) as the probability that the degree of a randomly selected node in a
PA network equals d. Then we have that for large d,
P(degree = d) oc d-' (4.1)
It has been shown that for the PA model the exponent a is three [14].
The importance of this power-law degree distribution is that it is observed in several
real networks. In fact, originally the PA model was conceived in order to explain power-
laws observed in the Internet, biological networks, and a network of actor collaborations
[14]. The PA model is an important conceptual development because it allows one to relate
influence in a network to the observed structure of the network. In particular, PA allows one
to relate degree centrality as an influence measure to power-law degree distributions. We
will come back to this model when we study the structure of retweet networks in Twitter.
4.1.4 Web Search and Influence
The search engine Google was originally based upon the network centrality measure known
as PageRank. One justification of PageRank as a measure of influence or importance for
webpages is the following. The webpages that exist in the Internet are known to have a
power-law degree distribution [14]. We have seen that the PA model which uses degree
centrality to grow networks also produces a power-law degree distribution. Degree cen-
trality is very closely related to PageRank, in that webpages with high degree generally
have high PageRank. This makes sense intuitively, because if a webpage has many other
websites pointing to it, then it is more influential. Therefore, we can view the measured
power-law degree distribution in the Internet and the PA model as a justification for PageR-
ank as a measure of influence for webpages.
We will follow this scientific approach in our search for an influence measure for Twit-
ter. First we will study the retweet networks and learn what important properties they
possess. These properties could for example be things such as power-law degree distri-
butions. Second, we will develop network growth models which explain these properties.
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The hope is that these models will provide us with the appropriate influence measure for
Twitter.
4.2 Twitter Retweet Networks
4.2.1 Data Collection
We begin our search for an influence measure for Twitter by constructing retweet networks.
We collected retweet data from Twitter for several different topics, such as sports events
and musical performances [1]. For each topic, we reconstructed the corresponding retweet
network in the following manner. We recorded any retweet which contained the topic
phrase. For example, for the retweet network on the 2010 World Cup, we recorded any
retweet with the phrase "World Cup" during the World Cup opening ceremony. The time
range of data collection varied from topic to topic, but was typically on the order of a few
hours.
Once we had collected the retweets for a topic, to reconstruct the retweet network we
would extract the name of the source of the tweet being retweeted (tweeter) and the user
who retweeted (retweeter). These tweeter-retweeter edges were then combined to form the
retweet network for the given topic. These retweet networks are not for a single tweet, but
for a single topic. Therefore, there are nodes in the network which correspond to multiple
tweets. However, because of the short time interval over which we collected retweets and
the specificity of the topics, these retweet networks do represent the spread of influence
or information regarding a given topic, even if nodes in the network may have tweeted
multiple times.
The topic phrases we used were Federer, BET Awards, World Cup, and England. For
Federer, the retweet network was gathered during Roger Federer's first round match in
Wimbledon 2010. The BET Awards network was gathered during the 2010 Black Enter-
tainment Television (BET) Awards show. The World Cup network was gathered during the
opening ceremony of the 2010 World Cup. The England network was gathered during the
England versus Slovenia match in the 2010 World Cup. Each of these networks contained
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Figure 4-1: Largest connected component of the retweet network for topic "Federer".
many small connected components, and one large connected component. We focus on this
largest connected component in this chapter. Pictures of the largest connected component
for each of these retweet networks are shown in Figures 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4.
4.2.2 Data Analysis
We first look at the degree distribution of the largest connected component of the retweet
networks. Because of the success of the PA model in describing networks such as the In-
ternet, we wish to see if it can also describe the degree distribution observed in the retweet
networks. Figure 4-5 shows the degree distribution of the retweet networks along with a
simulated PA network of equal size. It can be seen that both distributions exhibit a power-
law behavior with similar exponent. Therefore, one may be tempted to think that PA is
a reasonable model for these retweet networks. However, closer inspection of the distri-
butions reveals another important feature that PA does not capture. The retweet networks
always have a node whose degree is much larger than the maximum degree of the corre-
sponding PA network. We refer to this maximum degree node as a superstar. The identities
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Figure 4-2: Largest connected component of the retweet network for topic "England".
Figure 4-3: Largest connected component of the retweet network for topic "BET Awards".
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Figure 4-4: Largest connected component of the retweet network for topic "World Cup".
Network Topic Superstar Twitter screen name
Federer Wimbledon
England SkyNewsBreak
BET Awards ladygaga
World Cup FIFAWorldCupTM
Table 4.1: Identity of superstars for the retweet networks.
of the superstars for these networks are shown in Table 4.1. These superstar nodes never
emerge in the PA model. To make this more evident, in Figure 4-6 we show the maximum
degree for the largest connected component of the retweet networks, along with the cor-
responding PA network of equivalent size. The retweet networks all possess a very high
degree superstar node whose degree is on the order of the network size N. No such su-
perstar node emerges in the preferential attachment networks. In fact, for a network with
N nodes, the preferential attachment model has maximum degree on the order of O(N 1/2 )
[14]. The maximum degree does not scale linearly in N, which is what is seen in the data.
Therefore, we require a new network growth model that can keep the power-law degree
distribution of PA, while at the same time allow for the emergence of a superstar node.
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Figure 4-5: Distribution of degree normalized by network size for the largest connected
component of the topic retweet networks (black circles) and corresponding PA model of
equivalent size (blue squares). The size of the largest connected component N is shown for
each retweet network.
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Figure 4-6: Maximum degree normalized by network size for the largest connected com-
ponent of the topic retweet networks and corresponding PA model of equivalent size. The
size of the largest connected component N is shown for each retweet network.
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4.3 Topological Network Growth
We have seen that the retweet networks possess power-law degree distributions and super-
star nodes. PA was not an adequate model to explain the superstar nodes. These superstars
are an inherently global phenomenon, so it is not expected that a model with attachment
probabilities based on local properties such as degree can produce them. What we need is a
network growth model based on the global topology of the network. A natural class of func-
tions which can capture global structural information are network centralities. Therefore,
in our model we have the attachment probabilities proportional to a network centrality. We
refer to this very general model as topological network growth (TNG) because the growth
of the network depends upon its global topology via network centrality.
The model begins with a single node. Then, at each discrete time step a new node with
one edge arrives. It connects to a node already in the network with probability proportional
to its network centrality. Formally, let the the network at a given time step be G. Initially, G
is a single node with no edges. The probability of the node which arrives at the subsequent
time connecting to a node v E G is P (vG). Then for a network centrality NC(v, G), we
have that
P (v G) oc NC(v,G)
The networks formed with this model are trees, which are sufficient because the retweet
networks are generally trees or tree-like. However, the model can be generalized by allow-
ing new nodes to connect to m > 1 nodes, as in the PA model.
The attachment probabilities in the TNG model can be viewed as measures of influence.
Nodes with higher attachment probabilities are more influential, and so new nodes are more
likely to connect to them. The influence measure depends on the network topology and the
resulting network topology depends upon the influence measure. Next we will look at
different network centralities as influence measures/attachment probabilities and see which
ones reproduce the phenomena observed in the retweet networks, i.e. the power-law and
the superstar.
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TNG with Degree Centrality
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Figure 4-7: (left) An N = 1000 node degree centrality TNG network (PA network) and
(right) its corresponding degree distribution normalized by network size N.
4.3.1 Degree Centrality: PA Model
If the attachment probabilities are proportional to the degree, then we reproduce the PA
model. Thus we can view TNG as a natural generalization of PA. We show in Figure 4-7
a PA network with 1000 nodes and its corresponding degree distribution. As can be seen,
there is a power-law behavior in the degree distribution but no superstar node is emerging.
This is due to the fact that degree is a local centrality measure and would not be capable of
modeling such global phenomenon.
4.3.2 Distance Centrality
A more global centrality measure we can use is distance centrality. Recall the definition of
distance centrality:
D(v, G) = d(v, u) (4.2)
(UEV
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TNG with Distance Centrality
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Figure 4-8: (left) An N = 1000 node distance centrality TNG network and (right) its
corresponding degree distribution normalized by network size N.
Here d(v, u) is the shortest path distance on G between nodes u and v. For our model, we
then have
P (vG) cx (zd(v, u)j.
An example of a 1000 node TNG network grown with distance centrality is shown in Figure
4-8 along with its degree distribution. Observe that there is no superstar node.
If we recall the analysis of distance centrality in Section 1.2.2, we saw that on a tree
the ratio of the distance centrality of two neighbors could not be greater than two. Thus, a
node with d neighbors can only ever be twice as influential as a leaf connected to it. High
degree nodes do not exert very strong influence, in contrast to TNG with degree centrality
where a node with d neighbors would be d times as influential as a leaf connected to it.
Here we see that even global network centralities are sometimes incapable of produc-
ing global phenomena such as superstars. TNG with distance centrality shows how the
influence value really does matter. For TNG, centralities which produce similar rankings
of nodes can lead to very different network structures.
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4.3.3 Rumor Centrality
Next we look at rumor centrality as an influence measure. Recall the definition of rumor
centrality for an N node network:
N!
R(v, G) = !
For our model, we then have
N!
P (v|GN) GXNT
HucGN U
An example of a 1000 node network grown with rumor centrality is shown in Figure 4-9
along with its degree distribution. Observe that the degree distribution follows a power-law.
Also, a superstar node appears in the network, as indicated in the figure. The maximum
degree scales as 8(N) for an N node network. To see the emergence of the superstar
more clearly, we plot in Figure 4-10 the degree of the first four nodes in a TNG rumor
centrality network versus time. As can be seen, one node has a linearly growing degree,
while others grow at a much slower rate. The degree of this node grows like N/2, as
indicated in the figure. We will see the origin of this 1/2 factor in Section 4.4. This is
the superstar emerging as the network grows. Also observe that once this node becomes a
superstar, there is no one else overtaking it. Thus, there is only one superstar in the TNG
rumor centrality model.
Rumor centrality seems to have both properties we desire: power-law degree distribu-
tion and a superstar. We wish to see if these properties match with the retweet networks.
We plot the degree distribution of the retweet networks and corresponding TNG rumor cen-
trality network of equivalent size in Figure 4-11. Surprisingly, there is excellent agreement
between the degree distribution of the rumor centrality networks and the retweet networks
across all the different topics. Rumor centrality predicts not only the superstar degree very
closely, but also the exponent of the power-law distribution. Therefore, it seems that rumor
centrality is a good influence measure to describe the growth of these networks. Next, we
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TNG with Rumor Centrality
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Figure 4-9: (left) An N = 1000 node rumor centrality TNG network and (right) its corre-
sponding degree distribution normalized by network size N.
will look more closely at rumor centrality in order to understand why it produces superstars
and power-laws.
4.4 Analysis of TNG with Rumor Centrality
The emergence of superstars and power-laws in TNG models with the use of rumor central-
ity is a curious phenomenon. The other centrality measures we looked at did not produce
non-local phenomena such as superstars. In this section we provide an analysis of the TNG
model with rumor centrality in order to understand how rumor centrality leads to these
phenomena.
There has been much rigorous work studying network growth models based on local
centrality measures such as degree. Much of this work can be found in [20] and references
therein. Despite the simplicity of degree centrality based models, fairly advanced theo-
retical machinery is needed to analyze the properties of the networks. Our situation is by
comparison even more difficult. We are using rumor centrality, which is a global centrality
measure with a rather complex structure. Many of the techniques used for degree centrality
networks will not be applicable. Therefore, we take a different approach. We first conjec-
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ture the characteristics of the fixed point network under TNG with rumor centrality. This
fixed point network is the characteristic network structure that remains invariant as the net-
work grows according to the model. We cannot prove that this is the unique fixed point
network structure, but based upon our simulations, we conjecture that there are no other
fixed points. Second, we prove that this fixed point structure is invariant. Specifically, we
prove if we grow a network as per TNG with rumor centrality starting from the fixed point
network, it will retain all of its properties. That is, it is indeed a fixed point of TNG with
rumor centrality. We will also show how this fixed point structure leads to the observed
superstar and power-law degree distribution.
4.4.1 Fixed Point Network
We first describe thefixedpoint network which emerges in the TNG rumor centrality model.
This structure is observed repeatedly in simulations, and we conjecture that it is the only
structure which can emerge in this model. We will first describe this fixed point network
and then we will show that it is invariant. That is, we will assume we start with an N node
fixed point network. We will add N nodes to this network as per the TNG with rumor
centrality model. In this new network with N' = 2N nodes, we will show that with high
probability all fixed point properties remain invariant. In essence, we show that once we
reach this fixed point (which we conjecture we always do) we remain there.
Fixed Point Network Structure
We begin by characterizing the fixed point network structure for TNG with rumor centrality.
The following theorem describes this network structure.
Theorem 11. For all N large enough, the following N node network with the properties
listed below is a fixed point of the TNG rumor centrality model:
1. The network is a tree.
2. There is a superstar node with degree N/2 - o(N).
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Figure 4-12: Illustration of an N node fixed point network for TNG with rumor centrality
3. There are finitely many neighbors of the superstar which are are roots of subtrees
which do not include the superstar and which contain e (N 1/ 2) nodes.
4. The remaining neighbors of the superstar are roots of subtrees which do not contain
the superstar and which contain o (N 1! 2) nodes.
5. All nodes more than one hop from the superstar are roots of subtrees which do not
contain the superstar and which contain 0 (log (N)) nodes.
We show an illustration of this fixed point network structure in Figure 4-12. The super-
star node is the center of the network with approximately N/2 neighbors. These nodes in
turn are roots of subtrees, most of which are of size o (N1/ 2 ), but a finite number of which
have size E (N 1 / 2 ). The remaining nodes are roots of subtrees with 0 (log(N)) nodes.
The tree property of the fixed point network is obvious because each new node con-
tributes only one edge. We will next prove the invariance of the remaining properties of the
fixed point from Theorem 11.
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4.4.2 Attachment Probabilities of Fixed Point Network
Our first task is to compute the attachment probabilities for the nodes in this network G.
To begin, we recall the following relation between the rumor centralities of any two nodes
v and u in a tree.
TV
R(u, G) = R(v, G) U N - Tv (4.3)
jEP(v,u) N
where P(v, u) is the set of all nodes on the path in the tree from v to u, not including node
v. We define the partition function Z(G) for the attachment probabilities on the network as
Z(G) = Z R(v, G).
v6G
With this notation, the attachment probabilities are
R(v,G )
P (v|G) = (G)Z(G)
Using equation (4.3) we express the rumor centrality of all nodes in the network in terms
of the rumor centrality of the superstar node v*.
TvZ(G) =R(v*,G) 1+ 1 : N- TV*
vEG/v* jcP(v*,v) 3 /
= R(v*, G)Zo(G) (4.4)
We will analyze this normalized partition function Zo(G) because it provides us with the
attachment probabilities in a simple form. For example, the attachment probability for the
superstar is simply the reciprocal of this function.
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P(v*IG) =ZI
Zo(G)
and the attachment probability for any other node v is
G R(v, G)
R(v*, G)Zo(G)
ZO(G) . N - T*
3 E'P(v*,v)3
Now we look at the value of Zo(G) for the proposed fixed point network. First note that
all but a finite number of the superstar's neighbors' subtrees have size of order o (N-1/2).
Therefore, for these subtrees we can approximate the fraction terms as
TV
N - Tj* 1 _ T
N
= (1 + o (N-1 2))
where we have used the fact that for 0 < x < 1
1 -0x0
1-x k-O
For the finite number of subtrees with size of order e (N-1/ 2 ), we find with a similar
analysis that the fraction terms become
T___* = _ _- (1+E(N- 1/ 2 ))N - T* N
Let us first look at the contribution to Zo(G) from the superstar v*. This is by definition 1.
Next, let us look at the contribution to Zo(G) from all the neighbors of the superstar. We
define N(v*) as the set of neighbors of v*. Then the contribution of these nodes to Zo(G)
is
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vEAf(v*)
TN* N - I(1 + 8 (N-1/2 )) = (1 + 0 (N-1 /2 )) N
1 - 8 (N- 1 ) + 8 (N- 1/ 2) - E (N- 3 / 2)
= 1 + (N- 1/ 2)
Therefore, the contribution from the neighbors of v* is 1 + E (N-1/ 2 ).
Finally, consider any node more than one hop from v*. The contribution to Zo(G) from
any one of these nodes is given by
T * O(log(N)) ( (Ni/ 2 )
11P(V.,) N - TY* N N
= 0 (N- 3 / 2 log(N))
There are up to E (N) of these nodes, so their net contribution to Zo(G) is 0 (N-1/ 2 log(N)).
Combining all these terms, we find that the normalized partition function for the fixed
point network is
Zo(G) = 1 + 1 + E (N- 1 / 2 ) + 0 (N-1/ 2 log(N))
= 2 + 0 (N-1/ 2 log(N))
With the normalized partition function, we now calculate the attachment probability of the
superstar v*.
P(v*|G)
Zo(G)
= - 0 (N-1/ 2 log(N))
1S 
--o(1)2 (4.6)
For the neighbors of the superstar which are the root of a subtree of size E (N1/ 2 ), the
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(4.5)
Node Attachment probability
Superstar 1/2 - o(1)
Node with e(N 1/2) size subtree 8(N-1/2)
Node with o(N 1/2 ) size subtree o(N-1/2)
Node with 0 (log(N)) size subtree O(N- 3 /2 log(N))
Table 4.2: Attachment probabilities for nodes in TNG with rumor centrality fixed point
network with N nodes.
attachment probability will be
1 e(N 1/2)
P(vlG) = Z0 ( ) NZo(G) N - 8(N1/2)
=) (N- 1/2)
and for any neighbor of the superstar which is the root of a subtree of size o (N1/ 2 ), the
attachment probability will be
1 o(Ni/ 2)
Zo(G) N - o(N1/2 )
=o(N-1/2).
For any node which is the root of a subtree of size 0 (log N), the attachment probability
will be upper bounded by
P(vlG) < 1 0 (log N) E (Ni/ 2 )
Zo(G) N - 0 (log N) N - E (N1/2 )
= O(N- 3 /2 log N).
We collect these results in Table 4.2 and will use them next to establish the invariance of
the fixed point.
4.4.3 Invariance of Fixed Point Network
With the attachment probabilities for the nodes in the fixed point network characterized, we
now show how this leads to the invariance of the fixed point. We start with an N node fixed
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point network and then add N nodes to it as per the TNG with rumor centrality model. In
this new network with N' = 2N nodes, we will show that with high probability all fixed
point properties remain invariant. That is, whatever property held for N will also hold for
N'.
To describe N new nodes joining the fixed point network, we can think of each node v
in the fixed point network as tossing N coins which have probability P (v G) of coming up
heads. For each coin that comes up heads, a new node connects to v. Thus, the change in the
degree of a node v when a new node joins the network is an independent Bernoulli random
variable with parameter p = P(v G). These probabilities will change as more nodes join
the network, so we must take care in our analysis. Our approach will be to add N nodes
to the network in small groups. We will show that when adding nodes in this manner,
the attachment probabilities will not change appreciably. With this we can show that the
change in the degree of a node when we add the small group of nodes nodes concentrates
about a certain value with high probability. We then repeat this for each group until N
nodes are added, and then we show that with high probability the fixed point properties of
the network remain invariant.
To establish the invariance of the fixed point we need to show that the sum of N inde-
pendent Bernoulli random variables concentrates around its mean. The following theorem
provides us with the required concentration.
Theorem 12. [46, Theorem 4.1 (pg. 70) and Theorem 4.3 (pg. 72)] Let X 1 , X 2 , ... XM
be a sequence of independent Bernoulli random variables such that for 1 < i < M,
P (Xi = 1) = pi. Then, for SM = MX1 X, y = E [SM 1 pi, and 0 < E < I we
have that
P (ISM - pJ > Eft) < 2 eXp pE2. (4.7)
Also, for any 6 > 0
P(SM> (± + ( e)+ (4.8)
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Invariance of Superstar
First we consider the superstar v*. We add N nodes to the network in groups of size
N1 /2. Let Xi be a Bernoulli random variable which is 1 if node i joins the superstar and 0
otherwise. We start with P (XI = 1) = pi = P(v*lGN) = 1/2 - o(1) (from Table 4.2). If
we add N 1 /2 nodes, then the degree of the superstar will still be N/2 - o(N). Therefore,
the attachment probability will still be 1/2 - o(1). We set M - N1/ 2 , - N-'/6 , and
[1= ( pj
i=1
= N1 / 2 (1/2 - o(1))
= 2 - o (Ni/2 )2
Now let M, y and E be as defined above and define the following event for 1 < j < Ni/ 2:
jM
i=(j-1)M+1
This event says that in block j of Ni/ 2 nodes, the number of nodes which join the superstar
deviates from p = jN 1i 2 - o (N1/ 2 ) by at most ye = jN1 / 3 - o (Ni/ 3 ). We want to show
that all of the E occur for 1 < j < Ni/2 . That is, we want lower bounds on P (Ei) and
P (EEJSj-1) for 2 < j < N1/2. These will have the same lower bound because they will
have the same attachment probability. We can use Theorem 12 to lower bound P (Ei), and
equivalently P (E IEmi).
M
P('61)=- P yXz-p > >1pE
> 1 - 2exp (4I (N 2 -o (N1/2)) N-1/3)
> 1 - 2exp (- (N1/6))
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Now we use this to show that with high probability all the S occur.
N1/2 N1/2
P n Ei P (E1) ri P (E|E 1 i )
j=1 j=2
> (1 - 2exp (-E (N16))) N1/ 2
> 1 - 2Ni/ 2 exp (-8 (N /6))
> 1 - exp (-8 (N 1 /6))
Above we have used Bernoulli's inequality which states that for every real number x > -1
and every integer r
(1 + x)" 2 1 + rx
Therefore, with high probability, N/2 - o (N) nodes join the superstar so its degree be-
comes N - o(N) = N'/2 - o(N'). Therefore, we see that the superstar remains invariant.
Invariance of Nodes with E (N 1 2) Size Subtrees
Consider a node v that is root of a subtree with size 8 (N1/ 2 ). Let Xi be a Bernoulli
random variable which is 1 if node i joins the superstar and 0 otherwise. We start with
P (X1 = 1) = pi = P(v* GN) = E (N~1/2 ) (from Table 4.2). We add N nodes to the
network in groups of size Ni/2+, for 0 < a < 1/2. We are going to look at the event
that in each group at most E (Na) nodes join v, so the degree of v will still be 0 (N1/ 2 ).
Therefore, the attachment probability will still be 0 (N- 1/2). We set M = Ni/ 2 +a,
2e - 1, and
N 1 /2+a
i=1
= Nl/ 2+a (0 (N-1/ 2 ))
=E (N")
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Now let M, y and e be as defined above and define the following event for 1 < j < N/ 2 -a:
E, = M-[
i=(j-1)M+1
jM
i=(j-1)M+1
Xi < (1+ E) p
Xi < 2eNa
This event says that in block j of N1/ 2+a nodes, the number of nodes which join v is
upper bounded by 2eNa for 0 < a < 1/2.
for 1 ; j < N 1/ 2-a.
We want to show that all of the S occur
That is, we want lower bounds on P (S1) and P (S S-I) for
2 < j < N1/ 2 -a. These will have the same lower bound because they will have the same
attachment probability. We can use Theorem 12 to lower bound P (S1), and equivalently
P (SjSj-1).
P (Si) =1 - P 2eNa)
e2e- 1 )~
(2e) 2e
> 1 - eNa
Now we use this to show that with high probability all the S occur.
N1/2-a
P n
(j=1
N 1/2-a
=P (E1) H P (Es|E 
_1)i
j=2
> (-- e-Na )N1/2--a
> 1-N/2-ae-Na
> 1 - e 0 (N-)
Above we have used Bernoulli's inequality. Therefore, with high probability, we have
N1/ 2-aNa = E (N 1/2 ) nodes join v so its degree becomes E (N1/ 2 ) + E (N1/ 2 )
e (N"12 ). Therefore, we see that this fixed point property remains invariant.
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( mi=1Exj >
Invariance of Nodes with o (N 1/ 2 ) Size Subtrees
Consider a node v that is root of a subtree with size o (N1/ 2 ). Let Xi be a Bernoulli
random variable which is 1 if node i joins the superstar and 0 otherwise. We start with
P (X1 = 1) = pi = P(v*|GN) = o (N-1/ 2 ) = E (N-1/ 2 -a/ 2 ) for some 0 < a < 1/2
(from Table 4.2). We add N nodes to the network in groups of size N1/2 +a. We are going
to look at the event that in each group at most E (Na/ 2 ) nodes join v, so the degree of v
will still be o (N1/ 2 ). Therefore, the attachment probability will still be E (N-1/ 2-a/ 2 ).
We set M N1/ 2+a, e = 2e - 1, and
N 1 /2+a
p = Z pi
= Ni/ 2+a (E (N- 1/2-a/ 2 ))
= 8 (Na/2 )
Now let M, y and e be as defined above and define the following event for 1 < j < N1/ 2-a:
jM
Ey = E X, < (1 + e
i=(j-1)M+1
jM
= { Xj < 2eNa/2
i=(j-1)M+1
This event says that in block j of N1/ 2+a nodes, the number of nodes which join the su-
perstar is upper bounded by 2eNa/2 for 0 < a < 1/2. We want to show that all of the .E
occur for 1 < j < N1/ 2-a. That is, we want lower bounds on P (E1) and P (Ej IEj1) for
2 < j < N1/ 2-a. These will have the same lower bound because they will have the same
attachment probability. We can use Theorem 12 to lower bound P (E1), and equivalently
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P ( 8 jI'j-1).
P (i) =1 - P Xj> 2eNa/2
( 2e-1 Na/2
>1-1
(2e) 2e
> 1 - Na/2
Now we use this to show that with high probability all the Ej occur.
N1/2-a N1/2-a
P n s = P (E1) i P (Ejlji)
j=1 j=2
S e-Na/2) N 1 /2-a
> 1 - N/2-a-Na/
2
> 1 - e-(Na/2)
Above we have used Bernoulli's inequality. Therefore, with high probability, we have
NI/ 2 -aNa/2 = o (N1 2) nodes join v so its degree becomes o (N 1 2) + o (N 1 2 )
o (N'1 2). Therefore, we see that this fixed point property remains invariant.
Invariance of Nodes with 0 (log(N)) Size Subtrees
We use a different approach to show the invariance of nodes with subtrees of size 0 (log(N))
due to the small size of their attachment probabilities. Let us consider one of these nodes v
whose attachment probability is 0 (N-3/2 log (N)). We will add N nodes to the network
in log(N) groups of size N/ log(N). Because this group is fairly large, it is possible that
the attachment probability will increase quite a bit. However, we will now show that this
will not happen with high probability. To that end, let us define the following event for
group j of the nodes which are added, 1 < j < log(N).
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Aj = {1 or less of the N/ log(N) nodes in group j join v}.
Now, if Aj occurs, then v's subtree size will still be 0 (log(N)), so the attachment
probability will still be 0 (N- 3/ 2 log (N)). We will use this fact to show that in each group,
with high probability no more than 1 node joins v. That is, we are interested in P (A1 ) and
P (Aj|Aj_ 1) for 2 < j < log(N). It is clear that P (Aj|Aj 1 ) and P (A1 ) will have the
same upper bound because the attachment probability will be 0 (N-3/ 2 log (N)) in each
case. Therefore, we will show the calculation for P (A1), but an identical calculation can
be done for P (Ay| A i) which gives the same upper bound.
P (A1 ) = (1 - 0 (N-3/ 2 log (N)))N/ log(N) +
N O (N-3/2 log (N)) (1 - 0 (N -3/2 log (N))) N/ log(N)-1log(N)
> 1 - 0 (N-1/ 2)
Above we have use Bernoulli's inequality. Now, we wish to show that in each group of size
N/ log(N), with high probability no more than 1 node joins v. That is, we want all of the
Aj to occur. This happens with probability
log(N) log(N)
P n A) =P (A,) H P (Aj|Aj_1)
j=1 j=2
> (1 - 0 (N-1/2)log N
> 1 - 0 (N- 1/ 2 log(N))
Above we again used Bernoulli's inequality. Therefore, with high probability, 0 (log(N))
nodes join v, and hence its subtree size increases to O (log(N))+O (log(N)) = 0 (log(N'))
and this fixed point property remains invariant.
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4.4.4 Origin of Superstar
We have seen that the superstar node v* has an attachment probability of 1/2 - o(1) in
the fixed point network. It is an interesting property of rumor centrality that lets so much
probability mass reside at the superstar and not escape in the fixed point. Here we give
a simpler explanation as to how a superstar emerges. Consider the simple star network
in Figure 4-13 with a central superstar node as the hub with N neighbors. The rumor
centrality of the superstar is N!, and the rumor centrality of every other node is (N - 1)!.
With these values we have that
R(v*, GN)
PvGN R(v, GN)
N!
N! + N(N - 1)!
1
2
Thus, in this simple star network the attachment probability is 1/2 exactly, while in the
fixed point it is slightly perturbed to 1/2 - o(1). If in this star network a node joins the
superstar (which happens with probability 1/2) then the attachment probability of the su-
perstar remains 1/2. If a node joins one of its neighbors, the attachment probability will
decrease slightly by o(1). If many new nodes were to join a single neighbor of the super-
star, then it could overtake the superstar. However, as we have just seen, the chance of this
happening is quite low, so with high probability the superstar will remain a superstar. A
more visual display of this superstar node's growth is in Figure 4-14, where we show snap-
shots of a TNG rumor centrality network at various stages in its growth. The emergence of
the superstar can be clearly seen from these network snapshots.
4.4.5 Origin of Power-Law
The power-law degree distribution can be understood if we look at the ratio of rumor cen-
tralities of non-superstar nodes. Consider two nodes u and v which neighbor the superstar,
as shown in Figure 4-15. Using equation (4.3) we find that the ratio of the rumor centralities
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N-1
Figure 4-13: Star network with one superstar v* and N leaf nodes.
N =10 N =100 N =1000
Figure 4-14: Snapshots in time of a TNG with rumor centrality network. The snapshots
occur at (left) N = 10, (middle) N = 100, and (right) N = 1000
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of u and v is given by
R(v, G) T:* (N - TY*)
R(u,G) Tuv*(N-T*)
_T'' ( §Tv* -F(T 1/))=N N 1- E) 1+"+(N-1/2)
TU* T+ v
= " + TV "UV + 8 (N -1/2)
Above we have used the fact that each subtree has size at most E(N 1/2 ). Because of
the structure of the fixed point network, the subtree sizes of u and v are very close to their
degree. With these observations, we have that
R(v, G) deg(v) / T * - Tv* 12
' ~ 1 + v " U N12R(u, G) deg(u) N
where deg(.) is the degree of the node. Therefore, the ratio of the attachment probability
of nodes neighboring the superstar is approximately equal to the ratio of their degrees, just
as in the PA model. The only difference is a slight bias in this ratio towards the larger
subtree, give by the term (Tv* - Tuv*) N-1. These nodes effectively follow PA amongst
themselves, and they constitute over half of the network. This explains the near equivalence
of the power-law exponent of PA and TNG with rumor centrality.
4.5 Random Walk Interpretation of TNG with Rumor Cen-
trality
We have seen in Section 2.3.6 that there is a random walk interpretation of rumor centrality
in terms on an appropriately defined Markov chain. The transition probabilities from a node
v to a node u for this walk were proportional to how many nodes were in u's subtree (how
many nodes the rumor could reach from u once v had given it a rumor). We termed this the
trendy gossiper model. This view of rumor centrality can give us a better understanding as
to why TNG with rumor centrality models Twitter so well.
Before explaining how this random walk model explains Twitter, we first look at a
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Figure 4-15: Network with nodes u and v neighboring superstar v*.
similar random walk view of PageRank. PageRank emerges as the stationary distribution
of a random walk/Markov chain with the following transition probabilities. The probability
of going from a node to any of its neighbors is uniform and approximately equal to the
reciprocal of its out-degree, while there is a small probability of randomly jumping to an
arbitrary node in the network. This model is known as the random web-surfer model [53].
It can be thought of a web-surfer clicking links on webpages randomly, surfing through
the Internet. The PageRank of a website measures the fraction of time this random surfer
lands on that website. Therefore, the higher a website's PageRank, the more likely it will
be visited by a web surfer, and the more important or relevant it is.
For rumor centrality a similar analogy can be constructed. We showed that rumor cen-
trality was the stationary distribution of a random walk on a network where transition prob-
abilities were proportional to the subtree sizes. Another way to state is that the transition
probabilities were proportional to potential reach of a node. By reach we mean that if this
node had a rumor, to how many other nodes could it spread the rumor. Now consider a
retweet network in Twitter. Imagine the trendy gossiper starts on someone's Twitter page
and then clicks on the profiles of other users in that user's Twitter feed who tweeted about
some specific topic. This is how the gossiper does a random walk on Twitter. Now unlike
the random surfer model, here the gossiper is biased towards users with more potential
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reach. That is, biased towards people with more influence or fame. The rumor centrality of
a user on this network tells us the fraction of time the gossiper lands on his or her Twitter
profile page. Therefore, the higher a user's rumor centrality, the more likely he or she will
be visited by this trendy gossiper and subsequently retweeted, and the more influential the
user is. This interpretation gives an intuitive explanation for the TNG with rumor centrality
model.
The trendy gossiper's bias for users with greater reach is an important difference from
the random surfer's uniform transition probabilities. It provides a qualitative explanation
for why social networks such as Twitter exhibit non-local phenomena such as superstars.
The transitions depend on non-local information (reach/subtree size). In practice people do
not ever actually calculate the reach of users on Twitter, but it may occur subconsciously.
That is, people who are famous are more likely to have greater reach, and this may be
why they are retweeted so often. Their approximate reach is known at least qualitatively
through social interactions and exposure to media, and this may drive retweeting behavior
on Twitter.
4.6 Trumor: A Dynamic Influence Tracking Engine
The accuracy with which the TNG with rumor centrality model describes retweet networks
led us to develop a system for tracking influence on Twitter. Our system is called Trumor
and works as follows. There is a Twitter crawler which collects tweets from the Twitter
streaming API [5] and stores them in a database. A user goes to the Trumor homepage and
enters a query along with a time window. Trumor then takes the following actions.
1. Construct the retweet network using all tweets in the database which match the user's
query and time window.
2. Calculate the Trumor score of everyone on this retweet network.
3. Return to the user a list of all people on the retweet network, ranked by their Trumor
score. Also return all tweets of these people corresponding to the user's query and
time window.
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There are two key ideas to Trumor. The first is the construction of dynamic, query
specific retweet networks. This allows very precise influence information to be obtained.
The second is the Trumor score, which provides the correct quantification of this influence.
This score is based upon rumor centrality with an appropriate normalization. Very often
there are multiple connected components in a retweet network. We scale the rumor cen-
tralities by the size of the connected components to obtain the Trumor scores. Assume a
user v belongs to a certain connected component of the retweet graph G. Let us refer to
the subgraph corresponding to this connected component as Gc and denote the number of
nodes it contains as Ne node. Let the Trumor score of v be TR(v, G). Then this score is
given by
TR(v, G) = 2(Nc - 1) R(vG.) (4.9)
EuEGc R(u, Gc)
The Trumor score of a node is its attachment probability under TNG with rumor central-
ity, scaled by the size of its connected component. To understand this score better, consider
the retweet network with three connected components in Figure 4-16. The Trumor scores
of these nodes are shown in the figure as well. As can be seen, for this simple example, the
Trumor score roughly corresponds to the degree of the nodes. An exception to this is node
2 which has a Trumor score higher than its degree. This is because this node has a strong
strategic position, as it connects two hubs. Thus, the Trumor score does more than iden-
tify influential nodes by their degree. It also takes into account the global structure of the
network. Also, it gives more weight to nodes in larger connected components. This makes
sense, because these nodes have a larger potential reach than nodes in smaller connected
components.
A screenshot of Trumor is shown in Figure 4-17. The search results are for the query
"S&P" from August 6th, 2011 to August 7th, 2011. This topic is significant because on
August 5th, the rating agency S&P downgraded the U.S. government's credit rating. There
are 485 users in this retweet network. Trumor was able to process the query (construct
retweet graph and calculate Trumor scores) and return the results in under one second on a
standard PC with a 1.8 GHz processor. The Trumor results identify users who have been
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heavily retweeted on this topic, such as BreakingNews and thinkprogress. We list the top
Trumor scoring users for this query and time window in Table 4.3. To show the dynamic
nature of influence that Trumor captures, we also show the Trumor scores for the same
query, but from August 5th, 2011 to August 6th, 2011. The scores are relatively constant,
but thinkprogress has a higher score than BreakingNews and WSJ's score is higher than
CNBC. Therefore, we see that influence depends upon the time window used.
We compare these results with results from Twitter's search engine using its "top"
search feature, which are shown in 4-18. The Twitter search results contain recent tweets
(less than a few hours old), but only one heavily retweeted tweet (from tinyrevolution). In
contrast, Trumor produces heavily retweeted users from over two days. Historical search
is not available on Twitter's search engine, in contrast to Trumor. Twitter's search is geared
more towards real time tweets than to historic influential tweets. Also, it is difficult to di-
rectly compare these results as Trumor uses the Twitter public streaming API which only
provides 1% of the total volume of data on Twitter, so many tweets are missing from the
Trumor database. Despite this sparsity of data, Trumor still produces relevant tweets from
influential users, in contrast to Twitter which focuses on real time search.
The more important aspect of Trumor is the flexibility it provides the user as well as the
quantitative information it provides. With Trumor, a user can obtain numerical values for
the influence of users on specific topics. This information can be used for many different
applications. For example, the Trumor scores can be used to determine how to allocate
resources for users in any sort of marketing campaign. Also, tracking the scores over time
can allow a user to determine whose influence is rising or falling. We emphasize again
that all this information is topic specific, thereby providing very fine grained influence
information.
Finally, we note that the Trumor scores are based on rumor centrality, which as we
saw were proportional to retweet probabilities in the TNG with rumor centrality model.
Therefore, one could potentially use the Trumor scores to predict the reach of tweets by
different users. The Trumor scores obtain the retweet probabilities using only the retweet
network structure. Our empirical analysis indicates that these probabilities are accurate and
have the potential to be incorporated into a system that can predict retweets and reach on
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TR(1,G) = 8
TR(2,G) = 9
TR(3,G) = 8
TR(4,G) = 0.5
TR(5,G) = 2
TR(6,G) = 1
TR(7,G) = 1
Figure 4-16: An example network with the corresponding Trumor scores for select nodes.
User Trumor Score 8/6/11 to 8/7/11 Trumor Score 8/5/11 to 8/6/11
BreakingNews 19.0 20.0
thinkprogress 18.0 23.0
cnnbrk 16.0 17.0
Reuters 12.0 15.0
fivethirtyeight 12.0 12.0
CNBC 8.0 8.0
WSJ 7.0 9.0
Table 4.3: Top Trumor scoring users for query "S&P".
Twitter.
4.7 Chapter Summary
We have studied the problem of finding influentials in Twitter in this chapter. Our approach
was empirically based, using real retweet networks from Twitter. We found that these
networks exhibited two important properties: a power-law degree distribution and a super
star node. These properties emerged in retweet networks on different topics ranging from
music to sports. Power-laws have been observed in other networks and were explained
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Trumor
S&P
Start Date End Date
108-08-2011 106-07-2011
Trumor Search
Trumar found 485 uses tweeting bout S&Ptfm 08-06-2011 to 08-07-2011. Took 0.631 seconds
By 0 dnigN Ws:
Aug. 6, 2011, 1:01 a.m. More from S&P on debt downgrade: Effectiveness, stability, predictability of US policymaking
weakened http://on.wsj.condoSB3jQ
Aug, 6, 2011, 12:28 a.m. More: S&P downgrade of US credit is 1 notch to AA-plns from AAA http://reut.rshblSsC
Aug. 6, 2011, 12:22 a.m. Credit rating agency S&P downgrades US debt from AAA, first debt downgrade in US history - AP
Aug, 6, 2011, 2:24 a.m. Strange silence from Boehner, Cantor + GOP leadership, whose cuts-only approach was blasted by
S+P http://thkpr.p/rhDU4K
Aug, 6, 2011, 2:17 a.m. In an effort to seem apolitical, uost news reports skip S&P's reason for the downgrade and what
couldbe done to improve US credit.
Aug, 6, 2011, 1:19 a.m. S&P explicitly states that U.S. credit rating would improve ifwe allow Bush tax cuts for the rich
to expire http://thkpr.gs/rhDU4K
Aug. 6, 2011, 1:14 an. S&P downgrades U.S. credit for first time in history, repeatedly cites GOP intransigence on taxes
Figure 4-17: A screenshot of Trumor search results for the query "S&P" from August 6th,
2011 to August 7th, 2011.
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Results for S&P
Tweets Tp - Refine results >
g ne twiets
Jonathan Schwarz
Possible ways to get our AAA back (1) raise taxes; (2) cut
spending; or (3) just start paying S&P for ratings the way Wall Street
does
6 Aug
Retweeted 100+ times
NYTImaskrugman Paul rugman
S&P Precedents http://nytims/qSMJ3o
ii minutes ago
Doug(ass Douglas Kass
one of the big stories this week will be the lost credibility of s&p -
because of their political spin and math miscalcullations -
11 minutes ago
ErCBeehIert Eric Boehlert
prob solved....RT @thinkprogress: S+P wanted $4T in deficit
reduction over 10 yrs. Allowing Bush tax cuts 2 expire would save
$5.4T.
22 minutes ago
OTOOLEFAN Don Millard
RT @thinkprogress: S+P wanted $4T in deficit reduction over 10
yrs. Allowing Bush tax cuts 2 expire would save $5.4T.
http:/Ithkpr.gs/nrtDp7
29 minutes ago
NOWYOrkT The New Yorker
John Cassidy Why S; & P. Got the U.S. Government Downgrade
Right nyrtkr/oitOBk
37 minutes ago
mdialte Mediaite
Chris Wallace Challenges Paul Ryan On Whether 'Failing To
Compromise Led To S&P Downgrade (VIDEO)
mediaite.com/a/gozpj JN
2 hours ago
Figure 4-18: A screenshot of Twitter search results for the query "S&P" on August 7th,
2011.
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using the PA model. However, the superstar is a non-local property which has not been
observed before.
To explain the superstar and the power-law, we proposed the TNG model which allowed
one to grow a network using an arbitrary influence measure. If one used degree central-
ity, then this model reduced to PA. However, if one used rumor centrality as the influence
measure, then this model produced both the superstar and the power-law. Even more strik-
ing, this model accurately described the degree distribution of the actual retweet networks
across different topics. This suggested that rumor centrality is the proper influence measure
for Twitter.
We analyzed the TNG with rumor centrality model to understand the origins of the
superstar and power-law. Analysis of this model is quite challenging due to the global
nature of rumor centrality. We conjectured that there was a certain fixed point structure that
emerged in this model, and we were able to prove that this structure was invariant. Having
established the invariance of the fixed point structure, we then went on to show how it led
to the observed superstar and power-law. It is still an open question as to whether or not
there are other fixed point network structures for this model.
Motivated by the success of TNG with rumor centrality to model Twitter, we created a
dynamic influence tracking engine for Twitter based upon rumor centrality which we called
Trumor. We found that Trumor does an effective job of identifying influential individuals
in Twitter. More importantly, it provides quantitative measures of influence for users spec-
ified by time window and topic. The scores provided by Trumor are related to retweet
probabilities in TNG with rumor centrality, so it would be an interesting next step to use
these scores to actually predict retweets and the reach of users on Twitter.
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Chapter 5
Learning Community Structure
This chapter focuses on the problem of learning the community structure of a network.
In computer science this problem is also known as clustering a network and it arises in
many different contexts. The term community makes sense when one speaks of people
in a social network, while the term cluster is more general and can be used for networks
where the nodes are not necessarily people. We will use the terms communities and clusters
interchangeably here.
To understand the type of situation where we wish to find communities, consider the
following example. N people participate in a college culture show that contains k different
performances, with people allowed to be in more than one performance. Imagine that
we only know which people were in the same performance, but we do not know which
performance. Then can we recover who was in each performance? That is, can we find the
overlapping clusters that correspond to the performances?
The people and performances form a bipartite network, with people and performances
being the two classes of nodes with an edge connecting each performance with the peo-
ple who performed in it as shown in Figure 5-1. If we project this network onto the N
people we obtain a network of N nodes with an edge between people in the same per-
formance, also shown in Figure 5-1. In the original bipartite network, each performance
node corresponds to a cluster which becomes a clique in the projected network. Therefore,
the projected network is a collection of k cliques which can overlap if people are in more
than one performance. This type of network structure is typical of social networks. The
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performance nodes generalize to any type of social group such as family members, friends
from work, etc. In practice, one does not have the bipartite network of people and social
groups. Instead, one usually has access to the projected network of social ties (consider for
example friends on Facebook). What we would like is an algorithm that can efficiently find
the overlapping clusters in this type of network without any extra information such as the
number of clusters.
To solve this problem we create the leader-follower algorithm (LFA) for finding over-
lapping clusters in networks. The algorithm is based upon the notions of leaders (nodes
connecting clusters) and followers (nodes unique to a cluster). It makes use of network
centrality in a very different manner from what we have seen in Chapters 2 and 3. The
LFA uses the very simple degree centrality in a clever manner to identify these leaders and
followers. Earlier we had seen how the actual value of rumor centrality was used to identify
the most likely rumor source or quantify the influence of individuals. In the LFA, we use
degree centrality in a differential manner. That is, we use local minima of degree central-
ity to separate leaders from followers. The actual value of the centrality is not important.
Rather, it is the local minima that is important.
The use of degree centrality in this manner provides several advantages for the LFA.
First, it makes the algorithm truly nonparametric, requiring no knowledge of the number
or size of clusters in the network or any other parameter value. Second, because we are
using a network centrality as simple as degree, the algorithm is very fast, having a runtime
linear in the network size. We are also able to establish theoretical conditions under which
the LFA produces exact clusterings and approximate clusterings. Experiments performed
on real networks show that the LFA produces better clusterings than other, more common
algorithms such as spectral clustering. We use the LFA to perform exploratory analysis on a
Facebook network and a human brain network where there is no true clustering known. For
the Facebook network, it reveals relevant social groups and for the human brain it reveals
different functional lobes.
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People Performances/Clusters 
- - ~ Follower
Cluster 1 1 Class 1
Cluster2 -- --
Follower
Follower , -Class 3
Class 2
Cluster 3
Figure 5-1: (left) Bipartite network of people and performances/clusters. (right) Projected
network where the clusters are cliques. The follower classes are labeled for each cluster.
5.1 Previous Work
5.1.1 Spectral Approaches
One of the most common methods for clustering networks or graphs is spectral clustering.
This algorithm is based on minimizing weighted graph-cuts [38], [57], which is in general
NP-hard [26], but an approximation can be found using spectral clustering. Here one finds
the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian matrix and clusters them using techniques such
as k-means clustering. Spectral clustering can be used for clustering data points with non-
convex clusters if one uses a network derived from the data points [52]. Theoretical analysis
of spectral clustering has been done to understand for what types of networks it works well
[52], [48]. These results basically show that spectral clustering is best for graphs with
densely connected clusters that are sparsely connected to other clusters.
The one drawback of spectral clustering is that it is a parametric algorithm that requires
one to specify the number of clusters. This is a problem in situations where this information
is not known beforehand. It would be ideal to have an algorithm that could learn this
information from the network structure. Also, we will see in Section 5.5 that spectral
clustering has difficulty resolving smaller clusters in densely connected networks.
5.1.2 Bayesian Approaches
Statistical inference is another approach for clustering that involves using nonparametric
Bayesian techniques [17], [60]. While these methods allow for the number of clusters
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to be learned from the data, they still involve specifying some distribution parameters.
Also, the statistical inference approach could end up being very slow for large datasets.
Nonparametric Bayesian methods generally involve calculating complex, high dimensional
sums or integrals to find posterior distributions. Approximate methods such as Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [49] or variational inference [61] are generally used. Even
these can be computationally demanding. Using MCMC involves running a Markov chain
to generate samples of the posterior distribution over cluster assignments. It may take a
long time for the Markov chain to reach its stationary distribution (bum-in) and a large
number of samples may need to be generated to get a good approximation to the posterior
distribution. Variational inference is generally faster that MCMC, but it is not guaranteed
to recover the posterior distribution and also requires one to solve a large optimization
problem that may contain several local maxima. Therefore, for clustering large networks
these techniques may not scale with the data size.
5.1.3 Modularity Optimization
Another approach to clustering is based on optimizing a certain function known as modu-
larity [51]. Modularity is a function of a network G = (V, E) and a partition of the nodes
of the network C = {C1, C2, ...Ck}. Let the cluster membership of a node v be c(v). For
example, if node v is in cluster C1, then c(v) = C1. Let A be the adjacency matrix of the
network. That is, A,= 1 if (u, v) E E, and 0 otherwise. Also, let deg(v) denote the
degree of node v. Then the modularity of the partition C of G is given by
M(C, G) 1 [A - deg ( eg(v) 6 H(c(u), c(v)) (5.1)
u,vCV - -
where 6 (c(u), c(v)) = 1 if u and v are in the same cluster and 0 otherwise. Modularity
is generally maximized when densely connected nodes are placed together in the same
cluster. Therefore, by finding the clustering or partition that maximizes modularity, one
expects to obtain a good clustering of the network.
The difficulty with modularity is that optimizing it is NP-complete [23]. Therefore,
one must generally resort to approximation schemes. There are spectral based techniques
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for optimizing modularity [50] as well as greedy optimization schemes [18]. However, no
theoretical guarantees are known for these techniques.
In addition to being hard to optimize, there are arguments that optimizing modular-
ity may not even produce a good clustering. For instance, modularity has a well known
resolution limit. It has been shown that on large networks composed of many small clus-
ters, the partition which maximizes modularity ends up grouping the smaller clusters into
larger ones [31]. Therefore, for large networks, optimizing modularity may not detect finer
structure and end up merging smaller clusters with larger ones. Ideally, we would like a
clustering method that is scale invariant and can find both large and small clusters.
5.1.4 Correlation Clustering
Another type of clustering problem involves networks with positive and negative weights
on edges. Consider the following scenario. One is given a network which is a complete
graph with edges labeled + and -. The goal is to cluster the nodes of the graph such that
within a cluster either the number of disagreements (- edges) are minimized or the number
of agreements (+ edges) are maximized. This is known as correlation clustering because
one thinks of the edge weights as correlation values. One wishes to cluster positively
correlated nodes together and separate negatively correlated nodes.
It has been shown that correlation clustering is NP-complete [13]. However, the authors
are able to obtain a constant factor approximation for the problem of minimizing disagree-
ments on a complete graph. That is, if the minimum number of disagreements for the graph
is m*, then their algorithm produced a clustering with Km* disagreements for some con-
stant K > 1. They also obtained a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for
maximizing agreements. In [6] the authors present a very simple randomized algorithm for
obtaining a 3-approximation for minimizing disagreements.
These algorithms for correlation clustering have the common feature of being non-
parametric. They can find any number and size of clusters and do not take any inputs. The
basic idea of these algorithms is to pick a random node as a pivot and form a cluster from
it and its neighbors with positive edge weights. Here we see how they learn the number of
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clusters from the network data. They do not assume any number of clusters a priori, but
rather this number emerges as the algorithm is run. Now correlation clustering is concerned
with weighted edges on a complete graph. However, we are looking at networks which are
not complete graphs and have unweighted edges, such as Facebook. Therefore, we cannot
directly apply these algorithms. However, we will see that the LFA uses a similar technique
as these algorithms to learn the number of clusters naturally from the network structure.
The only difference is that the LFA uses degree centrality in a novel way to decide which
nodes are the pivots, which we refer to as leaders.
5.1.5 Overlapping Clusters
Many of the methods for clustering focus on disjoint clusters. However, overlapping clus-
ters will be a natural feature of social networks, so methods are needed which go beyond
disjoint clusters. For finding general overlapping clusters in networks, the k-clique perco-
lation method [54] can be used. This algorithm searches for k-cliques in a network, where
a k-clique is defined as a subgraph of the network where each node is part of a clique of
size k and one can reach any node in the subgraph via a path of cliques which share k - 1
nodes. The main drawback of this method is that it must be given the size of the k-cliques
and it is hard to know which value of k is optimal. This is similar to the type of challenge
encountered with spectral clustering. Our goal is to have an algorithm which is completely
parameter free and can learn all of the clusters using only the network data.
Despite requiring an input parameter, k-clique percolation does provide important in-
sights for overlapping clusters. These insights will be a key aspect of the LFA. However,
we will show how to find overlapping clusters without needing to specify any k-clique size
by using degree centrality in a novel manner.
5.2 Intuition for Overlapping Clusters
In this section we will examine the structure of overlapping clusters in order to understand
their detectable features. Clusters are typically densely connected subgraphs of the under-
lying network. Consider for the moment that the clusters are cliques. In this simplified
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scenario, what will distinguish the individual clusters? An example of a network with three
overlapping clique clusters is shown in Figure 5-1. Notice that each cluster has some nodes
that are shared between clusters, and some that are only contained within the cluster. We
refer to the nodes with no neighbors outside the clusters as followers, and those with con-
nectivity between clusters as leaders. The followers within a cluster form what we refer
to as afollower class. In this simple network, the follower classes identify the clusters. A
leader node's neighboring follower classes identify its cluster memberships. For example,
in the figure, the node colored white is a member of the clusters defined by follower classes
2 and 3.
If we could identify the follower classes, we could then find the clusters. In the network
in Figure 5-1 each leader has a higher degree than at least one neighbor. This is due to
the fact that within a cluster all nodes are connected, but the leaders additionally have
connections to other clusters. Therefore, in this network we could identify leaders as nodes
with degree greater than at least one neighbor, and any node without this property would be
a follower. Also note that the nodes that constitute a follower class in these clique clusters
form a clique themselves. Therefore, once followers are found, a follower class can be
identified as a follower and its neighboring followers.
In the next section we will use this intuition for overlapping clusters to develop the LFA
for finding clusters in networks. It is an efficient and non-parametric algorithm. While
the intuition upon which the algorithm is based is in the context of clusters which are
cliques, we will see in Section 5.4 that the algorithm produces very good clusterings even
in networks where the clusters are not cliques.
5.3 Leader-Follower Algorithm
We now present the leader-follower algorithm (LFA) for detecting overlapping clusters in
networks. Roughly speaking, there are three stages in the algorithm. First, we distinguish
leaders from followers in the network. Second, we identify all follower classes. Third, we
assign leaders to follower classes in order to form the clusters. We now describe these steps
in more detail. Figure 5-2 shows the steps of the LFA on an example network. Throughout
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this section we will assume we are looking for clusters in a network G(V, E) with vertex
set V and edge set E. Also, we will define the degree of a node v as deg(v) and the set of
neighbors of node v as N(v) = {u E V : (u, v) E E}.
5.3.1 Leader and Follower Detection
We use degree centrality to identify leaders and followers. We first calculate the degree of
each node in the network. Then, leaders will be any node whose degree is greater than at
least one of their neighbors, and the remaining nodes will be followers. Thus, we identify
local minima of degree centrality as followers. This local minima idea is an important
concept for the LFA. It says that we can detect clusters by the presence of these locally less
important nodes, where importance is measured by degree. In essence, these local minima
of degree centrality (followers) are the detectable signal of a cluster. In Figure 5-2, nodes
1, 2, and 3 are identified as leaders, and the remaining nodes are followers.
Summary of Leader and Follower Detection Step
1. For each v E V, calculate its degree deg(v).
2. Define leader nodes as L= {v E V : there exists u E K(v) such that deg(v) >
deg(u)} and follower nodes as F = V\L.
5.3.2 Follower Class Detection
Next we must partition the followers F into follower classes. We do this by starting with
the highest degree follower. This node and all of its neighboring followers form the first
follower class. We remove all of these nodes from F. We then repeat this process with
next highest degree node in F and continue until F is empty. At the end of this stage, we
return all follower nodes back to F. We will end up with a follower class for each time
we remove a follower and its neighboring followers from F. In Figure 5-2 there are four
different follower classes identified.
Summary of Follower Class Detection Step
1. Let the follower class counter i = 1. While F # 0 do the following:
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Figure 5-2: Steps of LFA on example network. (top left) Leader and follower detection
step, (top right) follower class detection step, (bottom left) first stage of cluster assignment
step, (bottom right) second stage of cluster assignment step.
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* Let fi = arg max&y deg(f)
" Define follower class i, Fi as T= {f U{F O N(f)}.
" Set i = i + 1 and set F = F\Fi.
2. Set F = U'Fi.
5.3.3 Cluster Assignment
Finally, with leaders and follower classes identified, we can assign nodes to clusters. As-
sume we found k follower classes. Then we define a cluster membership function M :
V -+ P({1, 2, ..., k}) where P({1, 2, ..., k}) is the power set of {1, 2, ..., k}. This function
initially has value {i} for any follower in follower class .Fi (i = 1, 2, ..., k), and has value
0 for any leaders. What M(v) does is map each node v to a subset of the k clusters. M(v)
maps nodes to the power set P({1, 2, ..., k}) because we allow for overlapping clusters, so
nodes can have multiple cluster memberships. Initially, all followers belong to the clus-
ter associated with their respective follower class and all leader nodes have a null cluster
membership.
We start by defining two queues B' = 0 and B = F with the nodes of F ordered
arbitrarily. We also define a set A = F which consists of all nodes assigned to clusters.
First we will use followers to assign leaders to clusters. While B is not empty, we pop each
node from the front of B and pass its cluster membership to its neighbors not in A. Any
node which absorbed a membership is then added to the end of B' if it is not already in B'.
The result of this part of the clustering stage is shown in Figure 5-2. Nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4
join their neighboring follower classes.
Next, we will cluster the remaining nodes. We first add all nodes in B' to A. Then,
while B' is not empty, we pop each node from the front of B', add it to A, and pass its
cluster membership to its neighbors not in A. Any node which absorbed a membership is
added to the end of B' if it is not already in B'. We continue doing this until B' is empty,
at which point all nodes will be assigned to at least one cluster and the LFA terminates. In
Figure 5-2 this part of the clustering stage puts node 5 in each four of the follower classes.
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We have a slight difference in these two stages because we want leaders neighboring
followers to receive cluster memberships from followers only. The first stage lets leaders
neighboring followers absorb multiple cluster memberships, while the second stage pre-
vents these nodes from absorbing any more cluster memberships.
Summary of Cluster Assignment Step
1. Define a set A = F and two queues B' = 0 and B = F with the nodes of F ordered
arbitrarily. Define M: V P({1, 2, ... , k}) as follows
M (V {i} Vv E i i = 1, 2, ...,) kM(v) =f EF , ,
0 else
2. While B = 0 do the following:
" Pop node v from front of B.
* For each node u E Av(v) n AC, set M(u) = M(u) U M(v) and add u to end of
B' if it is not already in B'.
3. Set A = A U B'. While B' # 0 do the following:
* Pop node v from front of B' and set A = A U v.
" For each node u E N(v) n Ac, set M(u) = M(u) U M(v) and place u at end
of B' if it is not already in B'.
5.3.4 Runtime Analysis
We now analyze the runtime of the LFA on a network G(V, E) with IV| nodes and |El
edges. We establish the following result for the LFA runtime, which is proved in Section
5.6.
Theorem 13. For an input network G(V, E), the LFA will terminate in O(\ E 1) time.
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This is very fast and represents the limit of how fast clustering algorithms can run
because |El is the size of the input network. Also note that the runtime does not depend
on any other input parameters such as the number of clusters. This is in contrast to spectral
clustering, where finding k clusters has a runtime of O(k lE) [64]. This could result in a
very slow runtime if the number of clusters k scaled with the network size, in contrast to
the LFA which is independent of the number of clusters found.
To show the scale of network that can be efficiently clustered with the LFA, we compare
the algorithm's runtime against spectral clustering for synthetic networks of various size
which contained randomly connected cliques. Table 5.1 shows the number of vertices
(IV ), edges ( E|), and clusters (k) in each network, along with the runtime of the LFA and
spectral clustering on these networks. These experiments were both run on MATLAB on
a Pentium Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz desktop machine to allow for fair comparison. The true
number of clusters was given as the input to the spectral clustering algorithm. As can be
seen, for a very large network with over 440, 000 nodes and 3 million edges, the LFA runs in
4 minutes, while spectral clustering could not finish in an hour. The speed-up of the LFA as
compared to spectral clustering is due to the inherent simplicity of the algorithm. Whereas
spectral clustering involves finding eigenvectors of the network and applying an algorithm
such as k-means clustering, the LFA only involves simple edgewise comparisons.
Table 5.1: Runtime of the LFA and spectral clustering on synthetic networks
|V| El k Spectral Clustering Runtime LFA Runtime
636 16,750 100 1.4 seconds 0.4 seconds
5,154 138,080 500 4.3 minutes 1.5 seconds
7,525 202,272 1,000 16.9 minutes 2.5 seconds
74,750 715,572 10,000 > 60 minutes 1.1 minutes
149,758 1,434,544 20,000 > 60 minutes 3.8 minutes
5.4 Theoretical Guarantees
We will next establish theoretical performance guarantees for the LFA. The main result
presented here is that when the clusters are clique-like, then as long as they have followers,
the LFA can produce a good approximate clustering. As a corollary to this, we show that
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the LFA has exact detection in networks where the clusters are cliques with followers. Our
results show that the LFA is a robust algorithm capable of producing good clusterings for a
broad class of networks.
5.4.1 Clustering Distance Function
First, in order to compare clusterings, we need to define an appropriate distance function.
This is difficult because we are allowing overlapping clusters. We choose to follow a simple
matching approach from [11] with a penalty for any excess clusters. We refer to a clustering
C as a set of clusters: C = {Ci, C2, ... , C4}. We define the following distance function for
two clusterings C and C' on a network with IV = N nodes. Let k = |C I and k' = C'I and
assume that k < k'. Then we define the distance between these clusterings as
d1 I| k' - k|1(CC') k min Ci+ |C 
-  2  Ci C'N+ k (5.2)kN O7cikkl N= 1 OZ
where Ikk' is the set of injections from k to k' elements. The first term in this distance is
the average fraction of erroneous nodes per cluster under an optimal injection from C to C'.
The second term is the number of remaining unmatched clusters in C' normalized by the
network size N. With this distance measure, we define the closeness of two clusterings.
Definition 4. Two clusterings C and C' are c-close if d(C, C') <e.
5.4.2 Clustering Accuracy
In [11], if a set of data points satisfied certain properties, then a graph could be constructed
from the data that would satisfy certain structural properties which allowed for accurate
clustering. We will focus on this graph structure and slightly modify it. We say this modi-
fied graph structure satisfies the E-clique with follower property, which we now define.
Definition 5. Let E > 0. A network G(V, E) satisfies the c-clique with follower property if
its nodes are in k (possibly overlapping) clusters C1, C2, ... Ck such that V = k) 1 C and
each cluster Ci satisfies the following conditions.
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1. Ci contains a set of nodes X C Ci which form a clique. These are good nodes.
2. Let the B = V\ U1 Xi be the set of bad nodes. Then |B| < | V|
3. There is at least one node fi E Xi such that for all y E V\Xi, (fi, y) 0 E.
The first two conditions of this network are the same as the network in [11]. They state
that the network has an E fraction of bad nodes which are not in cliques and the remaining
(1 - c) fraction of good nodes form cliques within their clusters. We add the third condition
to the network in [11] in order to require each cluster to have a follower. Also, we remove
the condition in [11] that required that there be no edges between good nodes in different
clusters. We allow good nodes to have neighbors in other clusters because we are allowing
overlapping clusters, whereas in [11] the focus was on disjoint clusters.
In this network structure clusters are not cliques, but clique-like. Even under this re-
laxed condition, the LFA can still find a good approximation to the true underlying cluster-
ing. Formally, we establish the following result, which we prove in Section 5.6.
Theorem 14. For a network which satisfies the 6-clique with follower property, the LFA
will find a clustering that is 2e-close to the true clustering.
If we set 6 = 0 then we obtain a network in which each cluster is a clique with at least
one follower. For these networks, we are able to obtain exact clustering.
Corollary 3. For a network which satisfies the E-clique with follower property for c = 0,
the LFA will find a clustering that is equal to the true clustering.
While having 6 = 0 may seem like a stringent condition, we will see in Section 5.5 that
this network structure is indeed observed in real social networks.
5.5 Empirical Results
5.5.1 Social Networks with Known Clustering
We first look at two networks of performers from a college culture show. The networks
are from shows performed in 2010 and 2011. The 2010 network has 153 nodes (perform-
ers) and 15 clusters (performances) and the 2011 network has 138 nodes (performers) and
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13 clusters (performances). An edge is placed between two performers if they are in the
same performance. In this way, each cluster (performance) is a clique. We therefore expect
the LFA to find those performances which have followers. The 2010 network is plotted
in Figure 5-3. To visualize the overlapping cluster structure, we also plot the 2010 cluster
overlap network where each node is a cluster with the node size proportional to the cluster
size. There is an edge between clusters if they share nodes, and the edge thickness is pro-
portional to the amount of overlap between the clusters. As can be seen, there is substantial
overlap among the clusters of this network.
We show the error (as defined in equation (5.2)) of the LFA for these networks in Figure
5-4. For the 2010 network, the LFA finds all clusters exactly, while for the 2011 network,
it detects all but one of the clusters exactly. We have exact detection for the 2010 network
because it satisfied the e-clique with follower property for e = 0. For the 2011 network, the
cluster that the LFA did not detect lacked any followers and therefore we would not expect
it to be detectable by the LFA.
We compared the LFA with spectral clustering on these networks. The error of spectral
clustering as a function of the number of input clusters is shown in Figure 5-4. As can
be seen, while spectral clustering has minimum error when it is given the true number of
clusters as input, it still cannot produce the correct clustering. This is expected, because
spectral clustering produces disjoint clusters, while this network has overlapping clusters.
For comparison, the LFA error is also shown in this plot and is always less that the spectral
clustering error.
We also compared the LFA to the k-clique percolation algorithm which was designed to
find overlapping clusters in networks. The error of k-clique percolation as a function of the
size of the k-cliques is shown in Figure 5-4. As can be seen, the error does not go to zero
over the range of k-clique sizes used and is always greater than the LFA error. Therefore,
we see that the LFA also has superior performance to this algorithm on these real networks.
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Figure 5-3: (left) 2010 culture show network and (right) 2010 true cluster overlap network.
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Figure 5-4: Error of spectral clustering versus number of input clusters and error of k-
clique percolation versus k-clique size on (left) 2010 culture show network and (fight)
2011 culture show network. The LFA error is also shown.
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5.5.2 Exploratory Cluster Analysis
When there is no known clustering for a network, applying a clustering algorithm can help
reveal the latent structure. We performed this type of exploratory analysis on two different
networks. The first is a Facebook network, and the second is a human brain network.
First, we look at a real Facebook network which contains 131 nodes. This network
does not have a true underlying clustering like the culture show networks. However, it is
informative to see the different types of clusters found by the LFA. It finds 55 clusters in
this network and we will look more closely at the clusters in two subgraphs of this network
shown in Figure 5-5.
The first subgraph shown on the left of Figure 5-5 corresponds to a set of graduate
students and contains four overlapping clusters. There are two people common to each
of the four clusters, which correspond to different research groups. Two of the clusters
actually correspond to a single research group, but the followers of these two clusters were
not Facebook friends. This is an example of what the LFA does with incomplete network
data. The other two clusters correspond to common friends the two people have in two
other research groups.
The second subgraph shown on the right of Figure 5-5 has three overlapping clusters.
There is a single person that is in all three of these clusters. The larger cluster corresponds
to this person's college friends, while the other two correspond to two sets of friends from
this person's home town. These hometown clusters also have a three node overlap.
We next applied the LFA to a human brain network obtained from fMRI data [3]. Edges
in this network correspond to points in the brain whose correlation exceeded a threshold
value. This network has 4221 nodes. There were 20 clusters detected by the LFA and
much to our surprise, three of the larger clusters corresponded to major lobes of the brain
which are related to different types brain functions: the frontal lobe, the occipital lobe, and
the temporal lobe. This result indicates that the cluster structure we defined may apply to
a broader class of networks beyond just social networks. Figure 5-6 shows the labellings
of the clusters (lobes) we detected using the LFA. We also applied spectral clustering to
this brain network with the number of clusters found by the LFA as input. Spectral clus-
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Figure 5-5: A Facebook network with two of its subgraphs expanded. The clusters found
with the LFA in these subgraphs are labeled with the appropriate social identification.
tering was not able to resolve the temporal lobe in this network, but instead grouped it
with the frontal lobe. Thus, we see the LFA resolving a finer cluster structure than spectral
clustering.
5.6 Proofs
5.6.1 Proof of Theorem 13
We wish to find the runtime of the LFA, which we refer to as T(LFA). The LFA has has
three stages: leader and follower detection, follower class detection, and cluster assign-
ment. We will look at the runtime of each stage individually first and then combine these
runtimes to get the overall runtime of the LFA.
1. Leader and follower detection: In the leader and follower detection stage, each
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Figure 5-6: Lobes detected in a human brain network using (left) the LFA and (right)
spectral clustering.
node must compare its degree with all of its neighbors. This stage involves calculat-
ing every node's degree, which will involve counting each edge at most twice, and
then a maximum of two comparisons on each edge in the network to identify leaders
and followers. Therefore, the leader and follower detection stage will take O(|E|)
time
2. Follower class detection: The second stage is the detection of follower classes.
Again, it involves each follower checking if its neighbors are also followers. This
step takes at most O(|EI) time because it involves comparisons on each edge twice
in the worst case.
3. Cluster assignment: The cluster assignment stage involves spreading cluster mem-
berships through the network. As we go through the first queue B, at each iteration
we always remove one node from it. Each iteration involves checking the neigh-
boring edges of a node. For the queue B' we will remove a node each time, and
may or may not add a new node. Because each node can be in B' only once, we will
never have more than IVI iterations through the queue. Again, each iteration involves
checking the neighboring edges of a node. Overall, this stage involves checking all
edges of the network a constant number of times and in the worst case will have a
runtime of O(1E1).
Putting together the runtime of these individual stages, we obtain the runtime of the
entire algorithm.
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T(LFA) = O(IE|) + O(|EI) + O(|E|)
= O(IEJ)
Therefore, the LFA runtime is 0 ( E).
5.6.2 Proof of Theorem 14
To prove Theorem 14 we first assume we have a network G(V, E) that satisfies the E-
clique with follower property. Let the (possibly overlapping) true clusters be Ctrue =
{C 1, C2 , ... Ck} such that V = Ui=1 Ci. In the E-clique with follower networks, the LFA
will find at least k clusters. This is because each cluster Ci contains one good node with
no neighbors outside of the clique of good nodes Xi. The degree of this node is less than
or equal to all of its neighbors, and so it will define a follower class in the LFA. If there is
more than one node in Xi with no neighbors outside Xi, then, because they form a clique,
they will identify a follower class. This gives a lower bound of k follower classes.
Let us define kbad as the number of follower classes in excess of the k true clusters. We
then have that kbad ; EN. The upper bound for kbad arises when each bad node forms its
own follower class. This can happen if, for example each bad node has degree 1 and is only
connected to a single good node.
Each of the k true clusters will contain all good nodes within the cluster. This is because
each good node neighbors the follower class for the cluster, so they join this cluster in the
assignment step. We can have at most EN incorrect nodes in each of these k clusters.
This occurs if all bad nodes are assigned to one of the true clusters. The maximum error
from excess clusters occurs when kbad is equal to its maximum value of eN. With these
bounds, the distance between the LFA clustering CLFA and the true clustering Ctrue is upper
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bounded by
keN kbad
d(CLFACT) k +NkN N
eN
-- N
<2e
5.7 Chapter Summary
We presented here the leader-follower algorithm (LFA) for learning community structure in
networks. The algorithm allows one to find overlapping clusters in a network, an important
aspect of real networks, especially social networks. The algorithm requires no input pa-
rameters and learns the number of clusters naturally from the network. It accomplishes this
using degree centrality in a clever manner. It identifies local minima of degree centrality
as followers which belong only to one cluster, and the remaining nodes are leaders which
connect clusters. In this way, the number of clusters can be learned using only the network
structure.
We proved that the LFA finds good approximations to the true clustering for a fairly
broad class of networks. This class of networks possess properties that are typical in real
social networks. Empirical comparisons on real social networks with more common clus-
tering algorithms such as spectral clustering found that the LFA exceeded their perfor-
mance. Exploratory analysis of social and biological networks showed that the LFA can
reveal important communities or clusters in networks.
The LFA is also an extremely fast algorithm, having runtime linear in the network size.
Thus, this algorithm can be used to efficiently cluster extremely large networks. This is an
important aspect of the algorithm as modern networks are incredibly large and any practical
clustering algorithm must be able to scale to these sizes.
In summary, we have shown that a centrality measure as simple as degree centrality can
be used to construct an efficient, accurate, non-parametric community detection algorithm
for networks.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis has shown the potential power of network centralities for solving network prob-
lems. We looked at finding rumor sources, measuring influence, and learning community
structure. These are three very different problems which we were able to solve using net-
work centralities. In each problem, we saw network centrality applied in a very different
manner, but in each case leading to an effective solution.
We developed a new network centrality we called rumor centrality to find rumor sources
in networks. Rumor centrality was proven to be an exact maximum likelihood estimator
for random regular graphs. That is, the rumor centrality of a node was proportional to
the probability of it being the rumor source. This showed that rumor centrality was in a
sense the correct centrality measure for the rumor source detection problem. We showed
an efficient distributed algorithm for calculating rumor centrality, demonstrating its practi-
cality for large networks. We also saw many interesting connections of rumor centrality to
Markov chains, combinatorics, and other network centrality measures.
The performance of the rumor centrality based estimator was thoroughly characterized
for a wide array of networks. We found that there is an interesting threshold phenomenon
for rumor source detection. For networks which grow like a line detection was impossible,
but for networks which grow faster than a line non-trivial detection was possible. In fact,
we were able to show that non-trivial detection of the rumor source was possible for any
random spreading time distribution on any random tree which grew faster than a line. For
random regular graphs with exponential spreading times, we were able to show that the
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error of rumor centrality decayed exponentially fast. We used different analysis techniques
to establish these results. For networks which grew polynomially, we used concentration
based techniques, while for networks with expansion, we used techniques from the anal-
ysis of Polya urn models and branching processes. These analysis techniques represent
an important contribution to not only the study of rumor source detection, but also other
problems which involve networks with expansion.
We found another use for rumor centrality in the problem of measuring influence in
networks. Specifically, to explain the structure of topic specific retweet networks in Twitter
we developed the topological network growth model which could use different network
centralities. We found that if one used rumor centrality, then this model produced two
important features we observed in Twitter networks: a power-law degree distribution and
a superstar node with very high degree. Using this observation, we argued that rumor
centrality was correctly quantifying the influence of users on Twitter on specific topics. We
then developed a dynamic influence tracking engine for Twitter we called Trumor which
allowed one to measure the influence of users on Twitter specified by topic and time.
The final problem we studied was that of learning the community structure of a network.
Using arguments based on social interactions, we determined that degree centrality could
be used to detect communities. Specifically, we identified local minima of degree centrality
as followers which are nodes which only belong to a single community, and any other node
was a leader which connected communities. We used this to develop the leader-follower
algorithm (LFA) which could learn the overlapping community structure in networks. The
LFA is very fast, having a runtime linear in the network size. It is also non-parametric,
in the sense that it can learn both the number and size of communities naturally from the
network structure. We proved that it was very robust and learned accurate community
structure for a certain class of network which is fairly broad and is observed in real social
networks. We found that the LFA did a better job of learning community structure on
real social networks than more common algorithms such as spectral clustering. Also, we
showed that the LFA could learn relevant community structure in real networks such as
Facebook and the human brain.
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6.1 Future work
Going forward, there are several aspects of this thesis to build upon. We presented creative
uses of network centrality for different problems. However, in doing so, we also opened up
several interesting research questions.
For rumor source detection, an open theoretical question is to understand the error
probability for rumor centrality on general networks. Thus far, we showed that the error
decayed exponentially on random regular graphs. Also, we have seen empirically that
on certain random trees the error does decay exponentially. Proving that this occurs for
general networks would be an important advancement to this theoretical analysis. Also,
our analysis here focused on trees and tree-like networks. It would be a major contribution
to prove any type of result for non-tree networks.
We saw how rumor centrality could be used to measure influence on Twitter. Along the
way to finding this result, we saw that rumor centrality was actually telling us the prob-
ability of a user being retweeted. This opens to door to the very interesting problem of
predicting the spread of information on Twitter. That is, rumor centrality could be used to
actually predict retweets and the subsequent spread of information. Coupling these prob-
abilities with further temporal analysis of how quickly retweets occur could allow one to
predict not only the reach of information, but also the speed with which it spreads. Pre-
dicting information spreading in social networks is by no means a simple problem, but our
results in this thesis present one important step forward in formulating a solution.
To learn the community structure of networks, we developed the leader-follower algo-
rithm (LFA) which used degree centrality. The LFA was designed for unweighted, undi-
rected networks, as occur in social networks such as Facebook. A natural next step for this
problem would be to extend this algorithm to weighted networks. The LFA was developed
by understanding the form of communities in social networks. A similar type of analysis
would be needed to understand the properties of communities in weighted networks. Once
the structure of these communities is understood, an appropriate network centrality mea-
sure can be used or created in order to extend the LFA to weighted networks. Extending
the LFA to weighted networks would greatly broaden its scope of application and provide
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a deeper understanding of the structure of communities in more general networks.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Proof of Theorem 10
We recall that Theorem 10 stated that for a rumor spreading for time t as per the SI model
with a general distribution with mean spreading time p the rumor graph on a geometric
tree is full up to a distance !(1 - c) and does not extend beyond t(1 + c), for c = t-1/2+1
for some positive 6 E (0, 1/2). To establish this, we shall use the following well known
concentration property of renewal processes. We provide its proof later for completeness.
Theorem 15. Consider a renewal process P (-) with holding times with mean p. Then for
any t > 0, any 0 < y < 1, there exists a positive constant c such that
P P(t) - t ;'> <; 2e 8C
P p
Now we use Theorem 15 to establish Theorem 10. Recall that the spreading time along
each edge is an independent and identically distributed random variable with mean p. Now
the underlying network graph is a tree. Therefore for any node v at distance r from source
node v*, there is a unique path (of length r) connecting v and v*. Then, the spread of
the rumor along this path can be thought of as a renewal process, say P(t), and node v is
infected by time t if and only if P(t) > r. Therefore, from Theorem 15 it follows that for
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any node v that is at distance j1 - e) for E t- for some 3 E (0, 1/2),
P (v is not rumor infected) < 2e- 8c
=2e- 8C.
Now the number of such nodes at distance (1 - 6) from v* is at most 0
(which follows from arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem 5). Therefore, by
an application of the union bound it follows that
P (a node at distance -(1 - e) from v* isn't infected
0( t) A t2,)
=0 2 - es
=0 (e-A .8
Using similar argument and another application of Theorem 15, it can be argued that
P (a node at distance t(1 + E) from v* is infected)
= (e-A .
Since the rumor is a 'spreading' process, if all nodes at distance r from v* are infected,
then so are all nodes at distance r' < r from v*; if all nodes at distance r from v* are not
infected then so are all nodes at distance r' > r from v*. Therefore, it follows that with
probability 1 - 0 (e- t), all nodes at distance up to 1 (1 - E) from v* are infected and
all nodes beyond distance (1 + ) from v* are not infected. This completes the proof of
Theorem 10.
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A.2 Proof of Theorem 15
We wish to provide bounds on the probability of P(t) < pt(1 - -y) and P(t) > ft(1 + -Y)
for a renewal process P(.) with holding times with mean p. Define nth arrival time S, as
n
Sn = 7Xj
where Xi are non-negative i.i.d. random variables with a well defined moment generating
function Mx (0) and mean E [Xi] = > 0. We can relate the arrival times to the renewal
process by the following relations:
P (P(t) < n) = P (Sn > t)
and
P (P(t) > n) = P (Sn < t)
The first relations says that the probability of less than n arrivals in time t is equal to the
probability that the nth arrival happens after time t. The second relations says that the
probability of more than n arrivals in time t is equal to the probability that the nth arrival
happens before time t.
We now bound P (Sn > t). To that end, for 0 > 0 it follows from the Chernoff bound
that
P (Sn > t) = P (e>S eOt)
< Mx (Q)" e-Ot
We can use the following approximation for Mx (0) which is valid for small 0.
E [X2] oo, E [Xi]Mx (0) = 1+ 0p + 02  2 +o3 oE-3
i3
< 1 + Oft + C102
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for some finite positive constant c1 . Using this along with the inequality log (1 + x) < x
for -I < x, we obtain
log (P (S, > t)) < n log (Mx (0)) - Ot
< nlog (1 + y + c 10 2) - Ot
< 0 (pn - t) + nc1 0 2
To minimize this probability, we find the 0 that minimizes 0 (pin - t) +nc102. This happens
for 0 21 ( p - ). We set n = ± (1 - -y), so the minimum value is achieved for =
2cl-y). Using this value, we obtain
log (P (St y t ) - 2 (yt) +2c1(1 - 7)0
- 2c 1(1 -)
< y2 Pt
4c 1 (1 - y)
- 8c 1
tc1
P
7 2 Pt
4c 1 (1 - 7)
C2 24ci (1 - 7
With this result, we obtain
P (P(t) t-
p1
8ci
For the upper bound, we have for 0 > 0
P (Sn t) = P (e-Sn > e-ot)
< Mx (-6)" e"t
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(1 - -Y))
We can use the following approximation for Mx (-0) which is valid for small 0 > 0.
Mx (-0) = P1 - Op+ 0 2 E [X 2]
2
Z-3 E[Xi]
_3 Ea i-3
< 1 - 0P + c202
for some finite positive constant c2. Using this we obtain
log (P (S, < t)) < n log (Mx (-0)) + Ot
< nlog (1 - 0pt + c2 02) + Ot
< 0 (t - purn) + nc202
To minimize this probability, we find the 0 that minimizes 0 (t - in) +nc2 02 . This happens
for 0 = - (p - -L). We2C2 n set n = (1+ -y), so the minimum value is achieved for 9
2c/1A Using this value, we obtain2C2 (1+-Y)*
log (p (S(+,) < t) ) - 7[t ('yt) + tc2 1
2C2(1 + 7)A
2c2(1 +y)
4c2 (1+7y)
72p
8c2
+ 2pt4c 2 (1 +)
With this result, we obtain
P (P(t) t
> -
If we set c = max (ci, c2 ) and combine the upper and lower bounds then we obtain
P (P(t) -
This completes the proof of Theorem 15.
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(1 + ) ) < e 8C2
< 2e-8t > t-Y
P p
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